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ABSTRACT

The primary goal of this research was to endogeniza government behavior, i.e., to 

identify variables that influence US policymakers' choice of the support prise for 

manufactured dairy products (MDP). This was accomplished by the development of two 

models-a behavioral model and a criterion function model. A secondary .goal was to 

compare US and European Community (EC) dairy policies and resultant impacts on 

each respective dairy industry.

The behavioral model consisted of two components: (1) a commodity component

describing supply, demand, stocks, and government costs and (2) a policy component 

specifying economic and political variables which may affect policymakers’ decisions. 

Alternatively, the criterion function model was a constrained optimization model, where 

policymakers maximized total welfare, equalling a weighted welfare sum for processors, 

consumers and taxpayers, where the weights measure the political influence of each 

special interest group. Model constraints consisted of a commodity component.

The criterion function model follows a theoretically appealing economic paradigm, where 

the estimated policy equation is analytically derived. The disadvantage of this approach 

is that restrictions must he imposed in order to analytically solve for political weights. 

Alternatively, the behavioral model directly specified and estimated its policy equation, 

allowing for a large set of variables to be empirically tested for their influence on the 

support price level for MDP.

Empirical results of both models indicated that taxpayers’ interest in minimizing 

government costs dominated. In the behavioral model, government cost variables, such
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as the Federal budget deficit, the share of government expenditures on the dairy 

program, the difference between the support price and the world price, and the expected 

additions to government stocks, appeared to influence policymakers’ decisions. In the 

criterion function model, taxpayers’ political influence weight dominated relative to that of 

processors and consumers. Also, political variables, e.g.. inertia and farm income, 

appeared to influence policymakers’ decisions in the behavioral model.

Empirical results of the behavioral model yielded statistically significant estimates, which 

supported existing empirical findings. In contrast, imposition of theoretical restrictions 

overly simplified the criterion function policy equation, making the support price a 

function of only one variable-net change in government stocks. Statistical results were 

insignificant for this variable, indicating that it did not influence policymakers.

In addition, this research compared dairy policies and industry characteristics of the US 

and the EC. Both regions guarantee producers a minimum price, which is two to three 

times greater than the world price. High domestic prices encourage overproduction, 

generate a surplus, and result in large government expenditures.
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

The primary goal of this research was to endogenize government behavior, i.e.. to identify 

variables that influence US policymakers’ choice of the support price for manufactured dairy 

products (MDP). This was accomplished by the development of two models--a behavioral 

model and a criterion function model. A secondary goal was to compare US and European 

Community (EC) dairy policies and resultant impacts on each respective dairy industry.

This research extends and integrates empirical results of political economy and particularly 

political economy of the dairy industry. One of the contributions of this thesis is that both 

models--the criterion function model and the behavioral model--were developed to empirically 

test what variables influence US policymakers’ choice of the support price level for MDP. 

Results and limitations of each model were compared. Prior research in this area has not 

taken this approach. As discussed in the literature review chapter, endogenizing government 

behavior models follow either a criterion function approach or a behavioral model approach, 

de Gorier (1983) and Gardner (1987b) appeared to follow a criterion function approach in 

their theoretical models, while their estimated policy equations appeared to follow a 

behavioral model approach.

With the exception of de Gorier (1983), prior political economy literature on the US dairy 

industry did not endogenize government behavior. Much of the political economy literature 

relevant to the US dairy industry pertained to the economic welfare impacts of regulatory 

policies, e.g., import quotas (Neff (1989), Novakovic and Thompson (1977), Salathe, Dobson 

and Peterson (1977)); milk marketing orders and classified pricing (Buxton (1977 and 1979), 

Masson and Eisenstat (1980), Shaw and Levine (1978), Ippolito and Masson (1978)); and 

price supports (Buxton and Hammond (1974) and Heien (1977)). LaFrance and de Gorier
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(1985) analyzed the economic welfare impacts associated with both milk marketing orders 

and support price regulations.

This thesis differs from de Goiter’s work in two areas. (1) Policy equations from both a 

criterion function model and a behavioral model were estimated and compared. The 

strengths and weaknesses of each model are discussed. (2) The estimated policy equation 

in the behavioral model included a larger set of economic and political variables as potential 

explanatory variables which may affect policymakers' decisions. Inclusion of these variables 

in this thesis aggregates significant empirical findings from a variety of endogenizing 

government behavior models, not necessarily applied to the dairy industry. Thus, this thesis 

extends de Gorter's work.

Empirical results of this thesis differ from previous political economy empirical results by (1) 

endogenizing government behavior using two different types of models--a criterion function 

and a behavioral model--via estimating policy equations and comparing results and (2) 

consolidating potential explanatory variables based on significant empirical results from the 

general political economy literature.

The behavioral model consists of two components. The commodity component describes 

supply, demand, stocks, and government costs associated with the manufactured dairy 

products (MDP) price support program. The policy component specifies variables which may 

affect policymakers’ choice of the support price for MDP. It includes a variety of independent 

variables based on economic theory and political economy theory. Independent variables 

include the following: (1) economic variables obtained from the commodity component, e.g., 

current levels of government stocks of MDP, and expected additions to stocks generated from 

policymakers’ choice of the price support level; (2) cost variables, e.g., the net Federal 

budget deficit, government cost shares associated with the dairy support program and the 

total agricultural program, respectively; and (3) political variables obtained from an extensive



political economy literature review, e.g., inertia, as measured by the lagged support price, 

campaign contributions by the dairy industry to presidential and congressional candidates, 

and the change in net farm income, which measured achievement of the domestic goal to 

raise farm incomes by increasing the support price. The supply, demand and additions to 

stocks equations of the commodity component were estimated and incorporated into the 

policy component. The policy component of the behavioral model was then estimated. Thus, 

the behavioral model directly specified a policy equation comparable to the policy equation in 

the criterion function model. Direct specification allows fc a large set of variables to be 

empirically tested for their influence on the support price level for MDP. One theoretical 

difference between these two models is that the behavioral model can be thought of as a 

positive model which implicitly assumes that policymakers follow a decision making rule, but 

this rule is not explicitly specified.

Alternatively, the criterion function model took a different approach in examining which 

variables significantly influence policymakers’ choice of the support price level for MDP. In 

contrast to the behavioral model, which assumed an implicit decision making rule, the 

criterion function model specified an explicit decision making rule. The criterion function 

model is a constrained optimization model, where policymakers maximize total welfare, 

equalling a weighted welfare sum for processors, consumers and taxpayers, where the 

weights suggest the importance attached to each group by policymakers. Model constraints 

consist of a commodity component similar to that in the behavioral model. The optimal 

support price was analytically solved via the first order necessary condition (FONC), and this 

policy equation was estimated. Estimation results specified the relationship between the 

support price and one independent variable describing the net change in government stocks 

for MDP, In addition, the relative political influence of each special interest group--

consumers, processors, taxpayers--was determined. Thus, the criterion function model can 

be thought of as a normative model, which analytically derives the optimal support price
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given a specific decision making rule (although the estimated policy equation in this thesis 

uses actual support price data and is therefore, a positive analysis).

Two major differences between these two models are (1) the process used to specify the 

estimated policy equations and (2) the structure of each model. The estimated policy 

equations of the two models were obtained using different methods. The behavioral model 

directly specified a policy equation, allowing for a larger set of variables to be empirically 

tested for their influence on the support price level for MDP. Alternatively, the criterion 

function model analytically derived its policy equation, which equals the first order necessary 

condition of the model. Since it is analytically derived, the number of independent variables 

is limited.

The other key difference between the criterion function and behavioral models is that the 

criterion function model follows a theoretically appealing economic paradigm. The 

disadvantage of this approach is that the form of the analytically derived policy equation is 

dependent upon the structure of the decision making rule in the objective function. If 

specification of this rule changes, so does specification of the estimated policy equation. 

Thus, although the criterion function model is theoretically appealing, its policy equation 

contains a limited number of explanatory variables which are dependent on the structure of 

policymakers’ decision making rule.

In order to develop the behavioral and criterion function models, the following literature was 

reviewed: (1) political economy literature, to identify variables which could influence

policymakers’ choices and which should be included in the quantitative models: (2) US dairy 

literature, to understand dairy policy formation and identify relevant policy instruments to 

model; and (3) endogenizing government behavior literature, to review quantitative models of 

policy choice. (To be more precise, the endogenizing government behavior literature is a 

subset of the political economy literature. It was considered a separate category for tw©



reasons: (1) the political economy literature is so broad awl (2) this thesis sought to 

endogenize government behavior.)

in summary, the general goals of this research were (1) to identify economic, political, 

domestic, and international variables that may influence US policymakers’ choice of the price 

support level for MDP; (2) to endogenize government behavior of the US price support level 

for MDP through the development of two models-a behavioral model and a criterion function 

model-and (3) to compare US and EC dairy policies and resultant impacts on each 

respective dairy industry.

This dissertation is organized as follows. First, dairy policies and industry characteristics in 

the US are presented. Second, a literature review is presented, which provides the 

foundation for model development. Third, theoretical frameworks for both the behavioral and 

criterion function models are introduced, followed by empirical results. Finally, a summary 

and conclusions are presented. Since the primary focus of this thesis was on the US dairy 

industry, EC dairy policies and industry characteristics are presented and compared to the US 

in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER II:

UNITED STATES DAIRY POLICIES AND INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader with (1) background of domestic dairy 

policies in the United States (US) focusing on the inception and evolution of dairy policies; (2) 

the economic implications of domestic dairy policies; and (3) industrial organization analysis 

of the domestic market, focusing on production, consumption, donations, stocks, government 

expenditures and trade.

US DOMESTIC DAIRY POLICIES AND PRICING SYSTEM

US dairy policies consist of two general programs: (1) a price support program which

guarantees producers a minimum price for manufacturing grade milk and (2) a Federal 

marketing order program which provides an institutional pricing structure for fluid grade milk 

within and between geographically defined markets.’ Dairy is the only commodity in the US 

which has both marketing order and price support programs. In addition, the US reinforces 

its domestic dairy policies using import quotas. To understand US dairy policy and its 

evolution, one must first lock at the setting which brought about its creation.

Dairy policy in the US began in the 1930s with the original Agricultural Adjustment Act of 

1933. Prior to this Act, the market was characterized by price instability (USDA, 1978 and 

USDA, September, 1984). The instability of the early 1900s stemmed from (1) the nature of 

fluid milk--bulky, perishable, difficult to transport, unsynchronized seasonality of production 

and consumption, and highly inelastic demand: and (2) changing market structure--

1 Key US dairy policy literature includes the following: (1) US Department of Agriculture. 
Dairy: Background for 1985 Farm Legislation. Washington, D.G.: ERS Ag. Info. Bui. #474,
September, 1984; (2) US Department of Agriculture. Review of Existing and Alternative Federal 
Dairy Programs. Washington, D.C.: ERS Staff Report #AQES40121, January, 1984; (3) US General 
Accounting Office, Comptroller General. Milk Marketing Orders Options for Change. GAO/RCED-88- 
9, Washington, D.C.: March, 1988.
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transference from direst marketing between dairy farmers and consumers, where price was 

directly negotiated, t© a system which added a middle marketing layer that set prices for both 

producers and consumers. Since there existed many dairy farmers but few handlers 

(processors),8 this middle marketing layer had much market power. Competitive processors 

often engaged in "price wars" with tower prices being passed back to the farmers.

Dairy farmers vertically integrated to form cooperatives in order to alleviate widely fluctuating 

producer prices (USDA, 1078). But these cooperative bargaining agreements were frequently 

disregarded by dairy farmers. Ultimately, the Great Depression of the early 1930s broke 

down most bargaining arrangements and caused farm milk prices to collapse. Farmers 

baked te the government for help to create an orderly market and improve producers" 

incomes.

Federal Marketing Order Program

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933 first provided Federal authority to regulate the 

handling of milk. However, current Federal marketing orders are based on the Agricultural 

Marketing Agreement Act of 1937 (7 U.S.C. 601-624), which established an institutional 

structure for pricing grade A milk (US General Accounting Office (GAO), 1988). The 1937 

Act is a legal instrument, regulating the terms under which handlers may purchase grade A 

milk from dairy farmers and sell fluid milk within a geographic region called a Federal 

marketing order. Federal marketing orders must be approved by a two-thirds majority of 

dairy farmers within the proposed marketing order (USDA, 1978). As of October 1988, 42 

marketing orders (represented by the shaded areas in Figure 2.A) existed in the US,

a See the glossary at the ©nd ©f this chapter for definitions.



Figure 2«A-Mcrtcttt!i0 Areas Under Federal Milk Orders as of July 1,1988

The following is a listing of Federal Milk Marketing Orders as of October, 1988:

Alabama-West Florida 
Chicago Regional 
Eastern South Dakota 
Greater Louisiana 
Iowa
Lubbock-Plainview
Middle Atlantic 
New England 
Ohio Valley 
Puget Sound-Inland 
Southern Michigan 
Tampa Bay 
Texas
Upper Midwest

Black Hills
Eastern Colorado
Georgia
Indiana
Central Illinois
Memphis
Nashville
New York-New Jersey 
Oregon-Washingtort 
Rio Grande Valley 
Southwest Plains 
Tennessee Valley 
Texas Panhandle 
Western Colorado

Central Arizona
Eastern Ohio-Western Pennsylvania 
Great Basin3
Louisville-Lexington-Evansville 
Greater Kansas City 
Michigan Upper Peninsula 
Nebraska-Western Iowa 
New Orleans-Mississippi 
Paducah
Southeastern Florida 
Southern Illinois-Eastern Missouri 
Southwestern Idaho-Eastern Oregon 
Upper Florida 
Central Arkansas

Source: USDA Agricultural Marketing Service

3 Formerly Great Basin-lak© Mead Marketing Area. The merger became effective on April 1, 
1988.
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controlling about 70 percent of fluid milk produced (USDA, September, 1978). California, 

being on© ©I the largest milk producing states, is not a member ef the Federal program ta t 

established its own program, which also pools producer prices.

Goals of the 1337 Act were t© (1) promote orderly market conditions in fluid grade milk 

markets, (2) assure consumers of an adequate supply of milk, (3) stabilize milk prices, and 

(4) improve farmers’ incomes (USDA, September, 1984 and GAO, 1988). In order to achieve 

these goals, two key policy components wore used:

(1) Classified Pricing, establishing minimum prices for different classes of

grade A milk based upon end us© and

(2) Pooled Producer Pricing, establishing a uniform "blend" price paid to all 

dairy farmers who produce grad© A milk within a Federal marketing order, no 

matter which dairy product is ultimately produced.

The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) of the United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) administers this program and is responsible for computing the blend price for dairy 

farmers and auditing handlers to ensure rightful payment to dairy farmers (USDA, 1978). 

Classified pricing delineates minimum prices for grade A dairy products, depending on end 

use. Figure 2.B describes the marketing chain system and seeks to clarify dairy product 

pricing.

Dairy farmers produce one product, raw fluid milk, which can be processed info manufactured 

daiiy products (butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk) or can remain as fluid milk, depending on 

the grade (a quality standard) of the raw fluid milk. Only grade A milk becomes retail fluid 

milk, whereas both grade B and surplus grad© A milk may be processed into manufactured
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Figure 2.B~Dalry Marketing Levels and Dairy Products 

EasuLad fctKatatJUxcl

Rsw
Fluid
Milk

e ■■ ■ »■
Fluid
Milk

T sa r
Raid

e s s
Soft 4 
MDP*

Hud
MDP*

■Om I M

■ ClNtHMilk

• Clan H! Milk

Where
MDP* m Maiufastured dtijy produce produced froc: grade A rniik 

MDP® k Moiufrensed diny jsodSusa produced from (m k B milk

Source: Based on information from USDA, September 1984.

dairy products (MDP) (USDA, September, 1984). The Federal marketing order program 

applies only to grade A milk and its final products. Butter and nonfat dry milk are joint 

products, using ail of the solids in whole milk--butter made from the fat content and nonfat 

dry milk made from the nonfat solids. Thus, raw fluid milk can be processed into butter and 

nonfat dry milk or cheese.

In regards to classified pricing, USDA defines classes of grade A milk based upon the 

product ultimately produced: class ! (fluid milk), class II (soft manufactured dairy products, 

e.g., ice cream, cottage cheese, and yogurt), and class II! (hard manufactured dairy products, 

e.g., butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk) (USDA, 1978; USDA, September, 1984; and GAO, 

1988). Some Federal marketing orders recognize only two classes of milk, fluid and 

manufactured. The price of class ! (P,) is the highest, and the price of class II (P„) is slightly 

greater than that of class 111 (Pm). Classified pricing thus refers to the price of dairy products 

made from grade A milk based ©n end use-class I, class I!, and class IIS, where
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(2.15 P| S' P|| > Pm

Within a Federal marketing order, minimum prices tor each class of milk are based on the 

minimum pric© ©f class IS! milk. Thus, USDA first sets the minimum price of class ill milk. 

Beginning in the 1960s, USDA linked Federal marketing order prises using the Minnesota- 

Wisconsin price (Pm), representing the unregulated free market price of manufacturing (grade 

B) milk (USDA, 1978; USDA, September, 1984; and GAO, 1988). It is the average price 

received by dairy farmers for manufacturing grade milk in Minnesota and Wisconsin where 

production of class III dairy preduets has historically dominated. The USDA sets the price of 

class III milk equal to the Minnesota-Wisconsin price. The price of class II milk products 

equals the pric© ©f class ill milk plus a small differential (D„), usually a few cents per 

hundredweight. Minimum prises for class I, II, and III milk occur at the farm level, since each 

price is based on the Minnesota-Wisconsin price where

The class I minimum price (P,) equals the price of class lil milk plus a class S differential (D,). 

This differential includes the combined effect of a grade A differentia! (dA) and a distance 

differential (dd) (Manchester, 1975 and GAO, 1988). The grade A differential attempts to 

cover the costs necessary to meet the higher sanitary standards required of fluid milk 

products. Therefore, the grade A differential acts as an economic incentive to motivate dairy 

farmers to upgrade equipment to meet grade A sanitary standards. As of February 1988, the 

grade A differential was $1.04 per hundredweight (GAO, 1988). The distance differential 

refers to the distance between a market and the Federal basing point, Eau Clair©, Wisconsin,

(2.2)

(2.8)

(2.4)

(2.5)



which has historically been considered the nation’s primary milk supplier. The distance 

differential originally intended to cover transport costs from the surplus milk producing Upper 

Midwest to other markets, if shortages of fluid milk developed, and to encourage production 

of fluid milk in deficit markets. Until 1985, the distance differential in markets east of the 

Rockies equalled 15 cents per hundredweight for each 100 miles between the plant and Eau 

Claire, Wisconsin. The Food Security Act of 1985 increased minimum class I prices in some 

orders so that there is no longer a proportional relationship between an order’s minimum 

class I price and its distance from Eau Claire. In general, however, the more distant Federal 

orders have higher minimum class S prices.

The second key policy component of the Federal marketing order program is the pooled 

producer price paid to dairy farmers by handlers. Producer revenues are pooled in order to 

take away the economic incentive for dairy farmers to produce only the highest priced class I 

fluid product. The Federal marketing order program established a "blend" price, whereby 

farmers within a marketing order are paid one blended price, no matter which product is 

ultimately produced (USDA, September, 1984). The IJend prise is a weighted average of the 

price of class I, II, and ill products, where the weights are the quantifies of each product sold 

within that Federal marketing order.

q P + q P  + q P 
M  m i  in m

(2.6) PB|end-  -------------------------

Q

Where:

PMend “  Blend Price Pai^ t0 dairy farmers

q. = Quantity of product T produced within a Federal marketing order

i -  I, fluid milk

i = II, soft manufactured dairy products (ice cream, cottage cheese, yogurt, etc.) 

i = III, hard manufactured dairy products (butter, cheese, nonfat dry milk)
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P. sb Price of produet T within the marketing order, where minimum prises are estabSisSied by 

the USDA, AMS

Q *  Total amount of class I, II, and III produsts produced within the Federal marketing order

(Q = q + q + q )
I II Hi

A unique blend price for dairy farmers exists for each of the 42 Federal marketing orders. 

Farmers receive payments directly from milk handlers (USDA, 1978). ' ' t  Federal

marketing orders, payment may not be less than the blend price as announced each month 

by the milk market administrator of USDA.4

Price Support Program

The US prise support program was permanently enacted by Congress with the Agricultural 

Act of 1949 (7 U.S.C. 1421-1449) (GAO, 1988). Prior to this Act, Congress initiated several 

temporary price support measures in an effort to meet the increased demand for dairy 

products during World War li. In 1949, Congress permanently adopted the prise support 

programs it created during the war, with the following goals: (1) to assure an adequate 

supply of milk, (2) to reflect changes in production costs, and (3) to assure a level of farm 

income to maintain productive capacity to meet future needs (USDA, September 1984). 

Unlike the Federal marketing order program, which focused on grade A milk solely, the prise 

support program focused on manufactured dairy products produced from both grade A and 

grade B milk.

Three major guidelines were used to achieve the above goals (USDA, September 1984). 

First, the price support program established minimum and maximum price levels for

4 Currently, controversy exists over whether the Federal marketing order program is outdated 
because it encourages overproduction at a time of large government expenditures to purchase 
surpluses and treats producers unfairly based on geographic location. See U.S. General Accounting 
Office, Comptroller General, 1988, for details and recommendations for change.
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manufacturing grade milk (grade B). Original legislation and subsequent amendments 

through 1980 specified the price support level be set betw n 75 and 90 percent of parity 

(see glossary for definition). Second, the price support program authorized the Secretary of 

Agriculture to set the specific price support level within the minimum and maximum prise 

range specified in the legislation. The Secretary announced the price support level for 

manufactured dairy predusts annually, at the beginning of the marketing year, until the period 

between 1977 and 1980, when support prices were set twice per year. Third, the legislation 

specified that price would be supported through purchases of milk and milk products. Since 

milk is bulky and perishable, the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) offers to purchase 

manufactured dairy products (butter, cheese and nonfat dry milk) from handlers at the 

support purchase price equalling the price support level plus a make allowance (processing 

margin). It is the government’s intent that the announced support price level for 

manufactured dairy products be returned to dairy farmers, although there is no legal 

requirement that this will occur, since the program is administered at the processor’s level 

(Phone conversations with USDA AMS representatives: Clayton Plumb, Chief, Order

Formulation Branch, Dairy Division; and Jan Dunlop, Executive Assistant, Central Arizona 

Marketing Order.).

Dairy Policy Evoiution

From the original price support legislation in 1949 until 1981, the price support program 

followed the same structure, with the Secretary of Agriculture setting the specific price 

support level based on parity. In general, during shortages the price support level increased, 

and during surpluses it fell (USDA, September 1984). As a means to increase production, 

between 1977 and 1980 the price support level was increased biannually, resulting in large 

surpluses.
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Tw© major policy changes have occurred in the 1980s: (1) the severing of the relationship 

between the price support level and parity beginning with the Agriculture and Food Act ©f 

1881; and (2) voluntary supply management, with the 1983 Dairy and Tobacco Adjustment 

Act are! the Milk Production Termination Program (also known as the Whole Herd Buy Out 

Program) established within the Food and Security Act of 1985.

Relationship of the Price Support Program to the Federal Marketing Order Program

The Federal marketing order program regulates grade A fluid milk prices paid to dairy 

farmers by handlers, and the pric© support program regulates manufactured dairy product 

prices paid to handlers; therefore, the programs are related due to product linkages.

Handlers process dairy farmers’ fluid milk into manufactured products, which are then sold 

either to the CCC at the support purchase price or to the commercial market at the 

commercial price. In general, the price support level provides a lower bound for the 

Minnesota-Wisconsin price.

The programs are interrelated since the prices for all classes of milk within Federal marketing 

orders are based on the Minnesota-Wisconsin price (USDA, September 1984). The USDA 

sets the price of class III milk equal to the Minnesota-Wisconsin price. Since the price of 

manufactured dairy products has a guaranteed minimum price floor equalling the support 

price, the Minnesota-Wisconsin price also has a guaranteed minimum price floor equalling the 

support prise. (The Minnesota-Wisconsin price can drop below the support price, but in 

general it does not.)

The Federal marketing order program, which regulates grade A milk, encourages 

overproduction of grade A fluid milk. ‘ Its surplus is channeled into manufactured dairy 

products. An increased supply of manufactured dairy products drives the Minnesota- 

Wisconsin price down, although, in general the Minnesota-Wisconsin prise will not fall
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significantly below the support price. Thus, the pric© support program guarantees fluid 

producers an outlet for their product at a guaranteed minimum price and ultimately sets the 

minimum prie© for all dairy products throughout Federal marketing orders.

Price Relationships

Figure 2.C describes prise relationships at different marketing levels for both the Federal 

marketing order and price support programs:

Figure 2„0»US Dairy Program Price Relationships at Different Marketing Levels

US Dairy Program: j Federal Marketing

Marketing Level:

Farm Level

Price

Handler Level

Retail Level

l» 9 II* 1 V.\ ~  8 MW
P
B ffisr.d

PSPT + Make 
Allowance

Source: Based on information in USDA, September, 1984 and Manchester, November, 1975.

Starting with the Federal marketing order program, USDA's marketing administrator for a 

specific Federal marketing order announces minimum prices for class I, II, and III milk based 

on the Minnesota-Wisconsin price, although dairy farmers actually receive the blend price 

(USDA, September, 1984 and Manchester, November, 1975). In regards to the price support 

program, the Secretary of Agriculture announces the farm level support prise and the handler 

level support purchase price, which equals the farm level support price plus make allowance. 

Since the program operates through handlers, CCC actually purchases manufactured dairy 

products from handlers at the support purchase price. Notice that the Federal marketing
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order program does not set handler or retail prices for fluid milk and that th© pries suppers 

program does not set retail prices for manufactured grade milk.

CONCEPTUAL MODEL OF DOMESTIC IMPACTS OF A GUARANTEED MINIMUM 

PRODUCER PRICE POLICY

Figure 2.D~Domestlc Guaranteed Minimum Producer Price Policy

Without Pries 
Support Policy

WiihRrtaj 
Support Policy

Gunge Due to 
Price Support Program

Prico p* 05^ - P*)« Bies l a m

Qucnti ty Q®
Od o Quantity Supplied 
Oc a Quantity Demanded cd a Surplus

Producer 
Surplus 

CPS) 
Consumers 

Surplus 
(CS) 

Taxpayers 
Cost 

• (TC)

Area'Ffg'

Area'P*fo' AIM'Peji » ' 

abed

PS Gain « Area ‘P’ foP^

CS Lot" -  Area 'P*faP^‘

TC a Area'cbcd‘

Net Economic Welfare Lees ~
Area -  area 'abf

Figure 2.D describes a guaranteed. minimum producers' prise policy and examines its 

economic impacts. This model focuses on domestic impacts and assumes a closed



economy. International impacts are presented below, assuming an open economy. The 

minimum price (P^,) affects both producers and consumers. Theoretically, the price support 

program kin’s  domestic demand (DD) and supply (SS) curves at the price support level, 

making each curve perfectly inelastic below the guaranteed minimum price, Pm- Thus, the 

relevant post policy demand and supply curves are DD’ and SS’, respectively. Hr© 

government, specifically the CCC, is the buyer of last resort, so if th© free market price is 

less than the once support level, the CCC offers to buy manufactured dairy products, paying 

the guaranteed minimum price, Pm - and thus resulting in a cost to taxpayers. As a result of 

this policy, a surplus is generated equalling the difference between the amount produced and 

consumed domestically, ed in Figure 2.D.

Economic welfare gains and losses for producers, consumers and taxpayers associated with 

the price support policy are shown in Figure 2.D. Without the prise support policy, the 

market is in equilibrium, with producers supplying and consumers demanding Q° 

manufactured dairy products at the equilibrium price, P\ Producer surplus (PS) equals the 

area P'fg, while consumer surplus (CS) equals the area F’fe. With the pric© support policy, 

consumers demand Oc, while producers supply Qd at the guaranteed minimum price, PM, 

assuming the market price is less than or equal to the price support level. In terms of 

economic welfare impacts, producer surplus expanded to equal the area PSf*bg as a result of 

the price support policy, while consumer surplus decreased to equal area P^ae. In the US, 

surplus manufactured dairy products (ed) may be purchased by the CCC. Taxpayers fund 

this program at a cost equal to abed. Overall, the price support program decreased net 

economic welfare, with the loss in consumer surplus and taxpayers’ costs outweighing the 

gain in producer surplus. Thus, the guaranteed minimum producer price policy benefited 

producers, but consumers and taxpayers incurred an economic loss.



US DAIRY INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS

The purpose of {his section is to provide a brief overview ©f the US dairy industry, specifically 

examining historic data for supply, demand, surpluses, price support levels, stocks, donations, 

and trade. First, the dairy industry is described on the basis of total milk produced. Then 

two products produced from raw fluid milk-fluid milk and processed milk products-are 

reviewed. Finally, manufactured dairy products are itemized further by discussing each 

processed dairy product-butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk.

Supply

Graph 2A  illustrates that total milk production has increased since 1950 with a rapid increase 

since 1974, due in a large part to technological improvements. Milk production per cow 

(yield) is shown in graph 2.B. The latest technological improvement, bovine somatotropin, 

also know as bovine growth hormone, is expected to increase yields from 15 to 40 percent 

and will be marketed in the near future. Another factor influencing milk supply is the total 

number of producing cows. As shown in graph 2.C, the number of producing cows in the 

US has decreased, while yield (graph 2.B) has increased. Thus, fewer cows are producing 

more milk.

Although dairy farmers produce one product, raw fluid milk, it can be processed into different 

end products, depsnding on its grade (Figure 2.B). Only Grade A milk may be processed 

into retail fluid milk, whereas both grade B and grade A milk may be processed into 

manufactured dairy products. Historically, most of the fluid milk produced was grade B milk. 

As shown in graphs 2.A and 2.D, the production of grade A (fluid grade) milk as well as its 

surplus (equalling the difference between domestic production and consumption) has 

dramatically increased compared to grade B (manufacturing grade) milk (where surplus grade
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B milk equals government purchases of processed products). This is consistent with the 

goals of the Federal marketing order program--!© increase the production of grade A milk via 

classified and blended pricing mechanisms. The supply of manufactured dairy products has 

also increased as grade A milk is channeled into the manufactured product market. (As 

shown in graph 2.E, cheese is the predominant manufactured dairy product.)

Demand

The demand for dairy products has remained relatively constant. Graph 2.F shows the 

consumption for fluid milk and total manufactured dairy products (the sum of th© demand for 

butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk). Graph 2.G shows the utilization for butter, cheese, and 

nonfat dry milk. Note the demand for cheese has historically increased, while the historic
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demand for butter and nonfat dry milk has not significantly changed. Currently, a strong 

demand exists for nonfat dry milk, both domestically and internationally.

The price and income elasticity of demand for dairy products is relatively inelastic (USDA, 

ERS, September 1984). A 10 percent decline in retail pric® will increase sales of fluid milk 

by only about two percent. Butter and cheese sales would increase the most, perhaps seven 

to eight percent, with other products ranging between two and eight percent (USDA, ERS, 

September 1984). Thus, small variations in milk output will result in substantial price 

movements, in regards to income elasticity estimates, fluid milk sales generally are not 

changed significantly by changes in income (USDA, ERS, September 1984). Butter and 

cheese consumption are both positively related to income, but the effect is small. In general, 

changes is income have a small impact on the consumption of dairy products. Also, the slow 

population growth in the US has not significantly influenced the demand for dairy products 

(USDA, ERS, September 1984).



Per Capita Supply and Demand

Historic per capita supply and demand are shown for grade A milk (graph 2.H); butter (graph 

2.1); cheese (graph 2.J); and nonfat dry milk (graph 2.K). Per capita supply for grad® A milk 

has increased since 1950, while per capita demand has plummeted. This difference is 

consistent with the increase in grade A milk production (graph 2.A) and its surplus (graph 

2.D). For processed products, per capita supply and demand for butter and cheese tracked 

one another fairly closely, while per capita supply generally exceeded per capita demand for 

nonfat dry milk. This difference resulted in a large surplus of nonfat dry milk, compared to 

butter and cheese surpluses.
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Surplus Disposal

As a result of the increase in supply outdistancing the increase in demand (in part due to US 

dairy policy), a surplus of dairy products has been generated (Graphs 2.D and 2.L). This 

surplus can be dealt with in several ways: (1) it can be donated via domestic (graph 2.R) 

and international donations; (2) it can be stored in domestic stockpiles, (3) its volume can be
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controlled via production controls, buy out schemes, or a reduction in the prise support level, 

and (4) it ean be sold domestically or on the world market using subsidies.5

The US has used many of the above methods, in the 1950s and 1960s, domestic and 

foreign donation programs of food provided outlets for most of the surplus products, in the 

1970s, with food stamps replacing food distribution, the school lunch program became the 

only remaining sizable domestic outlet until 1981, when direct distribution was temporarily 

resumed under the Special Distribution Program of the Agricultural and Food Act of 1981. 

This program directed the USDA to make CCC commodities available for distribution to the 

needy. The program was extended under the Temporary Emergency Food Assistance 

Program and further extended under the Food Security Act of 1985. International donations 

became severely limited by budget restrictions on foreign aid, although the CCC could donate 

abroad using its own funds. Subsidized exports were a major outlet for butter and nonfat dry 

milk in the mid-1950s and 1960s, but this program no longer exists. The Food Security Act 

of 1985 also authorized the Export Enhancement Program (EEP), the Targeted Export 

Assistance (TEA) Program, and the Dairy Export Incentive Program (DEIP) for the purpose of 

making US exports more competitive on the world market. The DEIP enabled US exports to 

meet prevailing world price, using export subsidies in the form ô  dairy products from CCC 

stockpiles (USDA, ERS. Western Europe Agriculture and Trade Report Situation and Outlook 

Series. RS-88-1, June, 1988).

Graph 2.M shows government stock levels for butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk between 

the years 1950 and 1986. Related to government stocks is the price support level (graph 

2.Q). This graph shows that support prices were fairly constant from 1955 through 1965, 

increased gradually through 1972 and then increased rapidly until 1981. Meanwhile, 

government stock levels of processed dairy products fluctuated between zero and 600 million 

pounds for each manufactured product through 1974. Stocks dramatically increased after

5 Sales of surplus MDP are insignificant relative to domestic and international donations.
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1974, peaking in 1984. Powder, being the dominant stock, exceeded 1.3 billion pounds. In 

contrast, USDA purchases were greatest in the early 1980s and then again peaked in the 

early 1980s, corresponding to high support prices and large surpluses of manufactured dairy 

products (graph 2.L). This situation has recently changed dramatically.

Graphs 2.N, 2.G, and 2.P describe key surplus disposal methods for butter, cheese, and 

nonfat dry milk, respectively. Additions to government stocks and domestic and international 

donations are the primary surplus disposal methods. For all manufactured dairy products 

(MDP), the surplus is initially added to government stockpiles. Graph 2M  shows stock 

levels, which track additions to stocks shown in graphs 2.N through 2.P; stock levels rise 

corresponding to an increase in additions to stocks. For butter, large surpluses were
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2.0. During these time periods, additions to butter stocks (graph 2.N) were large, and in 

general, so were stock levels (graph 2.M). One© butter stocks were acquired, domestic 

donations were the dominant surplus disposal method used to reduce government stocks.

For eheese, large surpluses were generated from 1980 through 1986 (graph 2.L). Similar to 

butter, this surplus was added to, and increased, CCC stocks (graphs 2.0 and 2.M). Again, 

domestic donations were the dominant surplus disposal method. Nonfat dry milk is the

greatest surplus product of all MDP. Large surpluses were generated from 1955 through 

1968 (excluding 1966) and from 1980 through 1986 (graph 2.L). As with butter and cheese, 

this surplus was added to, and generally increased, CCC stocks (graphs 2.P and 2.M). In 

contrast to butter and cheese, the dominant surplus disposal method was donations on the 

international market6.

Supply control is the most direct method to control surpluses. The US used a voluntary 

supply control program beginning with the Dairy and Tobacco Act of 1983, whereby 

participating dairy farmers agreed to reduce herd size in order to receive a diversion 

payment, financed by the dairy industry. The result was a four percent reduction of the 

supply of fluid milk produced, but supply quickly rose upon termination of the program. In 

1984, surplus manufactured products continued to mount in coincidence with increasing price 

support levels and government stockpiles. In response to ever growing surpluses and 

stockpiles, Congress passed the Food and Security Act of 1985, which included a Dairy 

Termination Program (also known as the Whole Herd Buy Out Program). Participating dairy 

farmers left the dairy industry for five years and had to dispose of their herd.

0 The FAPSIM data set entitled USDA exports (entitled world donations in Graph 2.P) combines 
international donations with international sales. International donations are the largest component (at 
least 75%), when the FAPSIM data set is compared to a data set which itemizes international 
donations and sales (USDA, 1986).



In addition t© the Dairy Termination Program, the Pood Security Act of 1985 created a 

supply-demand adjuster (trigger mechanism) which links the support price to projected CCG 

net removals. For the years 1988 through 1990, if forecasted GCC removals are greater 

than five billion pounds (milk equivalent), then the support price will decrease by 50 cents per 

hundredweight. If net removals are estimated to be less than or equal to 2.5 billion pounds 

(milk equivalent), then the price support will increase 50 cents per hundredweight. Since 

enactment, the support price has dropped from the original 1985 level of $11.60 to $10.60 

per hundredweight of grade B milk, testing 3.67% butterfat. Thus, the US has also attempted 

to control supply via support price reductions.
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Government eosts associated with the price support program are shown in Graph 2.8. Net 

government expenditures for the dairy pric® support program include GGG support purchases 

and related costs for processing, packaging, transporting, and storing processed dairy 

products, less sales to commercial buyers for domestic use and for export, US military 

agencies, foreign governments, private welfare agencies, and school lunch and welfare 

(Section 32) programs.

Annual expenditures for the dairy price support program averaged $325 million between 1953 

and 1973. Costs fluctuated in the 1970s corresponding to the variability in milk production. 

In the 1930s, high support prices encouraged overproduction, which generated surpluses and 

resulted in large budget outlays associated with CCG purchases of this surplus.

Trade
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Du® to the perishability ©f fluid milk, only manufactured daisy products are traded. Historie 

trade trends for each processed product are presented, including exports by the USDA from 

CCC stockpiles (the sum of P.L. 480 international donations and exports sold on the world 

market), and imports for butter (graph 2.T), cheese (graph 2.U), and nonfat dry milk (graph 

2.V). Nonfat dry milk is ths predominant US export, white cheese is the predominant import- 

mainly specialty cheeses from the EC.

For butter, exports have fluctuated widely since 19S0. Imports are almost nonexistent. In 

regards to cheese trade, imports are dominant. USDA exports are minimal. Virtually no 

imports exist for nonfat dry milk. It is interesting to note that imports for each processed 

product increased during 1972 and 1973. At this time, government stocks were depleted; 

CCC purchases were nonexistent, and a shortage existed for manufactured dairy products. 

Prise support levels began to increase steadily immediately following this period of shortage.

Summary of US Dairy Industry Characteristics

Since 1950, the following key changes in the US dairy industry have occurred. (1) Raw fluid 

milk supply has increased due to dramatic yield increases stemming from technological 

advancement, while the number of productive dairy cows has decreased. Thus, fewer cows 

have been producing more milk. (2) Dairy farmers have increased production of grade A 

milk relative to grade B milk, as encouraged by US dairy policy, where dairy farmers obtain 

greater revenues from grade A milk production. Grade A milk is processed into 

manufactured dairy products. Thus, as grade A milk production has increased, the proportion 

of processed products made from grade A milk has increased. (3) The supply of processed 

products has increased, particularly cheese. (4) The demand for fluid milk, butter, and nonfat 

dry milk has remained fairly constant, only the demand for cheese has increased. (5) A 

large gap exists between per capita supply and per capita demand for fluid milk, resulting in 

a surplus of milk. (6) Per capita supply and per capita demand for butter and cheese follow



o r ©  another closely, while per capita supply exceeds per capita demand for nonfat dry m i lk ,  

resulting in a surplus of nonfat dry milk. (7) Nonfat dry milk is the dominant processed 

product purchased and stored by the government. (8) As price support levels rose in the 

late 1970s and early 1980s, so did government purchases, government stockpiles, and 

government expenditures. (9) Nonfat dry milk is the dominant export product, while cheese 

is the dominant import dairy product.
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CHAPTER I!

GLOSSARY7

All M ik  WlioSesate Price The average price paid for all milk at the first handler (processor) 

level of the market.

Basing Point A location, generally in an area of surplus milk production, from which milk is 

prised based on distance from that location.

Blend Price Minimum prices required to be paid to market order producers. Producers are 

paid a weighted average of ail class values of milk used by all processors.

Class 1 Differential The combination of the grad® A differentia! and the distance differential.

Class i Milk Grade A milk used to produce fluid milk products under a Federal marketing 

order.

Class II Milk Grade A milk used to produce soft manufactured products, such as ice cream, 

cottage cheese, and yogurt, under a Federal marketing order with three classes of milk. 

Grade A milk used to produce any manufactured dairy product under a Federal marketing 

order with only two classes of milk.

Class 111 Milk Grade A milk used to produce butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk under a 

Federal marketing order with three classes of milk.

7 Definitions in this glossary ar® based on those in the following publications: USDA,
September, 1934; USDA, 1978; and GAO, 1988.
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Classified Pricing A pricing system under which the price of milk depends on the use 

made of the milk. Higher prices are charged for milk used for fluid purposes.

Distance Differentia! A difference in the prise paid for milk based on the distance the milk 

is located from a specified basing point.

Fluid Grad© Milk See Grade A Milk.

Grade A Differentia! A price differential for milk used for fluid purposes at the basing point. 

Initially used to encourage grade A milk production.

Grad© A Milk produced under sanitary standards that qualify it for fluid consumption.

Grade i  M lk  not meeting Grade A standards; k^.. Aingent sanitary standard generally 

apply.

Handler See Milk Handler.

Make Allowance A processing margin to cover the costs of producing processed dairy 

products from raw fluid milk.

Manufacturing Grade Milk See Grade B milk.

Manufacturing Milk Grade B milk or grade A milk assigned to Classes II or 111 or otherwise

used in the production of a manufactured product.



Market-wide PesS Within a marketing area, al! producers receive the same uniform blend 

price for milk they deliver to handlers irrespective of final product produced. A produeer- 

settlemenf fund equalizes payments among handlers to compensate for different priced 

products.

Marketing Area A marketing area is a designated trading area where milk handlers are 

regulated by the Federal marketing order.

Milk Equivalents The volume equivalent of whole milk used in making other dairy products.

Milk Handler Milk handlers are milk processors and/or distributors that process and/or 

distribute milk within a Federal marketing area.

Milk Marketing Order A regulation issued by the Secretary of Agriculture or a State official 

which specifies minimum prices and conditions under which milk can be bought and sold 

within a specified area.

Minimum Price A minimum price set under a Federal marketing order is the least amount 

that handlers can pay producers of milk.

Mnnesofa-Wiseorisira Price Average price per hundredweight paid to farmers for Grade B 

milk in Minnesota and Wisconsin as estimated by USDA.

Parity is a standard measuring the purchasing power of farmers between 1910-1914, a 

prosperous period for farmers, in the case of milk, parity reflects the current price level at 

which a unit of milk would have the same purchasing power it held between 1910-1914, 

when prises received and paid by farmers were considered to be in good balance.



Price Support Guaranteed minimum prise to producers, legislated by Congress within the 

farm bite and administered by the Secretary of Agriculture. Originally, the support price was 

linked t© parity; since the Food Security Act of 198S, it is linked to the newly established 

supply-demand adjuster. For dairy, the announced price support is at the farm level but the 

program functions at the processor’s level. To cover processing costs, the CCC offers to buy 

manufactured dairy products at the support purchase price which equals the farm level 

support plus processor’s processing margin (make allowance).

Processor See handler.

Producer A dairy farmer who is entitled to the protection and benefits of a Federal milk 

order by selling Grade A milk to handlers within a Federal marketing order.

Supply-Demand Adjuster A systematic procedure for changing the milk prise support level 

to avoid building up large government stocks or creating a shortage. For example, if 

purchases rise above a certain level, the price-support level would be reduced, and vice 

versa.

Support Purchase Price The price at which the CCC offers to buy processed dairy

products from processors. The support purchase price equals the announced support price 

plus make allowance (see price support).



CHAPTER III 

LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of literature relevant to this research. 

In order to achieve the goals of this research-(l) endogenize government behavior in the 

United States (US) dairy industry and (2) compare dairy policies in the US and the European 

Community (EC)--it was necessary to review a broad set of literature. Endogenizing 

government behavior literature was reviewed for model development. Two schools of thought 

exist on endogenizing government behavior: the behavioral approach and the criterion

function (or policy preference) approach. Both are discussed below. In order to develop a 

quantitative model of the highly regulated US dairy industry, literature describing existing US 

dairy models was reviewed. Similarly, EC dairy literature was reviewed in order to compare 

US and EC dairy policies and their respective impacts. Since endogenizing government 

behavior is equivalent to identifying variables which influence policymakers’ decisions, 

literature on political economy theory was reviewed. As shown in the upcoming theoretical 

models chapter, domestic and international as well as economic and political variables were 

empirically tested for their influence on policymakers’ choice of the support price for 

manufactured dairy products (MDP). Specific political explanatory variables, e.g., campaign 

contributions, were included in the behavioral model based on political economy theories 

presented in this chapter.

As one can imagine, this literature set is quite extensive. Rather than review each area in 

detail, this chapter will provide an overview of literature in each category, describing key 

articles and their contributions. A detailed reference listing is included, itemized by category.



LITERATURE REVIEW OF MODELS WHICH ENDOGENIZE GOVERNMENT BEHAVIOR

Economists have recently begun to include political decisions into commodity models and 

thereby have developed more realistic models, particularly for highly regulated markets, such 

as the dairy industry. Models which endogenize government behavior are reviewed below. 

These models analyze the policy result, such as the support price level, and seek to identify 

variables that may affect policymakers’ decisions. They do not model the policy process, 

e.g., political compromise among legislators, interest groups and the administration. This 

subject is a component within political economy theory and is not presented. For the 

purpose of understanding agricultural policy choices and incorporating political decisions into 

economic models, models which endogenize government behavior are a significant step.

Economists differ on the approach used to endogenize government behavior. Rausser, 

Lichtenberg and Lattimore (1982) surveyed models in this area. They categorized empirical 

analyses of government behavior into two groups: (1) analytical derivation followed by

estimation of policy instruments from policy preference or criterion functions (criterion function 

models) and (2) direct estimation of policy instrument behavioral equations (behavioral 

models).

Criterion function models, which analytically derive and then estimate policy instruments, 

include Rausser and Freebairn (1974), Zusman (1976), Zusman and Amiad (1977), Sarris 

and Freebairn (1983), Paarlberg (1983), Paarlberg and Abbott (1986), Riethmuller and Roe 

(1986) and Lopez (1989). Behavioral models, which directly specify then estimate policy 

equations, include Abbott (1979), Lattimore and Schuh (1979), and Dixit and Martin (1986). 

Models which appear to use both criterion function and behavioral approaches include 

Gardner (1987b) and de Gorier (1983). Both developed theoretical models using the criterion 

function approach, yet, upon estimation of policy equations, followed a behavioral model



approach by including a large set of variables that appear unrelated t© their respective 

theoretical models.

Behavioral Models

The behavioral models reviewed below directly specify and estimate a policy equation in an 

attempt to endogenize government policy. The estimated policy equation within the 

behavioral model relates a policy outcome to the factors believed to be influential and 

contains variables that the government may be considering in making this decision. Contrary 

to the criterion function approach, the behavioral model approach does not (1) empirically 

estimate the relative political strengths of special interest groups or (2) follow an explicit 

economic paradigm, e.g., policymakers’ decision making rule. The advantage of the 

behavioral model approach is that a large set of variables enters the policy equation and are 

empirically tested for their influence on policy outcomes. Alternatively, in the criterion function 

model, the number of independent variables is limited since they are theoretically derived via 

analytical solutions of the first order conditions. Thus, these explanatory variables are 

dependent on the specification of the criterion function model.

Abbott (1979a) sought to extend endogenizing government behavior into trade models. 

Modelling wheat and feed grains in 33 countries, he specified endogenous policy equations 

for domestic prices as functions of world prices, domestic production, foreign exchange flows, 

existing stocks and aid in kind. These equations used a reduced form structure and have 

been criticized for violating the assumptions necessary to estimate reduced form equations 

(Rausser, Lishtenburg and Lattimore, 1982). Specifically, the policy regime must remain 

constant throughout the time span estimated. Rausser, et. al., argued that this condition was 

not upheld, making Abbott’s estimation invalid. In a different article, Abbott (1979b) 

discussed the contributions and limitations of estimating reduced form equations versus 

structural models of government behavior.
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Lattimore and Sehuh (1@79) modelled Brazil’s beef sector in an attempt to explain 

government intervention when conflicting goals exist: (1) to keep food prices low and stable 

for domestic consumers, and (2) to use beef exports to earn foreign exchange. Their 

econometric model had three blocks: an intervention block, a domestic supply and demand 

block, and a block linking Brazil to the international beef market. The level of government 

intervention in the market was indicated by the difference between the domestic and the 

international price of beef. Domestic inflation was used to measure the success of the first 

goal, low food prices. Brazil's balance of payments position was used to measure the 

success of the second goal, gaining foreign exchange via beef exports.

The policy equation was estimated where the level of intervention was regressed on i ts  f.o.b. 

price of beef, the inflation rate, the balance of payments and dummy variables to account for 

shifts in trade policy over time. Lattimore and Sohuh concluded that if the rate of inflation 

rises from its mean level, it is estimated to resuit in an increase in the ievel of intervention by 

28 percent and to decrease the domestic prise by 23 percent. An increase in the balance of 

payments by five hundred million cruzeiros was estimated to resuit in an increase of 16 

percent in the intervention level, with a decrease of 13 percent in the domestic price of beef.

Dixit and Martin (1986) developed an econometric model of the US coarse grains sector to 

demonstrate the impact on domestic policy of both domestic and international economic 

forces. The model consisted of four blocks-supply, demand, policy and trade-and showed 

the interaction among blocks over time. Policy instruments included the support price, 

diversion rate and loan rate. Estimated policy equations took the following form: (1) the 

support price is a function of the ratio of farm to nonfarm income, corn yield and the lagged 

support price; (2) the diversion payment is a function of the support prise, com area set 

aside, and the variable cost of com production; and (3) the loan rate is a function of the 

futures price, interest rates, value of COC corn stocks and the loan rate lagged.



Dixit and Martin concluded that changes in domestic production can dramatically alter policy 

decisions, with a major surplus or shortage affecting government decisions for five years even 

though the structure returns to equilibrium in three years. They also concluded that the 

government responds more quickly to domestic shocks compared to international stocks.

Models with Features from both Criterion Function and Behavioral Models

Endogenous government behavior models developed by de Gorier (1983) and Gardner 

(1987b) have characteristics of both criterion function and behavioral models. Each author 

developed a theoretical framework consistent with the criterion function approach. The 

estimated policy equations, however, followed a behavioral model framework by including a 

large set of variables in addition to the theoretically derived explanatory variables.

de Gorier (1983) developed a theoretical and empirical framework to explain the systematic 

forces affecting government intervention in agriculture, de Goiter stated that traditional 

economic analyses base policy prescriptions on efficiency considerations. These analyses 

assume government to be an autonomous entity which intervenes to correct market failures. 

The government is also viewed as a rational, disinterested decision maker, which maximizes 

a social welfare function, de Gorier rejects this model of government behavior since it 

ignores self-interest, the cornerstone of economic analysis, de Goiter's politico-economic 

model evaluated the transfer of wealth to successful special interest groups who alter the free 

market price level.

This theoretical model assumed that resources are expended in two markets: (1) the

economic market for goods and services, and (2) the political market for government 

intervention. Four groups of decision makers exist: (1) producers, who maximize profits 

subject to technology constraints; (2) consumers, who maximize utility subject to budget
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constrain*©; (3) politicians, who maximize the probability of reelectisn subject t© constraints ©f 

the political and legal systems; and (4) lobbyists, bureaucrats, and aids, who carry out the 

wishes of their employers and are considered passive in the model.

Each group acts rationally and in its own self-interest. Political market demands are exerted 

by producer and consumer special interest groups, in the political market, producers and 

consumers demand government intervention t© enhance their own welfare measured in terms 

of economic rent. The optimal political pressure, e.g., campaign contributions, is obtained by 

equating marginal gains to marginal costs. The marginal gains relate to the desired level of 

political intervention, while the marginal costs refer to the level of campaign contributions.

The supply of political goods and services is provided by Congress, de Gorier postulated 

that politicians maximize their political welfare. They choose policies, e.g., taxes or subsidies, 

by equaling the marginal cost to the marginal gain of votes, de Sorter then integrated the 

problems facing consumers, producers and politicians. The supply and demand for both 

government intervention and other economic goods and services were obtained.

The theoretical model yields many implications about each interest group. (1) Consumer 

and producer interest groups increase contributions in response to ineffective political 

pressure. Thus, political power is expected to increase over time. (2) Consumer groups 

increase their demand for political intervention as income and the price of substitute goods 

rise and for goods characterized by low relative prices, high income elasticities, anu low 

cross-price elasticities. (3) Producer demand for intervention increases when market price 

and marginal costs decline over time and in sectors with more inelastic demands. (45 

Politicians’ supply of policy intervention is significantly affected by geographic distribution ar*». 

concentration of benefits and costs of a policy; geographic dispersion and number of 

producers and consumers; committee membership; and response of contributions to changes 

in policy.
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cte Oerter's empirical analyses focused on two components. The first was a eross-seettonal 

model describing (1) voting behavior on dairy price supports measured in discrete terms (to 

vote for ©r against price supports) and (2) political contributions by congressional district. 

Voting behavior was described in terms of political contributions, and the difference between 

the ideal price level as seen by the politician and the minimum price level for Class II milk. 

Producer contributions were dependent on the attitude of the politician in receiving 

contributions, voting behavior, and the probability of reelection. Empirical results of de 

Sorter’s Logit model indicated that politicians' voting behavior was influenced by political 

contributions, constituency characteristics, party affiliation, economic well-being of producers 

and consumers, and the ideology of constituents in voting for higher or lower levels of price 

supports. The level of political contributions was found to be significantly affected by the 

politicians’ probability of reelection, preference for price supports, membership on the House 

Agriculture Committee, party affiliation, and seniority via de Goiter’s Tobit model.

The second component of de Sorter's empirical model consisted of a time series model for 

the level of dairy price supports. Explanatory variables in the estimated policy equation 

included the following: (1) macro economy variables (budget deficits), (2) dairy industry

variables (government stocks and program costs), (3) popularity (Gallup poll ratings) and 

individual characteristics (political party of the President), and (4) interest group contributions. 

Empirical results indicated that the level of price support introduced in Congress and the 

setting of price supports were found to be functions of the popularity of the President and the 

level of the Federal government's budget deficit. These empirical results indicated that the 

government reacts to Presidential popularity and to deficits in its budget by altering policy 

instruments so as to increase its probability of reelection.

de Sorter's empirical models appear disjoint from his theoretical model. Theoretical model 

implications do not appear to be empirically tested. Analytically derived variables do not



appear in the estimated policy aquations. Empirical resuits do not determine the political 

influence of each interest group.

Gardner (1987b) sought to explain variations in agricultural support programs. He examined 

17 commodities tor the years 1912 through 1980. Gardner’s theoretical framework used a 

criterion function approach. Policymakers maximize a welfare function equalling the toss of 

consumers’ surplus plus the gain of producers’ economic rent generated from agricultural 

protection policies, e.g., supply restrictions and subsidy payments. The producer welfare term 

was weighted by a producer political influence weight. Mode! constraints included supply L,.d 

demand equations, which were substituted into the objective function to obtain an 

unconstrained maximization problem. First order conditions were derived to obtain the 

optimal policy equation for production control, which was dependent upon producers’ political 

influence weight and the elasticities of supply and demand.

Although Gardner’s theoretical model follows a criterion function framework, his empirical 

model appears to follow a behavioral model framework, where the policy variable was 

regressed on a variety of variables, many of which do not appear in the original theoretical 

model. Specifically, intervention in commodity markets was related to variables associated 

with (1) the cost of producer groups to exert political pressure, i.e., to organize as an 

effective interest group and (2) the social cost (dead weight loss) of income redistribution 

^jnerated by preferential agricultural policies.

Estimation results indicated that producer gains from farm programs were positively 

influenced by the following:

(D A low supply or demand elasticity, i.e., the more inelastic supply or demand functions 

were associated with more intervention.

(2) An optimal group size for special interest groups. The most effective producer groups 

were neither the smallest or largest groups but were in fact midsized and ranged



from 25,000 to 150,000 producers for specific commodities.

(3) Geographic concentration of a commodity interest group, which decreased organizing

costs.

(4) Scale of production per producer, where large producers realized greater individual gains

from successful lobbying.

(5) Imports, which protected domestic producers via restrictive import policies.

Producer gains from farm programs were negatively related to the following:

(6) Geographic movement. As production shifted from state to state, the costs of organizing

an effective lobby increased.

(7) Lagged farm income measuring overall income gains to the agricultural sector.

(8) Lagged price, a proxy variable measuring income gains to producers of each commodity,

thereby differentiating among commodities.

Items (7) and (8) sought to measure the effectiveness of commodity programs as an income 

redistribution program. Signs are negative, indicating that policymakers sought to remedy Sow 

farm incomes by increasing agricultural protection. Gardner’s analysis concentrated on 

economic and political variables related to effective lobbying and dead weight toss and did 

not determine the political influence weight of producers.

Criterion Function Models

The following empirical models used the criterion function approach by analytically deriving 

and estimating policy equations given policymakers’ policy preference function. These models 

differ from the behavioral models in that they follow an economic paradigm in the form of a 

constrained optimization problem. In -general, policymakers maximize a policy preference

function (or decision making rule) which is composed of the weighted sum of economic 

welfare of each interest group, where the weights measure the political influence of each



group on policymakers' decisions. Model constraints are commodity constraints, e.g. supply, 

demand, and stocks. Constraints are substituted into the objective function to obtain an 

unconstrained optimization problem. First order necessary conditions are solved and equal 

policy equations which are estimated. Thus, criterion function model policy equations are 

analytically derived and then estimated compared to behavioral model policy equations, which 

are directly specified and estimated. Criterion function policy equation regressors are limited, 

since inclusion into the policy equation depends on the structure of the criterion function 

model. When the mode! changes, so does the form of the policy equation.

Criterion function models were developed by Rausser and Freebairn (1974), Zusman (1976), 

Zusman and Amiad (1977), Sards and Freebairn (1983), Paarlberg (1983), Riethmuller and 

Roe (1986) and Lopez (1989). Rausser and Freebairn specified a set of policy preference 

functions for policymakers when choosing optimal beef import quotas. This function consisted 

of welfare measures for both consumers and producers. Political influence was estimated 

using a revealed preference technique. Zusman (1976) and Zusman and Amiad (1977) also 

used a revealed preference approach as well as game theory, where the political process 

consisted of a bargaining game among special interest groups. Each special interest group, 

as well as the policy decision maker, had a utility function. The final equilibrium was found 

by maximizing total utility equalling the weighted sum of each group’s utility, where the weight 

represents political influence.

Sarris and Freebairn (1983), Paarlberg (1983) and Paarlberg and Abbott (1986) extended the 

endogenous government behavior models into international markets. Each recognized the 

link between domestic policies and their impacts on the world market. Sarris and Freebairn 

sought to determine the net effect of an accumulation of domestic policies on the world price 

of wheat. They modelled the world wheat market as a Cournot oligopoly in which the world 

price was determined by the interaction of all countries’ excess supply and demand curves. 

The model consisted of supply and demand equations for each trading country. Producer



welfare depended on the difference between domestic and world prices (the level of 

intervention) multiplied by the difference supplied under these two prices. Consumer welfare 

depended on the difference between the world price and the price consumers paid multiplied 

by the difference in demand using these two prices. Government welfare depended on the 

difference between demand and supply under both price regimes.

Each country maximized its overall welfare, the weighted sum of welfare corresponding to 

producers, consumers, and the government. A producer price maintained above world levels 

indicated that producers were more influential and obtained a higher weight than consumers 

©r the government treasury. Simulation of global free trade practices resulted in a world 

price 11 percent above the existing price level and indicated a 35 percent decline in price 

variability. The impact of regional liberalization was estimated. The elimination of EG 

policies alone resulted in a 9.2 percent world price increase and 19.8 percent decline in 

world price variability.

Paarlberg (1983) and Paarlberg and Abbott (1986) expanded the single country focus of 

Lattimore and Schuh’s (1979) article and the attempt by Abbott (1979a) to incorporate 

government behavior into trade models. Paarlberg (1983) and Paarlberg and Abbott (1986) 

developed a multicountry trade model which endogenized domestic policies and allowed 

interactions among countries. Domestic wheat models were developed for each country 

where policymakers chose sir, endogenous policy instruments: wheat production and flour 

milling, livestock production, private and public stocks, and trade. Following the criterion 

function approach, domestic, policymakers maximized a welfare function, the weighted sum of 

each special interest group’s welfare function where the weights equalled the political 

influence of each special interest group on policymakers' choices. Special interest groups 

included (1) producers, who maximized profits: (2) consumers, who minimized expenditures; 

(3) stock holders, who maximized profits; and (4) taxpayers, who minimized government 

support program costs. Welfare weights of each agent were obtained using revealed



preference. The revealed preference approach works backward, beginning with an 

observable function. Assuming that policymakers are rational and face market certainty, 

Paarlberg and Abbott stated that observed behavior represents an equilibrium and satisfies 

first order conditions. Substituting in the known values of policy instruments, levels of stocks 

and supplies of wheat, they solved for the political influence weight of each special interest 

group.

Individual welfare equations were then substituted into the policymakers’ objective function. 

Domestic wheat models developed for each country were linked using conjectural variations, 

which wer© each country’s best "guess" regarding the slope of the excess demand and 

supply curves confronting that country, i.e., the rest of the world. The authors then 

performed three policy simulations to determine world market impacts of (1) a crop shortfall in 

the United States (US), (2) a reduction in the European Community’s (EC’s) threshold price, 

and (3) the formation of a wheat export cartel.

More recently, Riethmuller and Roe (1986) and Lopez (1989) developed commodity models 

which endogenized government behavior following a criterion function framework. 

Specifically, Riethmuller and Roe developed a mode! of the Japanese rice and wheat 

economies, where policymakers maximized a utility function consisting of consumer surplus, 

producer surplus, the treasury’s expected financial position, and a set of parameters subject 

to supply, demand and stock constraints. Policy equations were derived and are the first 

order necessary conditions. From these equations, the government chose the following 

optimal policies for both rice and wheat: consumer prises, producer prices and trade. In 

addition, the total deficiency payment level was chosen. Marginal weights, equalling the 

partial derivative of the utility function with respect to the welfare of each group (producers, 

consumers, and the treasury's financial position) were identified in the first order condition 

rather than directly specified in the policy preference function, as performed by Sarris and 

Freebairn (1983) and Zusman and Amiad (1977).



Riethmuller and Roe’s empirical model consisted of fitting a linear approximation of the 

Japanese government’s seven-instrument policy equations and a linear approximation of th© 

supply and demand functions for wheat and rice, respectively, for the period i960 to 1981. 

Policy instrument empirical results suggested that producers of rice appear to be partially 

insulated from changes in world market prices for rice but not from changes in wheat prices. 

Also, increases in input costs were passed onto rice and wheat producers. In contrast to its 

wheat policy, the government responded to higher input costs by lowering the producer price 

of rice and by increasing rice exports. Growth in per capita income tended to be associated 

with tower producer prices for rice and wheat, an increase in diversion payments, and an 

increase in rice exports. These results suggested that th© government has attempted to 

transfer resources out of rice production. The estimated dead weight loss associated with 

Japanese rice and wheat policies was an annual average of about 27 percent of the value of 

rise and wheat produced, suggesting that Japanese policymakers are not succeeding in 

decreasing distortions in the rice and wheat markets.

Lopez’s (1989) model used the theoretical framework of Riethmuller and Roe, applying it to 

US sugar policies. Policy instruments included domestic support prices and import quotas for 

sugar. Empirical results indicated that target price decisions were found to be significantly 

linked to past consumer surplus, com sweetener producer surplus and export quasi-rents of 

quota-holding countries. The data failed to show a significant linkage between domestic 

sugar producer surplus and target prices. Results also showed that in real terms recent 

target prices have been lower than pre-1974 target prices. Import quota decisions were 

found to be significantly linked to producer and consumer surpluses, the export quasi-rents of 

quota-holding countries, the level of the Federal budget deficit, and the price objective set by 

Congress, where restricting import quotas is a politically expedient way of supporting 

domestic producers.



LITERATURE REVIEW OF DAIRY MODELS

The purpose of this section is to identify existing dairy models for both the US and the EC. 

Initially, supply and demand parameter estimates of existing models were t© be used in this 

thesis. Upon reviewing dairy models, it was discovered that existing models do not 

aggregate butter, cheese and nonfat dry milk for estimation purposes. Because no 

commodity component for MDP was identified, one must be estimated. Although this 

research doss not use existing dairy models, a listing of them may prove helpful for future 

research. A multitude of dairy models exist and they are grouped by research focus: (1) 

policy models, and (2) regulation and economic welfare models. An extensive listing of dairy 

models and related policy literature is included in the bibliography.

Three overviews of US dairy models proved helpful: (1) Dairy Marketing and Policy

Analysis: A Critical Review of Recent Empirical Studies by Dahlgran (1981); (2) Economic 

Models for Analyzing the Dairy Industry by Failed and Sleight (1980) and (3) Dairy Models 

and Modeling for Policy Analysis. Concepts and Issues. 1988 Ohio State conference 

proceedings.

Listed below are US dairy models by category:

Policy Models

Endogenizing Government Behavior 
de Goiter (1983)

General
Boehlje and Giffen (1979)
Goldman (1975)
Hallbsrg and Faiiert (1976)
Milligan (1977)
Prato (1973)
Rojko (1957a and 1957b)



Classified Prising
Babb, et. al. (1976 and 1977) 
Beek (1965)
Blakley and Riley (1974) 
Dobson (1969)
Dobson and Salathe (1979) 
Fallen and Buxton (1978) 
Knutson (1972 ars& 1973) 
Song and Mallberg (1982)

Policy Simulation
Babb (1977)
Hutton (1980)
Johnson (1987)
Novakovic (1981)
Salathe, et. al. (1982) 
Westsott (1986)
Wharton (1983)

Technology
Krog, et. al. (1985)

Regulation and Economic Welfare Models

Buxton (1977 and 1979)
Buxton and Hammond (1974)
Christ (1980)
Dahigran (1980a and 1980b)
Hallberg (1980 and 1982)
Heien (1977)
Johnson (1985)
Ippolito and Masson (1978)
Kessel (1967)
LaFrance and de Gorier (1985) 
Masson and Eisenstat (1980)
Neff (1989)
Novakovic and Thompson (1977) 
Salathe, Dobson and Peterson (1977) 
Shaw and Levine (1978)

Listed below are EC dairy models:

Burton (1985)
Oskam (1981 and 1985) 
von Witzke (1986)
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LITERATURE REVIEW OF POLITICAL ECONOMY THEORIES AND MODELS 

Introduction

Political economy theory relates to the overall goal of this research--to determine what factors 

significantly influence policymakers’ choice of the support price for MDP. The choice of the 

support price is a political decision made by elected officiais in the political arena. Yet it 

affects the economics of the dairy industry. High support prices encourage overproduction, 

resulting in costly surpluses, as seen in the last two chapters. Models which include 

economic variables aione do not acknowledge the political setting. Thus, political economy 

theory must be considered in the formation of agricultural policy and in the development of 

economic models which incorporate this political choice.

The purpose of this section is to relate political economy theory to agricultural policy 

decisions, thereby providing the necessary background to model domestic policy choice. The 

subject of political economy is very broad and all encompassing as seen from the following 

survey articles: (1) Buchanan, et. a!. (1978), (2) Mueller (1976) and (3) Young, Marchant, 

and McGalla (1989). Rather than provide an in-depth literature review, this review focuses 

on key concepts. The main goal of this review of political economy theory is to identify 

variables which may influence policymakers’ decisions and thus should be included in 

forthcoming estimated policy equations. (Readers who want a survey of this topic should 

refer to the above sources and the political economy reference section of this thesis.)



Overview of Political Economy Theory

Political economy theory is defined as the economic study of nonmarket decision making. It 

is th© application of economics to political decisions.1 The basic political economy model 

includes politicians and bureaucrats as the suppliers of public goods, in the form of 

preferential political policies, which are demanded by special interest groups. Preferential 

policies may fate© a variety of forms including protectionist trade policies, subsidies, antitrust 

and preferential regulatory policies.

Public choice theory, a component of political economy theory, acknowledges the political 

influence that special interest groups, like the dairy industry, have on the political decision 

making process. The theory of representative voting (Downs, 1957) states that politicians 

perform a benefit-cost analysis for potential votes when determining their position on an issue 

and whether to accept campaign contributions. For example, suppose the dairy industry 

contributes money to members of Congress in hopes that they will vote for preferential dairy 

policies. Legislators must weigh the benefit of the contribution and potential gain in votes by 

voters who support the dairy industry against the potential toss in votes by other special 

interest groups and society as a whole. Once the preferential policy is approved, it is 

implemented by government bureaucrats, such as employees of the Agricultural Stabilization 

and Conservation Service within the US Department of Agriculture (USDA). Both legislators 

and bureaucrats are considered suppliers of political policies demanded by special interest 

groups.

1 Original pioneers in political economy theory include: Buchanan, Tollison, Tuliock, Olson, 
Downs, Breton, Biask and Arrow.



Analytical and Empirical Models

Sins© preferential political treatment is obtained through the political decision making process, 

public choice theory examines (1) lobbying by special interest groups, (2) voting behavior by 

legislators, and (3) government behavior by bureaucrats. Both demand and supply models of 

public choice theory are presented below. Demand models analyze the effectiveness and 

effects of special interest groups along with tabbying strategies. Supply models analyze 

government behavior, focusing on politicians, who vote on preferential policies, and 

bureaucrats, who implement them.

Demand Models

Olson (19@5) stated that small interest groups are more effective at obtaining political favors 

than large groups. This effectiveness stems from two problems: (1) people in large groups 

fend to be free riders by shirking responsibility and (2) individual members gain less in large 

groups. He also stated that lobbying is a "by-product" of other goals, citing the original goals 

of farm organizations--!© provide technical assistance, cooperative marketing, and crop 

insurance. Olson concluded that special interest groups decrease efficiency, national income 

and economic growth while they increase the role of government and regulations. Gardner 

(1937b), previously discussed, used interest group size as one of his explanatory variables 

for estimating policy choice. His results indicated an optimal group size which was neither 

small nor large.

Rausser (1982) examined the relationship among competing special interest groups, treating 

preferential political policies as analogous to a "political pie." The total pie represented all 

favorable policies, sliced up among special interest groups. Rausser identified two types of 

government intervention used to increase preferential policies for special interest groups: (1) 

political economic seeking transfers (FESTs), defined as activities which increase the size of



a special interest group’s slice of the political pie (thus, special interest groups compete 

among themselves); and (2) political economic resource transfers (PERTs), defined as 

activities which increase the size of the total pie.

Abrams (1977) analyzed the theory of representative voting for competing special interest 

groups. One group represented consumer interests and the other producer interests. Theory 

predicts that a legislator will support th© group providing the greatest number ©f potential 

votes. Both Downs (1957) and Stigler (1971) postulated that producer interests prevail over 

consumer interests. Abrams’ empirical results supported this hypothesis. Producer lobbyist 

groups had a comparative advantage over consumer lobbyist groups, since the producer 

groups resulted in the largest number of potential votes.

Welch (1980) tested two models explaining political contributions by special interest groups in

return for preferential political policies. In the Exchange Model, contributions were made to 

likely winners in order to obtain political favors, given candidates’ re-election probabilities. In 

the Influencing Elections Model, interest groups attempted to influence the outcome of close 

elections, given candidates' policy positions. Empirical results supported the Exchange 

Model.

Supply Models

Government behavior focuses on the supply side of public choice theory. This theory 

includes the behavior of political parties, politicians, and bureaucrats who allocate and 

distribute public goods, such as preferential policies. Kau and Rubin (1979) tested the 

motivation for congressional voting. Three motives were suggested: self-interest, logrolling, 

and ideology. (Logrolling is vote trading among decision makers, i.e., "i’ll vote for your 

project if you’ll vote for mine.") Their results concluded that ideology was the most important 

determinant of voting behavior. Frey and Schneider (1978) examined the relationship



between presidential popularity and domestic economic conditions. They concluded that 

popularity was dependent on current economic conditions. Wiian afraid of losing an election, 

Presidents made an effort to influence the economy in order to increase popularity, de 

Garter (1983), previously discussed, included popularity as an explanatory variable in his 

estimated policy equation. Results indicated that popularity was a significant variable.

Allison (1971) proposed several models to explain government behavior. These included (1) 

the Rational Actor Model, where the motivation for government action stems from th© 

achievement of national goals; (2) the Organization Process Model, where government 

actions today are only slightly different from yesterday’s actions; and (3) the Government 

Politics Model, where decisions are based on compromises among officials. Allison examined 

government decisions mad© by the US and the USSR during the Cuban missile crisis. Using 

each of the above models, he sought to explain why the US imposed a naval blockade and 

why th® Soviets withdrew. Although no one model fully explained government behavior, 

Allison emphasized that each model examined political decisions using different perspectives 

and assumptions.

Lavergne (1983) recognized two major schools of thought regarding the imposition and 

maintenance of tariffs: (1) the Opportunistic Model, which includes special interest group 

models and assumes government responds opportunistically to political leverage; and (2) the 

Principled Government Behavior Model, which is the antithesis of interest group models and 

assumes government adheres to altruistic principles regardless of the amount of political 

pressure. Lavergns questioned the pressure groups model's assumption that politicians 

behave selfishly in order to maximize their probability of reelection. He argued that as moral 

responsibility plays a predominant role in their decision making, the behavior of politicians 

and bureaucrats is qualitatively distinct from that of utility maximizing consumers. Lavergne’s 

empirical results indicated that historical continuity was an extremely important factor in the 

maintenance of tariffs, and that variables measuring comparative disadvantage of an industry



m m  second in influence. Although lavergne’s empirical results did not present a strong 

case for his Principled Government Behavior Model, he concluded that little evidence 

supports th© widespread pressure group explanation. Finally, Lavergne questioned the 

motivating forces for the original imposition of a tariff, given the primary importance historical 

continuity had on tariff maintenance.

Infanger, Bailey and Dyer (1983) analyzed the impact of the congressional budget process on 

the Food and Agriculture Act of 1981. The authors compared the political climate associated 

with the formation of the 1977 and 1981 Acts, under Carter and Reagan, respectively. 

Although agricultural policies did not dramatically change, the process associated with the 

formulation of each Act was dramatically different. Reduction of government spending was a 

high priority goal of newly elected President Reagan in 1980. For the first time, the 

Congressional Budget Act, passed in 1974, was used as a powerful cost cutting political tool. 

The authors concluded that (1) the congressional budget process was making farm policy 

and (2) agriculture was losing its uniqueness, where the budget process was eroding the 

political power of agricultural interests.

identification of Political Variables Which Mav Influence Dairy Policy

Political economy theory offers at least five explanations of why the dairy industry has been 

so successful in obtaining and maintaining government support programs. The first uses 

Olson’s group size theory; the second, the theory of representative voting; the third, 

Lavergne’s historical continuity theory; fo«'.ch, Stigler's dominant producer interest theory and 

fifth, Infanger, Bailey and Dyer’s budget theory.

As stated above, Olson hypothesized that small special interest groups are more effective in 

obtaining preferential political policies than large groups. Th© US dairy industry has proven 

itself an effective lobbying group, having obtained and maintained government protection



since the 1930’s. Th© dairy industry is a relatively small group compared to oilier agricultural 

lobbying organizations, such as the Farm Bureau, although it is a relatively large commodity 

group. Thus, She gains to each individual dairy farmer are large compared to the effort (time 

and political contributions) expended on lobbying. This may explain why the dairy industry 

and other commodity groups are effective relative to large agricultural groups, which seek 

preferential policies for agriculture as a whole. Although group size may explain the dairy 

industry's political effectiveness, use of this variable as an explanatory policy variable is better 

suited to models which compare the effectiveness of interest groups, e.g., Gardner (1987b).

The theory of representative voting states that politicians perform a benefit-cost analysis for 

potential votes when determining their position on an issue and whether to accept campaign 

contributions. For instance, suppose the dairy industry makes a campaign contribution to a 

member of Congress in hopes that this legislator will vote for a preferential dairy policy. The 

comgressmember must weigh the benefit of the contribution and potential gain in votes from 

dairy industry supporters against the potential loss in votes by other special interest groups 

and society as a whole. If the potential gain in votes exceeds the potential loss, then the 

legislator will choose policies which support the dairy industry. Due to the perishability of 

fluid milk, dairies are geographically dispersed in nearly every political district. Virtually all 

members of Congress have constituents who support policies to protect the dairy industry. 

Given the dairy' industry’s historic political success, legislators may perceive the potential gain 

in votes exceeding the loss for preferential dairy policies, and therefore preferential dairy 

policies, such as support prices and import quotas, maintain political support. Based on this 

theory, dairy industry campaign contributions will be included as an explanatory variable in 

the estimated policy equation for MDP in the behavioral model, presented in the next chapter.

Lavergne’s empirical results indicated that historical continuity was an extremely important 

factor explaining th© maintenance of tariffs. This may explain why policies do not significantly 

change once in place. Historical continuity will be included as an explanatory variable in the



policy equation of the behavioral model, presented in the next chapter. The support price, 

lagged, will be used t© represent historical continuity. Thus, the current support prie© at time 

1' will be a function of the support price in th© previous time period, 1-1.’

Stigler (1971 and 1972), the founder of regulation theory, hypothesized that policymakers are 

mere influenced by producer interest groups than by consumer groups. Stigler argued that 

government regulation does not always exist to protect its citizens but rather to subsidize 

industry via controlling entry into an industry or providing direct subsidies (grant programs).

This occurs when industry ’captures’ the regulatory agency through appointments of industry 

officials as managers of government agencies or by cooperating with government officials by 

providing information, such that the agency fulfills industry’s wishes. The criterion function 

model, presented in the next chapter, will test whether the producer interest group has more 

influence compared to the consumer interest group via the magnitude of the political influence 

weight associated with each group.

infanger, Bailey, and Dyer hypothesized that the congressional budgetary process strongly 

influenced agricultural policy. Accordingly, th© policy equation of the forthcoming behavioral 

model will include explanatory variables related to the Federal budget, such as net 

government expenditures.
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THEORETICAL MODELS
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents two theoretical frameworks to achieve the primary goal of this 

researeb-f© identify variables which significantly influence policymakers’ choice of the support 

price for manufactured dairy products (MDP). Specifically, two models of the US dairy 

industry were developed to achieve this goal: (1) a behavioral mode! and (2) a criterion 

function model.1 Both models include a commodity component which describe the economic 

characteristics of the dairy industry, e.g., supply, demand, stocks, and government costs and 

revenues. Also, both models include a policy equation which seeks to quantitatively 

endogenize government behavior.

The models differ in their theoretical framework. The behavioral model directly specifies a 

policy equation which is estimated. It consists of a variety of variables, including commodity 

component variables, as well as domestic, international and political economy variables. 

Direct specification of this policy equation allows for a large set of variables to be empirically 

tested for their influence on policymakers' choice of the support price for MDP.

Alternatively, the policy equation in the criterion function model is analytically derived and 

then estimated. The criterion function model is a constrained optimization model, where 

policymakers choose the optima! support price by maximizing a policy preference function (or 

decision making rule). Model constraints consist of the commodity component with equations 

describing the economic characteristics of the dairy industry, similar to the commodity 

component in the behavioral model. The optimal support price is analytically solved via the

1 As discussed in literature review chapter, two schools of thought exist on how to endogenize 
government behavior. Rather than decide between these two approaches, this research developed 
models using both approaches.



first order necessary condition, and this policy equation is estimated. The structure of the 

criterion function model constrains the number of independent variables in its policy equation, 

and when the structure changes, so does th© analytically derived policy equation.

Thus, the behavioral model can be thought of as a positive mode! which directly specifies a 

policy equation and assumes that policymakers follow some decision making rule, but this 

rule is not explicitly specified. The criterion function model can be thought of as a normative 

model, which analytically derives the optimal support price, given a specific decision making 

rule (although the estimated policy equation in this thesis uses actual support price data and 

is therefore, a positive analysis). Results from both models sndogenize government behavior 

by identifying variables which influence policymakers’ decisions. In addition, results of the 

criterion function model identify which special interest group--consumers, processors, or 

taxpayers--most influences policymakers’ choices.

BEHAVIORAL MODEL

The behavioral model consists of too components: (1) a commodity component describing 

the supply, demand, stocks, and government revenues and costs associated with the US 

dairy industry and (2) a policy component describing policymakers’ choice of the support price 

for MDP.

This model makes several assumptions. First, MDP data were obtained by aggregating 

butter, cheese, and nonfat dry* milk data on a milk equivalent basis. (An example of data 

aggregation is presented in the empirical estimation chapter.) Second, import demand for 

MDP is assumed to be zero. As shown in the US dairy chapter, cheese is the only 

processed product with significant amounts of imports, and the majority of its imports are 

specialty cheeses, which do not compete with US cheese. Third, the support price is the 

output price received by processors. Fourth, government costs are the sum of costs



associated with purchasing domestic surpluses, storing surpluses in stockpiles, and 

distributing surpluses as donations from government stockpiles. Fifth, donations include bath 

domestic and international donations. Sixth, government revenues are generated by sales of 

MDP from government stockpiles, i.e., Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) stockpiles. Both 

domestic and international (export) sales are considered, where the sales price is a trigger 

prie© equalling 110 percent of the support price. Seventh, ai! transactions-purchases, 

additions to stocks, removals from stocks, sales, donations-occur at the beginning of th© time 

period. A general description of the model is presented below.2

Commodity Component

(4.1) i  = a0 +  f y p 8* )  + agPFarm a3P,nPutS

(4.2) PRetaiI -  PSpt + M

(4.3) D =  4- P1(PSpl) + pgY  +  p g P O P  ■!• P4 P M ar0 a n n e

(4.4) SR = (Safes) + (Dntns)

(4.5) Stockst = (Stocks)^ + (SA){ - (SR)t

(4.6) GRf = (Sales)t(1.1‘ PSpt)t

(4.7) GCf -  (SA)t(PSpt){ + (Stocks)t(SC) + (Dntns)(DC)

2 Equations wliish ars not time dated are assumed to occur at time equals 'I'. Variables are
presented in their most general form. As discussed in the estimation chapter, estimations were
performed using a variety of variable specifications, including nominal and real prises, as well as
aggregate and per capita formats.
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Policy Component

(4.8) PfSpt= f { <Pf®pt); (Stocks); (GR - GC)US; 'F am , X; SIG }

Where:

S -  Supply of MDP produced in the US

= Support price for MDP, set by policymakers; the output price realized by processors

as well as the purchase price paid by the government for surplus MDP and the

"trigger price for the sate of MDP from government stockpiles (The trigger price 

equals the 110 percent of the support price.).

pFarm _ prise pai£j by processors to dairy farmers; the input price.

plnpuls = prise 0| Qjf1@r prossssirtg inputs.

pRetail s R@{ajl price of MDP

M = Marketing margin between processing and retail prices.

D = Retail demand for MDP by US consumers.

Y = US disposable persona! income,

POP ~ US population.

pMargarine _ Reiaj| price 0f margarine (a substitute for butter).

SR = Stock removals from CCC stockpiles, e.g., domestic and international outlets for sales 

and donations.

Sales = Sales of CCC MDP stocks, either domestic and/or international (export) sales.

Dntns = Donations from CCC MDP stockpiles, either domestic or international (Public Law 

480-Title il and Section 416 of the Agricultural Act of 1949).

Stocks = Surplus MDP stored by the CCC squalling carryover stocks plus stock additions 

(SA) minus stock removals (SR).

SA -  Additions to CCC stockpiles.

GR = Government revenue obtained from sales of MDP stocks either domestically or 

internationally (exports).
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GC ~ Government costs of the dairy support program associated with purchasing domestic 

surpluses, storing surpluses in stockpiles, and distributing surpluses as donations.

SG = Storage costs associated with government storage of surplus manufactured dairy 

products.

DC = Distribution costs associated with distributing donations, both domestic and international 

donations are considered.
y e

(GR - GC) = This net government expenditures variable can be thought of as a general 

variable which includes both net US government expenditure associated with the 

federal budget as well as net government expenditures on the dairy program (GR - 

GC).

yF a rm  __ |ncome recejvecj by u s  farmers.

X = international variables, e.g., value of US exports, trade balance, etc.

SIG = Special interest group variables, e.g., campaign contributions to politicians from dairy 

lobbying groups.

Supplies of MDP are specified in equation (4.1). Equation (4.2) describes the marketing 

margin between processing and retail prices. Equation (4.3) specifies retail demand for MDP 

by US consumers. Stock removals from CGC stockpiles equal the sum of sales and 

donations as identified in equation (4.4). Domestic and international outlets are included for 

both sales and donations. Equation (4.5) is a market balancing equation, where current 

government stocks equal carryover stocks plus additions to stocks minus stock removals. 

Government revenues and expenditures on the dairy support program are specified in 

equations (4.6) and (4.7), respectively.



Choice of Independent Variables in the Policy Component

The policy component described in equation (4.8) seeks to quantitatively identify significant 

variables which influence policymakers’ choice of the support prise level for MDP. A variety 

of independent variables is specified based on economic theory in addition to political 

economy theory. In general, these variables can be classified info six groups:

(1) Inertia. Inclusion of the lagged support prise as a regressor follows the hypothesis that

the support price at time T is significantly influenced by the support price at time 't-1.' 

This hypothesis is consistent with Lavergne’s (1983) historical continuity hypothesis, 

Allison's (1983) Organizational Process model, and Young’s (1987) empirical findings, 

all of which postulate that once a policy is in place, it does not dramatically change. 

Thus, one expects a positive relationship between the current and previous support 

price levels.

(2) Stocks. Inclusion of CCC stock levels and expected additions to stocks follows the

hypothesis that if government stockpiles are large and/or expected to increase, 

resulting in high dairy program government costs, then Congress will lower the 

support price in an effort to discourage production and costly surpluses. Thus, a 

negative relationship is expected between CCC stocks and the support price. 

(Expected additions to stocks are forecasted using the estimated supply and demand 

equations from the commodity component.)

(3) Government costs. Inclusion of net government cost variables for both the federal

budget and the dairy program follows the hypothesis that if government costs are 

large and increasing, then one means to decrease government expenditures is to 

decrease the support price level. Thus, a negative relationship between government 

costs and the support price is anticipated. Inclusion of government cost variables as 

explanatory variables for policy .choice is consistent with Infanger, Bailey and Dyer’s 

(1983) conclusions that the Congressional budget process is making agricultural 

policy and de Gorter’s (1983) empirical findings that budget deficits influence policy



cftofeo. (Mat MDP government eest variables were obtained from th® commodity 

eompooent.)

(4) Domestic farm income. Inclusion of farm income variables tests whether support prise

choice is influenced by the domestic goal of raising farm incomes. Raising the 

support price offers one means to achieve this goal. Thus, a negative relationship is 

postulated between farm incomes and the support price, i.e., if farm incomes are 

decreasing, then Congress should increase the support price to raise farm incomes. 

Dixit and Martin (1986) and Gardner (1987b) both included farm income variables as 

explanatory variables affecting policy choice.

(5) International Variables. Inclusion of international variables attempts to quantify the

importance of international trade of tota! US exports and the relative importance of 

agricultural and dairy exports, respectively. If the export market is airs important 

market, then raising the support price encourages production, making more MDP 

available for export. Thus, a positive relationship is hypothesized. Lattimere and 

Sshuh (1979), Sarris and Freebairn (1983), Paarlberg (1983) and Paarlberg and 

Abbott (1986) all incorporated the international market into their respective 

endsgenizing government behavior models.

(6) Special interest groups. The following variables were included to measure the influence

of each group:

(A) Producers. Campaign contributions by dairy industry political action committees

to Congressional and presidential candidates were used as a regressor. A 

positive relationship between the support price and dairy industry contributions 

indicates effective lobbying. Inclusion of campaign contributions is consistent 

with the political economic findings of Downs (1957), Welch (1974) and Caves 

(1976).

(B) Producers. The difference between the support prise and the world price

(always positive) can be interpreted in two ways: (1) government costs

associated with th© US dairy program and (2) economic rent realized by the



dairy industry as a resuit of the support price program. A negative 

relationship to the support price level is hypothesized using either 

interpretation of this variable. Sards and Freebairn (1983) used a similar 

variables to measure the levei of intervention.

(G) Consumers. The difference between the retail price consumers pay for MDP 

and the world price was used as a proxy variable measuring consumers’ 

economic loss due to higher prises associated with the dairy support program. 

This difference is always positive. As in (B), a negative relationship between

the chosen support prise levei and consumers’ loss is expected. Sarris and

Freebairn (1983) used a similar variables to measure consumer welfare.

(D) Taxpayers. Government costs, described above, seek to capture taxpayers’ 

concerns.

CRITERION FUNCTION MODEL

In the criterion function model, decision makers are assumed to be sell interested, where 

their decision making rule implicitly maximizes their probability for re-election. Thus, 

politicians choose policies which support the most influential special interest group. That is, 

they follow a decision making rule by choosing policies which laximize political power

equalling a weighted sum of economic welfare to each special interest group, where the

weights are the political influence by each group as perceived by the policymaker. Thus, 

politicians make policy choices which benefit influential special interest groups and increase 

the politicians’ chances for re-election.

The criterion function model consists of four economic agents, each with its own objective: 

(1) consumers, who maximize consumers’ surplus, (2) processors, who maximize producers’ 

(processors’) surplus, (3) taxpayers, who minimize net government expenditures on the dairy 

support program, and finally (4) policymakers, who maximize a policy preference function,
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which is a weighted sunn of all other agents' objectives. Weights measure the poliisal 

influence ©f each agent as perceived by policymakers. This objective function is similar to 

that used by Paarlberg (1983), Sarris and Freebairn (1983), Rausser and Freebairn (1974), 

Zusman (1976), and Zusman and Amiad (1977).

As in the behavioral model, the criterion function mode! includes a commodity component, 

where previously stated assumptions told, and the following assumptions are added. Eighth, 

the support price is the output price received by processors and paid by consumers (This 

assumption was imposed in order to analytically solve for the political weights of special 

interest groups and will be discussed below). Ninth, policymakers are US congressmembers, 

responsible for choosing the support prise for MDP and who consider the economic welfare 

of consumers, processors and taxpayers when making their policy choice. Model equations 

are described below:

Policy Preference Function

(4.9) Max PPF = ryes) + r g(PS) + (GR - GC)

{ f f pS}

Commodity Component

A A A

(4.10) S = <xf  4- a.j(P " )

A l l  <§ A  A  g r i t
(4.11) D -  P0 -s-P 1(P&PI)

(4.4) SR = (Safes) 4- (Dnlns)

(4.5) Stoeksf = (Stocks)^ + (SA)t - (SR)f
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(4.6) GR{ = (8ales)t(1.1*PSptj

(4.7) GCf = (SA)t(PSpt)s + (Stocks)t(SC) + (Dntns)(DC)

Where the same variable definitions bold as identified in the behavioral mode! and additional 

variables are defined as:

PPF -  Cengressmembers’ policy preference function or decision making rule.

CS = Consumers’ surplus.

PS = Processors’ surplus.

r  = Weight, measuring the political influence of each special interest group. Note that r g, 

the taxpayers’ political influence weight, is the numeraire and set equal to one.

Equation (4.9) describes the policymakers’ preference function: a weighted sum of

consumers’ surplus, processors’ surplus, and taxpayers’ minimization of net government 

expenditures on the dairy support program. The weights (F., i=f ,2) measure the political 

influence of each interest group as perceived by members of Congress, where the political 

weight associated with taxpayers is set equal to one.

Equations (4.4) through (4.7), (4.10) and (4.11) compose the commodity component of the 

criterion function model. These equations are similar to those in the behavioral model. In 

fact, the equations describing stock removals (4.4), stocks (4.5) and government revenues

(4.6) and costs (4.7) are identical to those in the behavioral mode!. The difference occurs in 

the equations describing supply and demand. Now, both the supply equation (4.10) and the 

demand equation (4.11) are functions of the support price solely. The reason behind this 

stems from the mathematical process used to recover the political weights. This will become 

apparent below, upon analytically solving for these weights. Verbally, if more independent 

variables were included, the analytically derived policy equation world include more 

independent variables. The political influence weights are recovered from equations which
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relate the parameter estimates of the policy equation to the known parameter estimates of 

the supply and demand equations, as well as the unknown political weights. Not© that only 

two political weights are- unknown. An overidentified system of equations occurs when the 

estimated policy equation consists ©f more independent variables, resulting in non-unique 

solutions for the political influence weights. In order to obtain a just identified system of 

equations, the supply and demand equations must be functions solely of the support price.3 

For estimation purposes, discussed in the estimation chapter, these equations will be 

estimated in their expanded form, as specified in the behavioral model (equations 4.1 and 

4.8), to obtain unbiased and consistent parameter estimates, intercept and price slope 

parameter estimates will then be used in the criterion function model. Restrictions imposed 

on file number of independent variables in the supply, demand and policy equations are one 

of the limitations of the criterion 'unction model. Restrictions imposed on the number of 

independent variables in the supply, demand, and policy equations are one of the limitations 

of the criterion function model.

The policy preference function is transformed into an unconstrained optimization problem by 

substituting the commodity component constraints into the objective function. Specific 

substitutions include (A) the integral of the consumers’ demand function for consumers’ 

surplus; (B) the integral of the processors’ supply function for processors’ surplus; (C) 

equation (4.6) for government revenue; and (D) equation (4.5) into equation (4.7) to obtain 

government costs. The limits of integration are between a base support price (PQ . ), and

the optimal support price (P - .)  chosen by policymakers. Upon completion of these
opi|

substitutions, equation (4.9) becomes

Sqq Appendix A for a more detailed expJanatim
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, Pt
Spt

(4.12) Max PPF -  F. 

(FSpt,
1

,Spt(D)dP«^1 + r

espt

3Spf

(S)dPSpt + (1){ (SaIes)(1.1*PStpt) 

pSpt

- (SA)t(PtSpt) - { (Stocks^) + (SA)t - (SR)t ][SC] - (Dntns)(DC)]}

The optimal support price is analytically obtained from the first order necessary condition of 

equation (4.12) by first substituting demand (4.11) and supply (4.10) equations into equation 

(4.12) and then differentiating. Upon substitution, equation (4.12) becomes:

(4.13) Max PPF -

,Spt

(P0 + f V pSPt)>dpSPt + r 2

3Spt

r;Spt

(«Q + a ^ P ^ J J d p f 131

3Spt

+ (1){ (Sales)(1.1*P®pt) - (SA)s(PSpt) - [ (Stockst1 ) + (SA)t - (SRt) ][SC] - (Dntns)(DC)])

Upon differentiation, the first order necessary condition for equation (4.13) is obtained:

(4.14) 3PPF

Spt

a A A Spt A A A Spt 
-I- Vr^lla.Q  + ^ ( P /  )]

+ (1){ (1.1‘Sales) - (SA)} = 0

In order to isolate the optimal support price, common terms are grouped and equation 

(4.14) becomes



The optimal support price of equation (4.15) can be solved:

[11 [SA - (1.1 *Sales)J

[IYP/ + r2(a /j 

In more general terms, (4.16) can be written as:

(4.17) (PSpt) = [AJ/pi + [1]/[B] [SA - (1.1‘Sales)]

Where: [A] = [ ( - ^  PQP1) - (^2aoa^  1 and 

IB] -  F ^ p /  + r ^ ) 2

Equation (4.16) specifies the policy equation of the criterion function model, it is comparable

to the policy equation (4.8) in the behavioral mode!. The criterion function policy equation is

analytically derived and depends on the structure of the criterion function model, whereas the

behavioral mode! policy equation is directly specified and includes a larger set of regressors.

Policymakers’ choice of the optima! support price for MDP in the criterion function mode! is

dependent on (1) estimates of the political weights associates with each economic agent (Fj,

i—1 ,S), (2) parameter estimates from the supply and demand functions (a. and p., 1=0,1), and
J I

(3) exogenous variables. Equation (4.16) is estimated in order to obtain parameter estimates 

(k=1,2) where = [A]/[B] and Jig = [1]/[BJ. The relationship among parameters, 

described below, is used to recover the political weights of each interest group.

(4.16) ( P f l) = [ (•r1PQP1) - F ^ )  I 

pyp*,)2 + r y a / i
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* I ( - r # ^ )  - O W V  1

(4.18) ^  -  — —  —

I r / p /  *  r /a ,)2 ]

m
A

(4.10) l 2 =

I r y p /  + r 2( a /  j

The political weights, representing the influence of each special interest group, can be 

reci )red from equations (4.18) and (4.19). Equation (4.18) can be rewritten as

A A A A  A

(4.20) p ^ r y p * ) 2 r2(a])2} = H r /0p*) - (T2aQâ )]

Combining common elements, equation (4.20) becomes

A A A A  A A A A

(4.21) [ r ^ x p /  + ( r ^ ) ]  + [ i y ^ X a /  + ( r g ^ ) ]  = o  

Equation (4.19) can be rewritten as

A

(4.22) l i 2] { T ^ ) 2 + T2{ a / }

Equation (4.22) can be rewritten as

A A

(4.23) [ ^ ( I g X p / l  + [r2(X2) (a / ]  = 1

1
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In matrix notation, equations (4.21) and (4.23) can be written in the genera! form of [A]x ~ b 

where [AJ is a 2x2 matrix, x is a vector of unknown parameters r. (M ,2), and b is a 2x1 

vector of constants. Thus, equations (4.21) and (4.23) become

(4.24)

A
A A A A

A A
A

( ^ ( p /  -5- [S0f V
A  A g  A A

( ^ ( K - j )  +  V S 5 F 1 0

A
A A

A
A A

A
A
A =3

( y p / j ( y ^ ) )
A

1

L  .

This non-homogeneous system of equations consists of two equations and two unknowns, it
1is just identified and a solution exists in the general form of x = [A] b, assuming the matrix 

[A] is nonsinguiar and thus can be inverted. The solution to the system of equations

described in (4.24) is

(4.25)

=3 «=

A
A
A

r

A
A
A

r 2

A
A A

-1

A
A A A A

(^((P-j) + PqP^ (^(a-j) + « 00'.1)

A
A A

(^2(a -j) >

Thus, empirical results of the criterion function model will (1) indicate whether the variable 

[SA - (1.1‘Sales)] influences policymakers’ choice of the support price for MDP based on 

estimation of the policy equation (4.16)-and (2) identify which special interest group most 

influences policymakers’ decisions based on calculation of political influence weights (4.25) 

using supply, demand, and policy parameter estimates.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presented different frameworks to achieve the goals of this research. 

Specifically, two models of the US dairy industry attempt to quantitatively test the influence of 

economic, political, domestic and international variables on the domestic policy choice of the 

US support price for MDP. The models differ in their theoretical approach. The criterion 

function model uses a policy preference function, or decision making rule, whereas the 

behavioral model assumes that the decision making rule is unknown. In the absence of a 

policy preference function, the behavioral model directly specifies a policy equation which is 

estimated. Direct specification of a policy equation allows for a large set of variables to be 

empirically tested for their influence on policy choice, including domestic and international, as 

well as economic ant political variables. Alternatively, the policy equation in the criterion 

function model is analytically solved via the first order necessary condition and estimated. 

The independent variables in this policy equation are dependent on the structure of 

policymakers' decision making rule. When the rule changes, so does the policy equation. 

Both approaches--the criterion function and behavioral-wili achieve the goals of this research. 

Results from both models endogenize government behavior by identifying variables which 

influence policymakers’ choices. In addition, results of the criterion function model identify 

which special interest group-consumers, processors, or taxpayers-most influences 

policymakers' decisions.



CHAPTER V 

EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents empirical estimation results for both the behavioral and criterion 

function models. Both models address the same objective-to identify variables which 

significantly influence US policymakers’ choice of the support price level for manufactured 

dairy products (MDP, e.g., butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk). In addition, the criterion 

function model estimates the political influence of special interest groups-consumers, 

producers and taxpayers. Both models include a commodity component, and both estimate a 

policy equation. As discussed in the theoretical models chapter, the models differ in their 

theoretical approach. The behavioral model is a positive model which directly specifies a 

policy equation comparable to the policy equation in the criterion function model. Direct 

specification allows for a larger set of variables to be empirically tested for their influence on 

the support price level for MDP. The theoretical difference between the two models is that 

the behavioral model implicitly assumes that policymakers follow a decision making rule, but 

this rule is not explicitly specified.

Alternatively, the criterion function model is a constrained optimization model which specifies 

a decision making rule for policymakers’ choice of the support price level. The optimal 

support price is analytically solved via the first order necessary condition (FONG), and this 

policy equation is estimated. The structure of the mcdel constrains me number of 

independent variables in its policy equation. Thus, the criterion function model can be 

thought of as a normative model which determines the optimal support price, given a specific 

decision making rule (although the estimated policy equation uses actual support price data 

and is therefore, a positive anaysis).



BEHAVIORAL MODEL

The theoretical structure ©f the behavioral model presented in the theoretical models chapter, 

consisted of a commodity component and a policy component. Commodity component 

variables, e.g., supply, demand, stocks, government costs, are incorporated into the policy 

component. Three equations are estimated in the behavioral model: (1) supply, equation

(4.1); (2) demand, equation (4.3); and (3) policy, equation (4.8). Also, additions I© 

government stocks are forecast using estimated supply and demand results.

General Data Considerations

As described in Chapter II, the US dairy industry is one of the most complex agricultural 

industries due to (1) the high degree of government regulation and (2) the characteristics of 

milk products-perishabiiity, Joint products and product linkages. This complexity manifests 

itself in the data which describe the US dairy industry. As an example, how does one decide 

which price is the "correct" price to use for estimation of the supply and demand for MDP? 

According to microeconomic theory, demand is a function ©f the output price, while supply is 

a function of both output and input prices. Specific prices depend on which marketing level 

is estimated-retail, wholesale or farm. If estimated at the wholesale level, the output price is 

the wholesale price paid I© processors for MDP, and the input price is the prise paid to dairy 

farmers for raw milk. In this case, demand is a derived demand. In regards to dairy industry 

prise data, not only do different prices exist for different marketing levels, different prices also 

exist for different (1) quality levels of milk produced (grade A and grade B milk), (2) products 

ultimately produced from raw milk (fluid milk and various processed dairy products) and (3) 

final product markets (the government and the commercial markets).

At the farm level, dairy farmers participating in the Federal Marketing Order program receive 

the blend price for grade A milk, which is the weighted average of the price of class I, II, and



II! milk sold within a Federal marketing order. The Minnesota-Wisconsin prise (M-W price) 

for manufacturing grade milk underpins the blend price, where the prise of class 111 milk 

equals the M-W price, and the prices ©f class i and il milk are equal to the M-W price plus 

respective prise differentials. In addition, Congress sets the support price at the farm level 

with the intent that farmers receive this support price for manufacturing grade milk. The 

support price program operates through the processors, who may sell butter, cheese, and 

nonfat dry milk to th© Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) at the farm level support price 

plus make allowance. The make allowance refers to the processing costs associated with 

converting fluid milk into processed products. Alternatively, processors may sell products on 

the commercial market and receive a wholesale price. Finally, consumers purchase dairy 

products at retail prices. Thus, a variety of prices could be used for estimation purposes-- 

retail prise; wholesale prise; farm level price for grade A milk, grade B milk, or the blend 

price; support price, either at the farm level or the processor level; the Minnesota-Wisconsin 

prise; or individual commodity prices for MDP.

The process of deciding which price is the "correct price" must also include the appropriate 

marketing level for estimation. In order to decide which price to use for estimation, various 

prises were plotted to determine their relationship (Graph 5.A). All price data were 

aggregated on a milk equivalent basis when individual commodity prices were specified. For 

example, wholesale prices for butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk were converted to milk 

equivalent prices using the following yield formula obtained from the Agricultural Stabilization 

and Conservation Service (ASCS) within the US Department of Agriculture (USDA):

100 pounds of milk yields: (1) 4.48 pounds of butter and 8.13 pounds of nonfat dry milk

OR (2) 10.1 pounds of cheese.

Thus, if the price of cheese was $123.28/ewt of cheese (cwt = 100 pounds), the miik 

equivalent prise equals $12.45/cwt of fluid milk used to make that cheese as shown in the



following conversion calculation:

($123.28/100 pounds of cheese) * (10.1 pounds of cheese/cwt of milk)

=» (123.28/100) * 10.1 

= $12.45/cwt milk (used to make cheese)

Units: ($/peunds-ef-eheese) * (peands-ef-ebeese/cwt milk)

Similar calculations were performed for butter and nonfat dry milk. An aggregated price for 

MDP was then obtained from a weighted price sum for butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk 

(in milk equivalents) where the weights equalled the proportion of each product produced on 

a milk equivalent basis. (The support price at the farm level, the M-W price and the actual 

price farmers received for grade B milk were all reported in milk units; thus, no conversion 

was necessary.)
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The retail prise in Graph 5.A was obtained from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BIS) within 

the Department of Labor and equals the aggregated retail prise for butter and eheese. 

Prices were aggregated using a weighted milk equivalent sum of prices for butter and eheese 

alone, where the weights were the proportion of the quantity demanded of each commodity in 

milk equivalents. The support price data at the farm level was obtained from the Economic 

Research Service (ERS) within USDA (specifically, from USDA-ERS Dairy: Background for 

1985 Farm Legislation. Agriculture Information Bulletin #474, Appendix Table #7, Sept. 1984. 

Updated data was obtained from USDA-ERS, Dairy Situation and Outlook Report. April 1988, 

Table 9. At! support prices were reported si 3.67% butterfat.).

Minnesota-Wisconsin price data for grade B milk was obtained from the Food and Agriculture 

Policy Simulator (FAPSIM) data.1 Data on the actual prices dairy farmers received for grade 

B milk was also obtained from FAPSIM and was consistent with data from the USDA’s 

Statistical Reporting Service, Crop Reporting Board publication, entitled Prices Received by 

Farmers: Milk, bv State, and United States. 1935-78. dated December, 1984. Updated data 

was obtained from the ERS’s Dairy Situation and Outlook Yearbook. August, 1988.

Actual wholesale prices for butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk were compiled by Michael 

Brown of the National Milk Producers Federation (NMPF), based on the USDA’s Agricultural 

Marketing Service (AMS) annual reports entitled Dairy Market Statistics, where the price of 

butter equals the price of grade A butter at the Chicago Mercantile Exchange: the price of 

cheese equals the price of 40 pound blocks of American Cheddar cheese, f.o.b. at Wisconsin

1 The FAPSIM model is an annual econometric model of the US agricultural sector which 
includes a dairy sector submodel. FAPSIM was developed by Larry? Salalhe, et. al. within USDA- 
ERS in 1982. FAPSIM dairy sector data was obtained from Charlotte Tusker of the ERS.
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Graph 5.B Source: USDA ERS. Food and Agriculture Policy Simulator (FAPSIM) data.

assembly points; and the price of nonfat dry milk equals the price of nonfat dry milk, spray 

process, f.o.b. at manufacturing plants in the Chicago area.

The support price at the processors’ marketing level equals the farm level support price plus 

make allowance. This data was obtained from FAPSIM and converted to milk equivalent 

prices. Since butter and nonfat dry milk are joint products, the support price plus make 

allowance for butter and nonfat dry milk is virtually equivalent to the support price plus make 

allowance for cheese on a milk equivalent basis (Graph 5.B). Thus, this study used the 

support price plus make allowance for cheese as a proxy for the processors' support price.

Graph 5.A shows the relationship among dairy industry prices. As expected, retail level 

prices exceeded the farm and wholesale level prices. Support prices at the farm level, M-W



prices, and actual prices dairy farmers received for grade B milk were virtually identical, 

whereas, surprisingly, actual wholesale prices processors received were less than farm levei 

prices. Therefore, the data on actual prices at the farm and processor levels contradict 

marketing margin theory, which states that prices at the processors marketing level exceed 

prices at the farm level in order for processors to make a profit. This may be due to the 

data coming from different sources and the use of aggregated data. Comparing support 

price data at the farm and processor levels yields anticipated results. The support price at 

the processors level includes a make allowance and is thus higher than the support price at 

the farm level. Demand and supply estimations, described below, used a variety of these 

prices.

Graph 5.A shows that all prices move together. This may result from the highly regulated 

nature of the dairy industry. As discussed in the US dairy chapter, the farm level support 

price generally acts as a price floor. The processors' support purchase price equals the farm 

level support price plus make allowance. These two prices are highly correlated, and 

theoretical supply equations must be modified. Microeconomic theory specifies that supply 

equations are theoretically dependent on (1) the output price, the processors’ support 

purchase price and (2) the input price, the farm level support price. As shown in Graph 5.A, 

farm level and processor level prices are highly correlated which would result in inefficient 

parameter estimates. As shown in the supply estimation section, presented below, the best 

results were obtained upon dropping the farm level input price, in an attempt to overcome the 

muIticollinearity problem.
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Commodity Component 

Demand Estimation

Many different demand estimations were performed using aggregate and per capita data, as 

well as nominal and real prices. In addition, price variables at different marketing levels 

(retail and wholesale) and from different data sources were estimated. The general form of 

the estimated demand equation was:

(5.1) DMDP *  f (pMDP; Y, POP, pMARGARINE CPI)

where:

d MDP _ j he quaniity consumed of MDP. Civilian utilization data for butter, cheese, and 

nonfat dry milk were aggregated on a milk equivalent basis. Commodity consumption 

data source: USDA’s FAPSIM model with data updates from USDA’s Dairy Situation 

and Outlook Yearbooks. 

pMDP = prjce 0f m d p  paid by consumers. As seen from Graph 5.A, a variety of prices at 

different marketing levels exists. The following prices were used in demand

estimations for MDP:

(1) MDP retail price index from the BLS for the years 1978 through 1988. Source:

phone interview with Art Hamlin of the Index Section of the BLS.

(2) Aggregated retail price for butter and cheese on a milk equivalent basis, using

milk equivalent consumption weights. Source: BLS (Art Hamlin).

(3) Retail price index for all dairy products, including fluid milk. Source: BLS (Art

Hamlin).

(4) Aggregated wholesale prioe for butter, cheese and nonfat dry milk on a milk

equivalent basis, using milk equivalent consumption weights for each product. 

Source: USDA AMS Dairy Market Statistics, compiled by Michael Brown of 

the NMPF.
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Sot
(5) PQheese *  Support price plus make allowance for cheese in milk equivalents. 

This is the CCC purchase price offered to processors and is equivalent to the 

purchase price of the joint products, butter and nonfat dry milk, on a milk 

equivalent basis (see Graph 5.B). Thus, the support price plus make 

allowance is a proxy variable for the true wholesale price. Source: FAPSIM 

model.

Y = US disposable personal income data. Source: FAPSIM with updates from USDA ERS 

Statistical Bulletin No. 773, Food Consumption. Prices, and Expenditures. 1966-87 by 

Judith Jones Putnam, January, 1989. Original source was the Bureau of Economic 

Analysis (BEA) within the Department of Commerce.

POP = US civilian population (annual, July 1) data. Source: Putnam (1989) with 1950 

through 1965 data obtained directly from the US Bureau of the Census. 

p Margarine _ Retail price of margarine. Source: BLS (Art Hamlin).

CPI = Consumer price index, used to deflate nominal prices for estimations using real prices. 

Source: FAPSIM with updates from Putnam (1989). (The original data used 1967 as 

the base year. It was transformed to base years 1982-1984 by dividing elements of 

the original series by the BLS conversion factor, 2.995.)

SHAZAM computer software was used to estimate demand with annual time series data for 

the years 1950 through 1987. Estimations of both nominal and real prices were performed. 

In general, the Durbin-Watson test statistic, obtained from Ordinary Least Squares (O.L3)
y

estimation, indicated rejection of the null hypothesis (that the error terms were not 

autocorrelated). Thus, the data were transformed using the Cochiane-Orcutt iterative 

procedure and re-estimated. Listed below are resuits from the best estimations of demand, 

based on the following criteria: correct signs, high coefficient of determination and F-statistic, 

significant variables, and lack of autocorrelation.
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(5.2) D = 55.863 - 1.2020 p|heese + 015438 Y R3 =* .9821 F = 851

(.9037) (.24756) (.0010863) p = 0.39739 Ep Q *  -0.13559

61.817 -4.8555 14.212 Runs Stat. -  0.0 Ey >q  -  0.27537

Equation (5.2) was estimated using wholesale, nominal prices at an aggregate level, i.e., 

demand equals aggregated consumption of MDP by US consumers, and income equals US 

disposable personal income. Listed below each parameter estimate are (1) the standard 

error, in parenthesis, and (2) the ’t’ statistic. Also specified are the coefficient of 

determination, adjusted for the number of explanatory variables; the F-statistic; and the runs 

test statistic.2 Also specified were the estimated autocorrelation correction factor, p; the 

price elasticity of demand, EP q ; and the income elasticity of demand, Ey Q (elasticities are 

evaluated at their respective means). Both the price and income parameter estimates were 

significant and had the correct signs. The coefficient of determination and F-statistic indicate 

the existence of an overall relationship between the quantity demanded and (1) the support 

price level and (2) disposable personal income. The runs test statistic and visual 

examination of the residuals indicate that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, i.e., the 

error terms are not autocorrelated after transformation of the data.

Estimated demand elasticities for MDP can be compared to existing demand elasticities for 

individual processed products. In USDA-ERS’s Technical Bulletin #1714, U.S. Demand for 

Food: A Complete System of Price and Income Effects. 1985, K.S. Huang reported the 

following price elasticities for butter and cheese, respectively: -0.1670 and -0.3319; and

2 The runs test statistic is a test for the existence of autocorrelation after the data has been 
transformed, via the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure, and re-estimated. The runs test statistic is 
normally distributed. See page 246 of Gujarati (1978).
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income elasticities for butter and cheese, respectively: 0.0227 and 0.5927. Thus, elasticity 

estimates of Equation (5.2) appear plausible.3

Supply Estimation

As with demand estimation, a variety of variables was used to estimate supply in both 

nominal and real prices. The general form of the estimated supply equation was:

(5.3) SMDP = f(P0̂ t, plnpuh w - pE> PP|)

Where:

sMDP _ jh e quantity of MDP produced, aggregated on a milk equivalent basis. Commodity 

production data source: FAPSIM model with updated data from USDA ERS’s 

Situation and Outlook Yearbook, various issues.
MDP

pOutput = Price of MDP received by processors. Severn! different output prices were used:

(1) MDP wholesale price for butter, cheese and powder, aggregated on a milk

equivalent basis, using consumption weights for each product. (Same as 

MDP price (#4) in the demand section.)

(2) Support price plus make allowance at the processors’ level in milk equivalents.

Data obtained from USDA’s FAPSIM model. (Same as MDP price #5 in the 

demand section above). 

pInput -  lnPut Price Paid by processors to dairy farmers for grade B milk. Source of actual 

grade B prices paid to dairy farmers: FAPSIM data with data updates from ERS’s 

Dairy Situation and Outlook Yearbook. August, 1988.

3 Nonfat dry milk elasticities were aggregated with that of other dairy products. Also, Haidacher, 
Blaylock and Meyers' (1988) price and income elasticity estimates for dairy products were virtually 
identical to Huang’s estimates.
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W *  Actual wages paid to employees of dairy processing plants. Source: FAPSIM model. 

(The BLS was the original data source in their Employment and Earnings, various 

issues; BLS code 202 for dairy manufacturing industry hourly wage rate.)

PE *  Price of gasoline used to distribute processed products to retail markets. Source: 

FAPSIM. (The BLS was the original data source in their monthly publication CPI 

Detailed Report. BLS categoiy is CPI all urban consumers, transportation, motor fuel, 

gasoline. Also note that the FAPSIM data used a 1967 base year for real prices. 

This series was converted to 1982-1984 base years by dividing each element in the 

original series by the BLS conversion factor, 3.78595.)

PPI = Producer Price Index for all commodities, 1982-84 base years. PPI is used to deflate 

nominal prices. Source: Ben Rush of BLS.

Other variables included (1) a trend variable and (2) a dummy variable for the years in which 

the M-W price exceeded the support price (1973 to 1976), with the hypothesis that when the 

M-W price is greater than the support price.

Estimations were performed using annual time series data for the years 1950 through 1987. 

In general, most results indicated autocorrelated error terms, as shown by the Durbin-Watson 

statistic. The Cochrane-Orcutt procedure was used to transform the data, which was re- 

estimated. Estimations were performed on both nominal and real prices. Estimation results 

are presented below:

a SPT
(5.4) SMDP = 58.132 + 2.1424 PCheese

(7.2) (0.8)

8.1 2.7

R2 = .8216 F = 151

p = 0.82652 EP q  = 0.21500

Runs Stat. = 0.58

Equation (5.4) was estimated using wholesale, nominal prices at an aggregate ievel, i.e., 

supply equals production of MDP by US dairy processors on a milk equivalent basis. The
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support price is the same variable used in demand estimation, i.e., the support price plus 

make allowance for cheese in milk equivalents (data set (5), identified in the definition of the 

price of MDP). The nominal price parameter estimate was significant and had the correct 

sign. The runs test statistic and visual examination of the residuals indicate that the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected (no autocorrelated error terms) upon Cochrane-Orcutt 

transformation of the data.

Estimated Surpli s

Additions to government stocks were forecast for use as an independent variable in the 

policy equation presented below. Inclusion of the estimated surplus as an explanatory 

variable follows the hypothesis that congressmembers consider future expected surpluses 

generated from their choice of the support price, when making their choice.

The forecasted surplus for the time period 1950 through 1987 was obtained from the 

following identity:

A A A

(5.5) Surplus* = S* - D*

A A

where S and D refer to the estimated supply (4.1) and demand (4.3) equations from the 

commodity component in the theoretical models chapter/ Upon substitution, (5.5) becomes:

(5.6) Surplus = (ct + a P J - (P + J3 P + p Y)
t o 1 spt t O *1 spt 2 '

4 This equation assumes that consumers do not purchase MDP from the government, i.e., from 
CCC stockpiles. As shown in chapter II, donations accounted for the primary surplus disposal 
mechanism for MDP-domestic donations for butter and cheese and international donations for nonfat 
dry milk. Thus, MDP consumed from government stocks do not generally enter the retail market for 
MDP.
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The estimated coefficients from equations (5.4) and (5.2), respectively, were then substituted 

into equation (5.6), as were actual support price levels for the years 1950 though 1987. 

Thus, the expected surplus for the years 1950 through 1987 was forecast and ultimately 

substituted into the policy equation as an independent variable.

Poiicv Component

The general form of the estimated policy equation was:

(5.7) p? = f { ; (Stl;M , Exp(Stkj)); ;

[(X/GNP),US(X - M),US(X Ag/ X U^ , (XMDP/ X Ag)] t _ 1 ;

[ ( G t W  GC^9 ), (GCAg/ GCU^, GC,US (GFs-GC) US] H  ;

[(pSpt. pWld^^ (pRtl_ c c t] }

where:

MDP support price level chosen by Congress at the farm level. Source: USDA-ERS, 

Dairy: Background for 1985 Farm Legislation. (1984) with updates from USDA,

Agricultural Statistics. (1987).

Stk = Government (CCC) stocks of MDP on a milk equivalent basis. Source: FAPSIM data.

Exp(Stk) = Expected CCC stocks or additions to CCC stockpiles. Three different data sets 

were used:
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(1) Actual additions to stocks equalling CCC purchases of MDP on a milk equivalent

basis. This data set assumed perfect foresight by congressmembers; i.e., in 

choosing a support price, Congress considered an expected surplus equalling 

the actual surplus generated by their decision. Source: FAPSIM data.

(2) Forecasted additions to CCC stocks based on supply and demand estimates

from equations (5.4) and (5.2).

(3) Actual CCC stock levels of MDP on a milk equivalent basis. This data set also

assumed perfect foresight by Congress but differs from the above data sets 

by postulating that in setting the support price, Congress is concerned with 

the expected CCC stockpile level rather than the expected additions to 

stocks. Source: FAPSIM data with updates from USDA ERS, Dairy Situation 

and Outlook Yearbook. August, 1988.

yFarm. income 0j the farm sector measured in a variety of specifications:

(1) Change in net farm income (NFI) which is defined as gross farm income (GFI)

minus production expenses. GFI is the sum of marketings from the sales of 

farm products, capital gains of inventory, government payments, plus other 

farm cash income and nonmoney items, e.g., imputed rent from home 

consumption. NFi data source: USDA-ERS, Economic Indicators of the

Farm Sector: National Financial Summary. (1985 and 1986 issues).

(2) NFI, lagged. Source: same as (1).

(3) Percent change in NFI. Source: same as (1).

(4) The ratio of per capita personal farm income from farm sources only, relative to

per capita nonfarm personal income. Per capita personal income data was 

generated by dividing personal income data by population data for farm and 

nonfarm sectors, respectively. Personal income data source: Bureau of
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Economic Analysis (BEA) within the Department ot Commerce, Survey of 

Current Business, (various issues) and George Smith within BEA’s National 

Income Section. Population data source: USDA’s Agricultural Statistics.

(1987).

(5) The difference between per capita nonfarm income and per capita farm income. 

Source: same as (4).

I 1C
(X/GNP) = The ratio of the value of US exports tc the US gross national product (GNP), 

measuring the relative importance of the export market. Source; Economic Report of 

the President. (1988).

I |C
(X - M) = The value of the US net trade balance, exports minus imports. Source: 

Economic Report of the President. (1988).

(X Ag / = The rati0 of the va|ue 0f us agricultural exports relative to the value of total

US exports, measuring the relative importance of the agricultural export market 

compared to the US export market. Source: Economic Report of the President. 

(1988).

(^WIDP/ = The ralj0 0j the va|ue 0f dairy exports relative to the value of agricultural US 

exports, measuring the relative importance of dairy exports compared to agricultural 

exports. Two data sets were used where both used agricultural export data from the 

Economic Report of the President. (1988).

(1) Dairy exports valued at the world price. Source: USDA-ERS, Embargoes.

Surplus Disposal, and US Agriculture, (1986), Appendix Table 22.6.

(2) Dairy exports valued at the price obtained from CCC stockpile sales on the

export market. Source: Same as (1), Appendix Table 22.9.
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(GC MDf/ GC -  The ratio of government costs associated with the dairy program relative 

to total government costs associated with the agricultural sector, measuring relative 

expenditures on the dairy program compared to agricultural expenditures. Source: 

Consortium On Trade Research. Agriculture. Trade, and Development: A

Comparative Look At U.S.. Canadian, and European Community Policies. (1986). 

Two data sets were used for dairy program government costs:

(1) Source: USDA-ERS, Embargoes. Surplus Disposal, and US Agriculture. (1986),

Appendix Table #22.3. and

(2) Source: FAPSIM data associated with CCC purchases of MDP and USDA-ERS,

Embargoes. Surplus Disposal, and US Agriculture. (1986), Appendix Table 

22.9 for storage cost data of MDP.

(GC^9/ GCUS) = The ratio of government costs associated with the agricultural sector (see 

above for data source) relative to total US government expenditures, measuring 

relative expenditures on agricultural programs compared to total government 

expenditures. Source for US government costs: Economic Report of the President.

(1988).

(GR-GC)US = Net US government expenditures, government revenue minus government 

costs. Source: Economic Report of the President, (1988).

(P Spt _ pWldj ■ MDP support price (data source identified above) minus the MDP world 

price. The world price, in milk equivalents, is a weighted price sum for each MDP, 

where the weights are the percent of world production for each MDP. Source of the 

world price and production: USDA-ERS, Embargoes. Surplus Disposal, and US

Agriculture. (1986), Appendix Table 22.6.
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04) WW
(P - P ) » MDP US retail price paid by consumers minus MDP world price, defined 

above. Retail price source: BLS, data set (#2), identified in the demand estimation 

section.

CC = Campaign contributions by political action committees (PACs) to congressional and 

presidential candidates. Source: Federal Election Commission. Index ’D’ data file 

specifies the amount of campaign contributions given to individual candidates from 

each PAC and total annual contributions itemized for each PAC. (Unfortunately, this 

data set consists of only six observations since it is reported biennially and begins in 

1977. Dairy industry PACs are listed in the appendix to this chapter.)

In addition to the above regressors, equation (5.7) was estimated using a time trend variable 

and a dummy variable for years in which Congress enacted farm bill legislation. (Choice of 

the independent variables used in equation 5.7 are discussed in the theoretical models 

chapter.)

Estimation

Equation (5.7) was estimated using annual time series data. Estimations were generally 

performed for the years 1951 through 1987, depending on data availability for specific 

variables. Since equation (5.7) contains a lagged dependent variable, the Durbin’s-h test 

statistic was used to detect autocorrelated error terms. As documented by Kmenta (1971) 

and Gujarati (1978), in an autoregressive model (where a lagged dependent variable is used 

as a regressor), if the error terms are autocorrelated, then no statistical properties exist, since 

the error term is correlated with the lagged dependent variable. However, if the error terms 

are not autocorrelated, as detected by the Durbin’s-h statistic, then estimates from the 

autoregressive model (5.7) are consistent, since the error term and the lagged dependent 

regressor are contemporaneously uncorrelated.
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Estimations of both nominal and real prices were performed using OLS. Listed befow are 

results from the best estimation of equation (5.7) based on the following criteria: correct 

signs, high coefficient of determination and F-statistic, significant variables, and lack of 

autocorrelation.

(5.F P ^ 1 -  .391 + 1.13 P ® * -  0.043 Exp(Stkt) - 0.022 Y ^ rm+ 0.008 (GR-GC)^®

(0.17) (0.026) (0.008) (0.009) (0.002)

2.3 42.8 -5.3 -2.2 3.7

R2 = 0.9935 F = 1152 h = 0.4547 n -  31

Equation (5.8) was estimated at an aggregate level using nominal prices. All previous 

definitions hold, given expected stocks are actual additions to government stocks equalling 

CCC purchases of MDP (data set #1, defined above) and farm income is the change in net 

farm income (data set #1, defined above). Parameter estimates from (5.8) were significant 

and had the correct signs. The Durbin’s-h test statistic (h) indicated that the null hypothesis 

cannot be rejected; i.e., no autocorrelated error terms were detected. The coefficient of 

determination and the F-statistic indicated the existence of an overall relationship between 

policymakers' choice of the support price and (1) support price in the previous year, (2) 

expected additions to CCC stocks, (3) change in NFI, and (4) net US government 

expenditures. Note the strong explanatory power of the lagged dependent variable, the 

support price in the previous year. In fact, its partial correlation coefficient was 0.99 

compared to -0.72 for expected stocks, -0.40 for the change in net farm income and 0.58 for 

net government expenditures. Estimations were also performed omitting the lagged 

dependent variable and will be presented.-
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Presented below is another estimation with plausible results. Equation (5.9) was estimated in 

nominal aggregated terms similar to Equation (5.8). The difference between (5.8) and (S.©) 

was the sample size and the number of potential explanatory variables. Equation (5.8) was 

estimated with 81 observations while (E.S) was estimated with 16 observations. This was 

due to the smaller data set available for the following variables: (1) the ratio of the

government costs of the dairy program relative to government costs of total agricultural 

programs, (2) the ratio of MDP exports relative to total agricultural exports, (3) the difference 

between the retail price and the world price for MDP, and (4) the difference between the 

support price and the world price for MDP. Thus, the primary difference between (5.8) and 

(5.0) is that (S.9) has fewer observations but includes four mors independent variables, of 

which only two were significant. (Note: another difference is that (5.9) uses actual stock 

levels rather than additions to stocks for Exp(Stk). This difference could explain why 

expected stocks were not significant in (5.9) but were in (5.8).)

(5.9) PfSpt = .005 + 1.31 P®{*+ 0.005 (GR-GG) - 0.053 (GGMDP/ GGA9){1

(0.19) (0.04) (0.002) (0.009)

0.03 32.6 -2.87 -6.0

- 0.62 (PSpl - PWld ) R2 = 0.9957 F = 815

(0.11) h = -0.299 n = 15

-5.8

Parameter estimates of (5.9) had the correct signs and were significant. The Durbin’s-h 

statistic inferred that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; i.e., no autocorrelated error terms 

were detected. The coefficient of determination and F-statistic indicated the existence of an 

overall relationship between the support price and (1) support prise level in the previous year,

(2) net government expenditures, (3) the ratio of MDP program government costs to total
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agricultural program government costs, and (4) the difference between the support price and 

the world price. As in (5.8), note the dominance of the lagged dependent variable in (5.9). 

Its partial correlation coefficient was 0.99 compared to 0.67 for net government 

expenditures, -0.88 for the ratio of MDP program government costs to total agricultural 

program government costs, and -0.88 for the difference between the support price and the 

world prise.

Equation (5.7) was also estimated using real prices, where nominal prices were deflated with 

the GNP deflator obtained from the Economic Report of the President. (1988). Estimation 

results for equation (5.7) using real prices are listed below:

(5.10) PtSpt = -0.660 -i- 1.20 P®P4- 0.062 (QCMDI/ G d '9 ){1  - 0.403 (PSpt - P WW) 

(0.92) (0.08) (0.01) (0.095)

-0.7 14.8 -4.8 -4.3

R2 ~ 0.9453 F -  76 h = -1.75 n = 14

Ail parameter estimates of the regressors in (5.10) were significant and had the proper signs. 

The Durbin’s-h statistic inferred that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; i.e., no 

autocorrelated error terms were detected. The coefficient of determination and F-statistic 

indicated the existence of an overall relationship between policymakers’ support price choice 

and (1) the support price in the previous year, (2) the ratio of dairy program costs to 

agricultural program costs and (3) the difference between the support price and world price. 

As in equations (5.8) and (5.9), the lagged dependent variable dominated with respect to its 

explanatory power with a partial correlation coefficient of 0.98 compared to -0.83 for the ratio 

of dairy program costs to agricultural program costs and -0.80 for the difference between the 

support price and world price.
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Due to the strong influence of the Sagged dependent variable, estimations were also 

performed while omitting it as an explanatory variable, as both the nominal and real 

estimation© below demonstrate. In general, estimations using nominal variables which were 

previously significant and had the correct signs, now had the wrong sign and often became 

insignificant. Also, without the lagged dependent variable, OLS results indicated 

autocorrelated error terms via the Durbin-Watson statistic. The data were transformed using 

the Oocbrane-Oeult iterative procedure and re-estimated. The ratio of the total US exports 

to the QNP was the only independent variable which was consistently significant and had the 

correct sign. Estimation results using nominal prices are listed below:

(5.11) PtSp! «= 4.11 + 0.457 (XUS/ GNP)m  R2 = 0.9843 F -  2281

(3.4) (0.1) p » 0.99102 Runs Stat. =. -0.79

1.2 4.0

Statistical resuits indicated that the ratio of US exports relative to GNP is a significant 

explanatory variable. Its partial correlation coefficient is 0.56. The runs test statistic indicated 

that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected; i.e., upon transformation of the data using the 

Cochrane-Orcutt method, no autocorrelated error terms were detected. Estimation results 

using real prices while omitting the lagged dependent variable are listed below:

(5.12) PfSPS = 8 .4 4 -f 0.452 (XUS/G N P )^  - 0.04 (GC MDP/ GC^9) M

(1.8) (0.2) (0.02)

4.7 2.5 -2.02

R2 = 0.8034 F -  27 p = 0.83994 Runs Stat. = -1.63



Both explanatory variables were significant. The partial correlation coefficient for (X^/Q N P)^  

was 0.60 and for (GC MDP/ GC Ag)t^  was -0.52; thus neither variable dominates. Also note 

the low coefficient of determination and relatively low F-statistic. The runs test statistic 

indicates a lack of autocorrelation upon Coehrane-Orcutt transformation.

When the lagged dependent variable was not present, then the international variable (X/GNP) 

was the only variable which is consistently significant. This variable was included in Equation

(5.7) as a measure of the importance of the international market; i.e., the greater the 

proportion of US exports relative to GNP, the more significant the export market. It is 

interesting to note that the export variable associated with dairy products was not significant. 

The point is, that when the lagged dependent variable is omitted, the only variable which 

consistently affects policymakers’ choice of the support price for MDP relates to the 

importance sf US exports and has nothing to do with MDP. This result is questionable. 

Another explanation for its significance is that this international variable is serially correlated 

with the support price. In any event, it appears that last year’s support price is a relevant 

variable and omitting it leads to biased and inconsistent, as well as questionable results.

Summary and Interpretation of Empirical Results for the Behavioral Model

Estimations of the behavioral model policy component, specified in (5.7), were performed 

using both nominal and real prices. Empirical results indicated a common set of explanatory 

variables which appear to affect policymakers’ choice of the support price.

Estimations using either nominal or real prices indicate that policymakers appear to be 

influenced by the following; A) the support price in the previous year, (B) the cost share of 

government expenditures on the dairy program, and (C) the difference between the support 

price and the world price. In addition, In the nominal case, the support price appears also to



be influenced by tha following: (D) expected additions to COG stocks, (E) eSianga in net farm 

income, and (F) net US Federal government expenditures.

What conclusions can be made from estimations of the behavioral model? (1) The support 

price in the previous year has strong explanatory power, as shown by its partial correlation 

coefficient. (2) Other significant variables refer to (A) the domestic goal of increasing farm 

income and (B) the domestic goal of decreasing government expenditures as measured by 

net Federal budgeiaty expenditures, dairy program expenditures, and expected additions to 

stocks, which result in government expenditures to purchase and store this surplus. 

International variables, e.g., the net trade balance and the respective export shares of total 

agricultural goods and MDP did not appear to influence policymakers’ decisions. Also, 

campaign contributions data had too few observations to determine its influence.

Thus, significant explanatory variables which appeared to influence policymakers’ choice of 

the support price level for MDP can be categorized info the following general groups: (1) 

political variables, including (A) inertia, as measured by the lagged support price and (B) the 

change in net farm income, as a proxy variable representing the domestic goal of increasing 

farm income; (2) government costs, as measured by (A) the Federal budget deficit, (B) the 

share of government expenditures on the dairy program, (C) the difference between the 

support price and the world price, and (D) the expected additions to government stocks in 

time, ’t+1,’ generated by policymakers’ support price decision in time T.
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CRITERION FUNCTION MODEL

Bath the behavioral and the criterion function models include a commodity component. 

Estimation results for the demand (5.2) and the supply (5.4) of MDP can be used in both 

models.

Policy Estimation

The next step is to estimate the policy equation which equals the analytically derived first 

order necessary condition (FONG), specified in equation (4.14), of the theoretical models 

chapter. Equations (4.18) and (4.19) show that embedded within the FONG parameter 

estimates of p ^ ,  Ag} are the parameter estimates for supply {<xg, a - j }  and demand (P g , p^}, 

estimated above, and the unknown political influence weights, { Dj, Eg}. The general form of 

the analytically obtained FONG of equation (4.14) is

(5.13) PSpt = ?(SA - 1.1*Sales)

Where:

Fsp| = The processors’ support price plus make allowance on a milk equivalent basis for 

MDP. This data was obtained from the FAPSIM model and is the same data used in 

both supply (MDP price #2) and demand (MDP price #5) estimations.

SA -  Stock additions, CCC purchases of surplus MDP aggregated on a milk equivalent basis. 

Sales = Sales of MDP from CCC stockpiles in milk equivalent units, i.e., removals from 

stocks, excluding donations. Both domestic and international sales are included.

(SA - 1.1*Sales) = Net change in stocks (excluding donations). Three different data sets 

were used for this variable, all aggregated on a milk equivalent basis:
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(1) Stock additions data was obtained from FAPSIM equalling CCC purchases of

MDP, while sales data was obtained from the Embargo Study® (Appendix

Table 22.2) equalling the sum of domestic and export sales for MDP.

(2) Stock additions and sates data were both obtained from the Embargo Study

(Appendix Tables 22.2 and 22.10).

(8) Stock additions and sales data were both obtained from FAPSIM, where stock 

additions data was the same as in (1) above, but sales, now defined as total 

stock removals, included domestic and international donations. (Sales and 

donations are not disaggregated within the FAPSIM model.)

In addition, a trend variable was also included. Stock additions and sales data using sources 

(1) and (2) above spanned the years 1969 through 1984, while data from source (3) ranged 

from 1955 through 1985, as does support price data. Estimations were performed on both 

nominal and real prices.

One would expect the support prise to be negatively related to the variable (SA • 1.1*Sales). 

That is, if (SA - 1.1*Saies) is positive, whereby additions to stocks exceed sales and stocks 

are increasing, then one would expect a decrease in the support price level, if (SA - 

1.1»Sales) is negative, such that sales exceed additions to stocks, then the stockpile is 

decreasing and, if the level of stocks is low, one would expect the support price to increase.

The trend variable dominated in estimations that used nominal prises. The trend variable did 

not dominate when real prices were used. In both the nominal and the real cases, the 

coefficient related to the stock additions variable generally either had the wrong sign (positive 

instead of negative) or was insignificant, including donations, through the use of data source

(3) above, did not improve results.

s USDA, ERS. Embargoes. Surplus Disposai and US Agriculture. Staff Report No. 
AGESQ60910, Nov. 1986.
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First difference estimations were also performed using three different combinations:

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

A P g p y  ~ f (SA  - 1.1*Sales) 

A P g p y  — f A(SA - 1.1 *Sales) 

P g p y  => f A(SA -1.1 *Sales)

where A  is the change of a particular variable. For example, A Pgpy is the difference

between the support price in the current year and the support price in the previous year,

following the hypothesis that policymakers decide how much to raise or lower the support

prise based on current stock levels. Estimations were also performed using lag variables,

e.g., support price in the current year as a function of (SA - 1.1‘ Sales) in the previous year, 

following the hypothesis that policymakers set the current support price level based on stock 

levels in the previous year. In addition, all estimations included a dummy variable for years 

in which farm bill legislation was passed. In general, results did not improve using either the 

first difference or lagged approach. The best resuits are presented below:

(5.17) P g p y  = -9.5420 +  0.078578 (SA - 1.1*Sales) + 0.66649 Time R2 = 0.9653

(1.1277) (0.034101)

-8.4617 2.3042

(0.047014)

14.176 D.W . = 1.0557

F = 210

(5.18) A P g p y  = 6 .4566 - 0.20905 (SA - 1.1‘ Sales) 

(3.5270) (0.20912)

1.83067 -0.99968

R2 = 0.4136 F *> 12

p = 0 .65194

Runs Stat. = -0.9869

Equations (5.17) and (5.18) were both estimated using nominal prices. The (SA  - 1.1‘Sales) 

data for (5.17) were obtained from data source (2) above and data source (1) for (5.18). 

Equation (5.17) included a trend variable, while the support price plus make allowance in
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equation (5.18) was in first difference form.

Ail variables were significant in equation (5.17). The coefficient of determination was high, as 

was the F-statistic, indicating the existence of an overall relationship between the dependent 

and independent variables. For 16 observations and two independent variables, the Durbin- 

Watson lower bound (d|) equals 0.737, and upper bound (du) equals 1.252 at the one 

percent significance level. Thus, the Durbin-Watson test statistic lies in the inconclusive 

range, and one cannot accept or reject the null hypothesis of no first order autocorrelation of 

the error terms.6 The (SA - l.l*Sales) variable, although significant, does have the wrong 

sign. This contradicts the original hypothesis that stocks and the support price move in 

opposite directions.

Estimation results for equation (5.18) had the correct sign, i.e., stocks were negatively related 

to a change in the support price level, but statistical results were not as good as those in

(5.17)--low coefficient of determination, insignificant variables and high standard error on the

stock variable. The F-statistic was significant, and the runs statistic indicated that the null 

hypothesis cannot be rejected; i.e., following data transformation using the Gochrane-Orcutt 

procedure, no autocorrelated error terms were detected.

Political Weights of the Folicv Preference Function

The political power weights for processors and consumers were analytically recovered using 

the demand, supply and policy parameter estimates, in regards to demand and supply, the 

above estimations (5.2 and 5.4) resulted in intercept and support price slope parameter 

estimates. These coefficients corresponded to those in equations (4.1) and (4.3) in the 

chapter on theoretical models. As discussed in that chapter, in order to obtain a just

0 The interpretation of the Durbin-Watson statistic depends on the level of significance one 
wishes to impose. Visual examination of the residuals indicates that autocorrelation of the error 
terms was not considered so serious as to require alternative specification.



identified system of equations, needed to recover the political weight parameters, the supply 

and demand equations must be functions of the suppoit price atone. Equation (5.4) met this 

criterion, in addition to the support price, equation (5.2) was estimated with an income 

variable to obtain unbiased and consistent parameter estimates. Thus, the intercept 

parameters and parameters associated with the support price in equations (5.2) and (5.4) 

were used t© calculate the political power weights of processors and consumers.

The political weights for consumers (Pf) and processors (r2) are embedded in equation

(4.12). (Note that (r3) is the numeraire and equals one. Choice of the numeraire is 

arbitrary and could have been set equal to negative one.) Equation (4.12) was analytically 

solved for the political power weights via equation (4.25). A program was developed which 

calculated [r-j, r2J given estimates of (ag, ctf, p0, P-j, fy , Xg}. (r1t r2} were calculated 

following (4.25) using the above parameter estimates for demand, (5.2); supply, (5.4); and 

both FONG policy estimates, (5.17) and (5.18), respectively. Both (5.19) and (5.20) used the 

same parameter estimates for (a;, Pj; i—0,1}. The difference arises in the parameter 

estimates used for (ty j=1,2}. Equation (5.19) uses Xj estimates from equation (5.17), while 

(5.20) uses estimates from (5.18).

A
A

A
A

(5.19) h j -  2.105112 t 2 = 2.110020 r 3 = 1.0

Given: ag = 58.132 a-j = 2.1424

= 55.863 ^  = -1.202

A A

1-j -  -9.542 - ig  = 0-078578
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A
A

A
A

(1.20) ISj = -1.510873 f g  <= -0.5866011 P3 = 1.0

Given: ag = §8.132 ^  = 2.1424

jig  -  55.863 ^  -  -1.202

A A

= 6.4566 ig  = -0.20905

Political economy theory (Stigler, 1971) hypothesizes that the political influence of producers 

(in this case processors) is greater than that of consumers: i.e., is less than r 2. 

Parameter estimates from (5.19) support this hypothesis. While political weights for taxpayers 

are positive in (5.20), political weights for both processors and consumers are negative, 

although processors’ weights are less negative than consumers’. These negative weights 

could b® interpreted as having a negative influence on policymakers. Negative political 

weights are not entirely unexpected. Some group must lose from policymakers’ choices since 

the interests of taxpayers directly opposes the interests of processors. In (5.20), the support 

prise and additions to stocks move in opposite directions. By setting the numeraire, Fg, 

equal to one, taxpayers gain relative to processors and consumers. Selection of the 

numeraire is arbitrary and if f g  were set equal to negative one, processor and consumer 

weights may have been positive.



Summary and Interpretation of Empirical Results for the Criterion Function Mode!

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the criterion function and behavioral models 

attempt to identify variables which influence US policymakers’ choice of the support pries for 

MDP. In addition, the criterion function mode! estimates the political influence of each special 

interest group-consumers, processors and taxpayers. The theoretical differences between 

these two models manifests itself in the empirical results. Since tie  criterion function model 

is a constrained optimization model, in which the estimated policy equation is analytically 

derived, the number of explanatory variables is limited and dependent on the specification of 

policymakers’ decision making rule. The behavioral model, on the other hand, is not 

theoretically constrained by a decision making rule and allows for a larger set of regressors 

in its policy equation. The estimated policy equation in the criterion function model contains 

only one regressor, net change in CCC stocks, excluding donations. One expects a negative 

relationship to the support price, i.e., if stocks are increasing, then the support price should 

fall.

Estimation of the criterion function policy equation was performed using a variety of 

specifications—first differences, lags, inclusion of a trend variable and a dummy variable for 

years in which farm bills were passed-and with different data sets measuring the net change

in stocks (one data set included donations). In general, empirical results were disappointing. 

The net change in stocks variable either had the wrong sign and was significant or had the 

correct sign but was insignificant. Thus, the criterion function model gives ambiguous 

empirical results in regards to the impact of stocks on policymakers’ support price decisions.

Political weights for each special interest group were calculated based on the demand, 

supply, and policy parameter estimates (where the number of independent variables in these

equations was restricted due to the identification problem, discussed in theoretical models 

chapter and Appendix A). Results were calculated for two cases: (1) when parameter
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estimates of the policy equation had the wrong sign, i.e., the support prise and change in 

stocks were positively related and (2) when parameter estimates of the policy equation had 

the correct sign. Political influence weights under ease one (incorrect sign) indicated that 

processors were the most influential special interest group and taxpayers were the least 

influential on policymakers’ choice of the support price. In case two (correct sign), taxpayers 

were the most influential group while both processors and consumers appeared to have a 

negative influence on policymakers’ choices.

Case one empirical results are highly questionable since government stocks and the support 

price move together. The bottom line is an empirical model with explosive, unstable results: 

as stockpiles increase, policymakers exacerbate the problem by increasing the support price 

which encourages overproduction, generating a larger surplus which is ultimately purchased 

and stored by the government.

Alternatively, case two indicated that taxpayers have the most influence on policymakers' 

decisions when stocks and the support price move in opposite directions: i.e., as stocks 

increase the support price fails, in this case, govemmsnt cost minimizing taxpayers are 

politically effective, and profit maximizing processors are not. As stockpiles increase, 

policymakers will decrease the support price level, which discourages overproduction and 

reduces additions to CCC stocks. Thus, government costs, financed by taxpayers, are 

reduced, as are processors' profits. The problem with case two is that it is based on the 

insignificant additions to stocks variable of equation (5.18) (although this variable has the 

correct sign). Another problem is the negative influence weights of processors and 

consumers. (One way to overcome this problem is to choose a different numeraire, i.e., set 

Fg equal to negative one. This would be an interesting extension of this research.)



This chapter presented empirical results for both the behavioral and criterion function models. 

Both models estimated a commodity component and policy equations. Due t© the 

overidentifieation problem in the criterion function model, tne number of independent variables 

was limited in its estimated supply, demand and policy equations. Thus, the estimated policy 

equation in the criterion function mode! contained only one independent variable, net 

additions to government stocks. Alternatively, the policy equation in the behavioral model 

contained a larger set of potential explanatory variables based on economic and political 

economy theories. Both models estimated the influence of their respective independent 

variables on policymakers’ choice of the support price level for MDP. In addition, the 

criterion function model estimated the relative political influence of each special interest 

group-consumers, processors, and taxpayers. The next chapter discusses and compares the 

theoretical frameworks, along with the empirical results of _©th models.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

11®

As this research project has progressed, it has gone through several evolutionary stages. A 

brief description of this evolutionary process is presented, followed by a discussion of key 

research findings.

RESEARCH EVOLUTION

The original goal of this research project was to analyze the relationship between domestic 

policy choice and the international market for a highly regulated agricultural industry. The 

original hypothesis was that domestic policy, formulated in the political arena, impacts both 

domestic and international markets. Conceptually, a guaranteed minimum producer price 

raises domestic prices, encourages overproduction, and generates a surplus, which may be 

disposed using a variety of methods-donations, sates and stockpiling. If a country chooses 

to dispose of its surplus product internationally, its domestic policy does in fact distort world 

markets. For example, if a country (which is assumed to be a net exporter under a free 

trade regime) uses export subsidies to dispose of its domestic surplus, the world price falls 

and the amount traded increases. Domestic producers and consumers benefit while domestic 

consumers and taxpayers, as well as producers in other countries, incur an economic loss. 

Therefore, domestic policy choice has both domestic and international market ramifications, 

and the original intent of this research was to determine the interaction between domestic 

policy and the international market and specifically, to determine whether policymakers 

consider international impacts when making domestic decisions.

Several problems arose with this approach. First, due to the nature of the criterion function 

model, which imposes restrictions on the number of independent variables in the supply, 

demand and policy equations, all international variables dropped out of the analytically
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derived policy equation. Thus, no international variables were present in the estimated policy 

equation of the criterion function model. (On the other hand, the behavioral model, which 

directly specifies a policy equation, allowed for the inclusion of international variables, which 

were estimated as originally intended. Results are discussed below.)

Another factor which changed the focus of this research was the data on the dairy Industry. 

As discussed in the empirical analysis chapter, data used for estimation included data from 

the Food and Agriculture Policy Simulator (FAPSIM) mode!, provided by the Economic 

Research Service within the US Department of Agriculture (USDA). The FAPSIM mode! 

includes a donations variable and three export variables for each manufactured dairy product 

(MDP): total exports, USDA exports and commercial exports, where the sum of USDA and 

commercial exports equals total exports. USDA exports appeared to equal export sales from 

government stockpiles, thus providing an international component for this research. Upon 

careful examination of this data, by comparing USDA export and donation statistics to 

statistics from other data sources, it was determined that the FAPSIM donations data were 

actually domestic donations and USDA export data were, for the majority, international 

donations, e.g., P.L. 480 Title II and Section 416. Thus, an international linkage no longer 

existed. As a result, the focus of this research changed from analyzing the relationship 

between domestic policy choice and the international market to analyzing what variables 

influence domestic policy choice.

Another change occurred regarding which countries should be included in this analysis, 

initially, this research sought to build a world model of the dairy industry by linking domestic 

models for key producing, consuming and trading regions. At that time, no domestic models 

were found for several key countries. Instead of a world .. «.el, this research then narrowed 

its focus to the US and the European-Community (EC), given that the EC is the largest 

producer and exporter of MDP. Due to time constraints, this research further narrowed its 

focus by developing two models which endogenize government behavior of US dairy policy.
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Similar models would have to have been developed for the EC in order to quantitatively 

compare domestic policy choices in each region. Instead, this research does qualitatively 

compare domestic policies and industry characteristics through the inclusion of an EC dairy 

appendix.

RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

The primary goal of this research was to identify factors which r ’, • 'ficantly influence US 

policymakers’ choice of the support price for manufactured dairy products, in order to identify 

these factors, two models were developed: J1) a behavioral model and (2) a criterion

function model. Both sought to answer the same question, but each used a different 

approach. A discussion of how this thesis relates to the political economy literature, and 

specifically, dairy industry political economy literature, is presented below. The models are 

then compared.

As discussed in tire literature review chapter, political economy theory is defined as the 

economic study of nonmarket decision making, i.e., the application of economics to political 

decisions. The basic political economy model includes politicians and bureaucrats as the 

suppliers of preferential policies, e.g., protectionists trade policies, subsidies, and regulatory 

policies, which are demanded by special interest groups. In its most basic form, political 

economy theory analyzes the interactions among special interest groups, elected legislative 

officials and administrative bureaucrats.

The endsgenizing government behavior literature seeks to quantitatively incorporate political 

decisions into economic models. These models analyze the policy result, such as the 

support price, for the purpose of understanding agricultural policy choices. Economists differ 

on the approach used to endogenize government behavior. Rausser, Lichtenberg and 

Lattimore (1982) categorized empirical government behavior models into two groups:
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(1) analytical derivation followed by estimation of policy instruments from policy preference ©r 

criterion functions (criterion function models) and (2) direct estimation of policy instrument 

behavioral equations (behavioral models).

On© of the contributions of this thesis is that both mode!s--the criterion function model and 

the behavioral model-were developed to empirically test what variables influence US 

policymakers’ choice of the support price level for MDP. Results and limitations of each 

model were compared. Prior research in this area has not taken this approach. As 

discussed in the literature review chapter, endogenizing government behavior models follow 

either a criterion function approach or a behavioral model approach, de Gorier (1983) and 

Gardner (1987b) appeared to follow a criterion function approach in their theoretical models, 

while their estimated policy equations appeared to follow a behavioral model approach.

With the exception of de Sorter (1983), prior political economy literature on the US dairy 

industry did not endogenize government behavior. Much of the political economy literature 

relevant to th© US dairy industry pertained to the economic welfare impacts of regulatory 

policios, e.g., import quotas (Neff (1989), Novakovic and Thompson (1977), Safafhe, Dobson 

and Peterson (1977)); milk marketing orders and classified pricing (Buxton (1S77 and 1979), 

Masson and Eisenstat (1980), Shaw and Levine (1978), Ippolito and Masson (1978)); and 

price supports (Buxton and Hammond (1974) and Heien (1977)). La France and de Gorier 

(1985) analyzed the economic welfare impacts associated with both milk marketing orders 

and price support regulations.

In an attempt to relate this thesis to existing political economy literature of the dairy industry, 

a few of the above key articles are briefly discussed. Ippolito and Mason (1978) analyzed 

the social costs associated with the classified pricing regulation of fluid milk and estimated 

total social costs (in terms of Harberger distortions). Total social costs included costs 

associated with the following: misallocation of consumption between Class I (fluid milk) and



Class II (processed dairy products) milk, net expansion in output, transport adjustment, and 

administrative costs, ippolito and Mason did not consider the prise support program and did 

oot erafcgenize government behavior. LaFrance and de (Sorter (1985) developed an 

econometric model of the US dairy industry to examine the economic costs of the joint 

marketing order and price support programs. Results indicated that dairy program costs 

averaged 430 to 590 million 1980 dollars per year during the period 1965 to 1980, depending 

upon the choice of economic surplus measure. LaFrance and de Gorter did not endcgeniz© 

government behavior; rather they determined the economic social costs associated with the 

dairy industry’s regulatory pricing structure.

Alternatively, de Gorter (1983) did endogenize government behavior for the US dairy industry. 

As discussed in the literature review chapter, de Gorter developed a theoretical and empirical 

framework to explain the systematic forces affecting government intervention in agriculture. 

This theoretical model assumed that resources are expended in two markets; (1) the 

economic market for goods and services, and (2) the political market for government 

intervention. Four groups of decision makers exist; (1) producers, who maximize profits 

subject to technology constraints; (2) consumers, who maximize utility subject to budget 

constraints; (3) politicians, who maximize the probability of reelection subject to constraints of 

the political and legal systems; and (4) lobbyists, bureaucrats, and aids, who carry out the 

wishes of their employers and are considered passive in the model.

Each group acts rationally and in its own self-interest. Political market demands are exerted 

by producer and consumer special interest groups. In the political market, producers and 

consumers demand government intervention to enhance their own welfare measured in terms 

of economic rent. The optimal political pressure, e.g., campaign contributions, is obtained by 

equating marginal gains to marginal costs. The marginal gains relate to the desired level of 

political intervention, while the marginal costs refer to the level of campaign contributions.



The supply ©f political goods and services is provided by Congress, de Gorter postulated 

that politicians maximize their political welfare. They cheese policies, e.g., taxes or subsidies, 

by equating the marginal cost t© the marginal gain of votes, de Gorter then integrated the 

problems facing consumers, producers and politicians. The supply and demand for belli 

government intervention and other economic goods and services were obtained. The 

theoretical model yields many implications about each interest group.

de Goiter's empirical analyses focused on two components. The first was a cross-sectional 

model describing (1) voting behavior on dairy price supports measured in discrete terms (to 

vote for or against price supports) and (2) political contributions by congressional district. The 

second component of de Sorter’s empirical model consisted of a time series modal for the 

level of dairy pries supports (This component relates to this thesis). Explanatory variables in 

the estimated policy equation included the following: (1) macro economy variables (budget 

deficits), (2) dairy industry variables (government stocks and program costs), (3) popularity 

(Gallup poll ratings) and individual characteristics (political party of the President), and (4) 

interest group contributions. Empirical results indicated that the level of price support 

introduced in Congress and the setting of price supports were found f© be functions of the 

popularity of the President and the level of the Federal government’s budget deficit. These 

empirical resuits indicated that the government reacts to Presidential popularity and to deficits 

in its budget by altering policy instruments so as to increase its probability of reelection.

Although de Gorter does endogenize government behavior of the support price for MDP, his 

empirical models appear disjoint from his theoretical model. Theoretical model implications 

do not appear to be empirically tested. Analytically derived variables do not appear in the 

estimated policy equations. Empirical results do not determine the political influence of each 

interest group.
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This thesis differs from de Sorter's work in two areas. (1) Policy equations from both a 

criterion function model and a behavioral model were estimated and compared. The 

strengths and weaknesses of each model are presented below. (2) The estimated policy 

equation in the behavioral mode! included a larger set of economic and political variables as 

potential explanatory variables which may affect policymakers’ decisions. Inclusion of these 

variables in this thesis aggregates significant empirical findings from a variety of endogenizing 

government behavior models, not necessarily applied to the dairy industry. Thus, this thesis 

extends de Goiter’s work.

As discussed in the theoretical models chapter, potential explanatory variables w sh may 

influence policymakers’ choice of the support price level for MDP can be classified into six 

groups:

(1) inertia. Inclusion of the lagged support price as a regressor follows the hypothesis that

the support price at time T is significantly influenced by the support price at time ’t-1.' 

This hypothesis is consistent with Lavergne’s (1983) historical continuity hypothesis, 

Allison’s (1983) Organizational Process model, and Young’s ' J7) empirical findings, 

all of which postulate that once a policy is in place, it does not dramatically change. 

Thus, one expects a positive relationship between the current and previous support 

price levels.

(2) Stocks. Inelision of CGC stock levels and expected additions to stocks follows the

hypothesis that if government stockpiles arc large and/or expected to increase, 

resulting in high dairy program government costs, then Congress will lower the 

support price in an effort to discourage production and costly surpluses. Thus, a 

negative relationship is expected between CCC stocks and the support price. 

(Expected additions to stocks are forecasted using the estimated supply and demand 

equations from the commodity component.)



(3) Qovemm ent costs. Inclusion of net government cost variables for both the federal

budget and the dairy program follows the hypothesis that if government costs are 

large and increasing, then one means to decrease government expenditures is !© 

decrease th© support price level. Thus, a negative relationship between government 

costs and the support price is anticipated. Inclusion of government cost variables as 

explanatory variables for policy choice is consistent with Infanger, Bailey and Dyer’s 

(1983) conclusions that the congressional budget process is making agricultural policy 

and de Goiter’s (1983) empirical findings that budget deficits influence policy choice. 

(Net MDP government cost variables were obtained from the commodity component.)

(4) Domestic farm income. Inclusion of farm income variables tests whether support price

choice is influenced by the domestic goal ©f raising farm incomes. Raising the 

support price offers one means to achieve this goal. Thus, a negative relationship is 

postulated between farm incomes and the support price, i.e., if farm incomes are 

decreasing, then Congress should increase the support price to raise farm incomes. 

Dixit and Martin (1986) and Gardner (1987b) both included farm income variables as 

explanatory variables affecting policy choice.

(5) International Variables. Inclusion of international variables attempts to quantify the

importance of international trade of total US exports and the relative importance of 

agricultural and dairy exports, respectively. If the export market is an important 

market, then raising the support price encourages production, making more MDP 

available for export. Thus, a positive relationship is hypothesized. Lattimore and 

Schuh (1979), Sarris and Freebairn (1983), Paarlberg (1983) and Paarlberg and 

Abbott (1986) all incorporated the international market into their respective 

endogenizing government behavior models.

(6) S peoial interest groups. The following variables were included to measure the influence

of each group:

(A) Producers. Campaign contributions by dairy industry political action committees 

to congressional and presidential candidates were used as a regressor. A



positive relationship between the support price and dairy industry contributfons 

indicates effective lobbying. Inclusion ©f campaign contributions Is consistent 

with the political economic findings of Downs (1957), Welch (1974) and Caves 

(1976).

(B) Producers. The difference between the support price and the world price

(always positive) can be interpreted in two ways: (1) government costs

associated with the US dairy program and (2) economic rent realized by the 

dairy industry as a result of the support price program. A negative

relationship to the support price level is hypothesized using either

interpretation of this variable. Sards and Freebairn (1983) used a similar 

variables to measure th© level of intervention.

(C) Consumers. The difference between the retail prise consumers pay for MDP

and the world price was used as a proxy variable measuring consumers' 

economic loss due to higher prices associated with the dairy support program. 

This difference is always positive. As in (B), a negative relationship between 

the chosen support price level and consumers’ loss is expected. Sarris and 

Freebairn (1983) used a similar variable to measure consumer welfare.

(D) Taxpayers. Government costs, described above, seek to capture taxpayers’

concerns.

Thus, empirical results of this thesis differ from previous political economy empirical results by 

(1) endogenizing government behavior using two different types of models--a criterion function 

and a behavioral modei--via estimating policy equations and comparing results and (2) 

consolidating potential explanatory variables based on significant empirical results from the 

general political economy literature.
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COMPARISONS OP THEORETICAL MODELS

Both tlie criterion function and behavioral models included a commodity component, and both 

estimated a policy equation. As discussed in theoretical models chapter, the models differ in 

their theoretical approach.

The behavioral model consisted of two components. The commodity component described 

supply, demand, stocks, and government costs associated with the MDP price support 

program. The policy component specified variables which may affect policymakers’ choice of 

the support price for MDP. It included a variety of independent variables based on economic 

theory and political economy theory. Independent variables included the following: (1)

economic variables obtained from the commodity component, e.g., current government stocks 

of MDP, and expected additions to stocks generated from policymakers' choice of the price 

support level; (2) cost variables, e.g., the net Federal budget deficit, government cost shares 

associated with the dairy support program and th© total agricultural program, respectively; and

(3) political variables obtained from the extensive political economy literature review, e.g., 

inertia, as measured by the lagged support price, campaign contributions by the dairy 

industry to presidential and congressional candidates, and the change in net farm income, 

which measured achievement of the domestic goal to raise farm incomes by increasing the 

support price. The supply, demand and additions to stocks equations of the commodity 

component were estimated and incorporated into the policy component. The policy 

component of the behavioral model was then estimated. Thus, the behavioral model directly 

specified a policy equation comparable to the policy equation in the criterion function model. 

Direct specification allows for a larger set of variables to be empirically tested for their 

influence on the support price level for MDP. The theoretical difference between the two 

models is that the behavioral model can- be thought of as a positive model which implicitly 

assumes that policymakers follow a decision making rule, but this rule is not explicitly 

specified.



Alternatively, the criterion function model took a different approach in examining whfsh 

variables significantly influence policymakers’ choice of the support price for MDP. In 

contrast to the behavioral model, which assumed an implicit decision making rule, th© 

criterion function model specified an explicit decision making rule. The criterion function 

model is a constrained optimization model, where policymakers maximize total welfare 

equalling a weighted welfare sum corresponding to processors, consumers and taxpayers, 

where the weights measure the political influence of each special interest group. Model 

constraints consisted of a commodity component similar to that in the behavioral model. The 

optimal support price was analytically solved via the first order necessary condition (FONG), 

and this policy equation was estimated. Estimation results specified the relationship between 

the support price and one independent variable describing the net change in government 

stocks for MDP. Thus, the criterion function model can be thought of as a normative model, 

which analytically derives the optimal support prise, given a specific decision making rule 

(although the estimated policy equation in this thesis uses actual support price data and is 

therefore, a positive analysis).

Two major differences between the two models are (1) the process used to specify the 

estimated policy equation and (2) the structure of each model. The estimated policy 

equations of the two models are obtained using different methods. The behavioral model 

directly specified a policy equation allowing for a larger set of variables to be empirically 

tested for their influence on the support price for MDP. Alternatively, the criterion function 

model analytically derived the policy equation, which equals the first order necessary 

condition of that model. Since it is analytically derived, its structure is dependent on the 

structure of the criterion function model. When specification of the model changes, so does 

the policy equation. In addition, the number of independent variables in this policy equation, 

as well as those in the supply and demand equations, was restricted in order to overcome 

the overidentification problem. As shown in the theoretical models chapter, the number of



independent variables in these equations was restricted to obtain a Just identified system of 

equations, whieti relates the policy parameter estimates (fy , to the estimated supply (cxg, 

cx-j) and demand (Pq, p^) parameter estimates and to the unknown political weights (r-j, Fg). 

Upon imposing these restrictions, the political weights were then recovered. As a result, th© 

estimated supply and demand equations were functions of the output price alone, and the 

estimated policy equation was a function of the net change in government stocks alone. The 

behavioral model overcomes these limitations and allows for a larger set of independent 

variables to be included in its estimated policy equation.

The other key difference between the criterion function and behavioral models is that the 

criterion function model follows a theoretically appealing economic paradigm. The 

disadvantage of this approach is that the form of the analytically derived policy equation is 

dependent upon the structure of the decision making rule in the objective function. If 

specification of this rule changes, so does the estimated policy equation. For instance, the 

objective function in this thesis consisted of economic welfare associated with the following 

economic agents: processors, consumers, taxpayers and policymakers. This model could be 

respecified to include dairy farmers. As a result, the mathematics used to derive the policy 

equation would increase in complexity and impose even more theoretical restrictions. Thus, 

although the criterion function model is theoretically appealing, the policy equation in the 

behavioral model is more realistic.



COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Behavioral model empirical results were good in terms of statistical significance and 

properties. Estimations were performed using both nominal and real prices. In both cases, 

policymakers’ determination of the price support level for MDP appeared to be influenced by 

A) the support price in the previous year, (B) the ratio of government expenditures on the 

dairy program to government expenditures on total agricultural programs, and (C) the 

difference between the support price and the world price. In addition, in the nominal case, 

the support price appeared also to be influenced by (D) expected additions to government 

stocks, (E) change in net farm income, and (F) net US government expenditures.

Based on economic and political economy theories, all of these variables were expected, 

apriori, to influence policymakers’ decisions. In addition, behavioral model empirical results 

reinforced previous conclusions that (1) institutional inertia (Lavergne (1983), Allison (1983), 

and Young (1987)), (2) budgetary concerns (Infanger, Bailey and Dyer (1983) and de Gorter 

(1983)) and (3) the domestic goal of increasing farm income (Gardner (1987b) and Dixit and 

Martin (1986) significantly influence policymakers’ choices. Thus, the empirical results of the 

behavioral model make sense, are supported by other empirical results, and lend credibility to 

the questioning of the empirical results of the criterion function model.

Empirical results of the criterion function model specify (1) the influence of a variable 

measuring the net additions to government stocks on policymakers' choice of the support 

price for MDP and (2) the relative political influence of each special interest group-- 

consumers, processors and taxpayers. Results of the estimated policy equation were not 

good from a statistical standpoint. The additions to stocks variable was insignificant, 

indicating that this variable did not influence policymakers’ decisions. Political weights were 

calculated based on the questionable parameter estimates of this policy equation. Taxpayers, 

having the largest political weight appeared to have the most influence on policymakers’



decisions. Political weights for processors and consumers were negative, indicating a 

negative influence on policymakers’ choices, although processors appeared to have more 

political elout than consumers, with a relatively less negative weight.

What conclusions can be drawn from the empirical results of the criterion function and 

behavioral models? In both models, the government cost minimizing interests of taxpayers 

dominated. In the behavioral model, government cost variables, such as the Federal budget 

deficit, the share of government expenditures on the dairy program, the difference between 

the support price and the world price, and the expected additions to government stocks, 

appeared to influence policymakers’ decisions. In the criterion function model, taxpayers’ 

political influence weight dominated relative to that of processors and consumers. 

International variables, such as the net trade balance, and the respective export shares of 

agricultural goods and MDP did not appear to influence policymakers’ decisions in the 

behavioral model. Political variables, e.g., inertia and farm income, did appear to influence 

policymakers’ decisions. The data on campaign contributions consisted of too few 

observations to determine their influence.

In comparing estimated policy equations of the two models, the criterion function policy 

equation is simplistic, due to imposition of theoretical restrictions, discussed above. In order 

to obtain this analytically derived policy equation, much was sacrificed. Restrictions were 

imposed on the number of independent variables in the supply, demand, and policy 

equations. Consequently, empirical results of the criterion function policy equation refer to 

influence of only one variable--the net change in government stocks-on policymakers’ 

decisions. Statistical results were insignificant for this variable, indicating that it did not 

influence policymakers. In contrast, the behavioral mode! allowed for a larger set of 

independent variables to be tested for their influence on policymakers’ determinations of the 

support price for MDP. Empirical results of the behavioral model yielded estimates which 

were statistically significant and supported existing empirical findings.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Future research should examine the implications of the following: (1) changing policymakers’ 

decision making rule in the criterion function model by including dairy farmers, and (2) 

changing the political weight of the numeraire, i.e., setting taxpayers’ political influence weight 

equai to negative one to determine if this overcomes the problem of negative influence 

weights for processors and consumers, obtained above, in addition, as data become 

available, policy equations should be estimated using updated data, specifically for campaign 

contributions. Finally, empirical results of the behavioral mode! identified significant 

explanatory variables affecting policymakers’ choices. Future research could use those 

resuits to work backwards to obtain a criterion function decision making rule which yields this 

policy equation, upon deriving its first order necessary condition.
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APPENDIX A

OVERIDENTIFICATION

If the supply and demand functions in the criterion function model were fully specified, as in 

equation (4.1) and (4.3) of the behavioral model, each equation would include more 

independent variables. These additional variables would enter into the consumer surplus and 

processor surplus terms of the policy preference function and ultimately enter into the first 

order necessary condition, equation (4.14), upon differentiation. The optimal support price, 

shown in equation (4.16), would fake the following form when more independent variables are 

included:

Equation (4.16A) would become the new policy equation, where the policy parameter 

estimates [A,(, i=1,7j are made up of estimated supply and demand parameters and the 

unknown political weights. Comparable to equations (4.18) and (4.19), the political weights 

could be recovered using a system of equations relating the known parameters (A-, and 

Pk; i-1-7, j=0-3, k=0-4), to the unknown political weights (Fj, 1=1,2). But this new system of 

equations is overidentified, with seven equations and two unknowns, resulting in non-unique 

political weight estimates. Thus, in order to recover a unique set of political weights via a 

just identified system of equations, the policy equation (4.16) must contain only two 

parameter estimates (Ar  Ag). This condition is met when th ; supply and demand equations 

in the criterion function model are specified as functions of one independent variable, the 

support price, as shown in equations (4.10) and (4.11).

(4.1 ©A) [(PStpt)] = {X%1 + [12]Y + [ l 3]POP + [A4JP, Margarine

[JuJ[SA - (1.1‘Sales)]



APPENDIX B

IDENTIFICATION OF DATA USED IN ESTIMATIONS

Tills appendix contains the raw data used for estimations as discussed in this chapter. Data 

definitions in this appendix relate variable headings (at the top of each data serlos) to 

previously defined variables used in the empirical estimation chapter. For example, in the 

demand data set described below, the data column labeled EQ corresponds to the variable 

dMDP -n text. Data sources are identified in the text and will not be repeated here. 

When more than one data set is used for a specific variable, the itemized source number is 

listed and corresponds to the source number identified in the text. Thus, appendix data 

definitions identify the variable, specify whether the data were in nominal or real terms, and 

whether they were in an aggregated or per capita format. Data were grouped by estimated 

equations: demand, supply, policy in the behavioral model and policy in the criterion function 

model. Definitions are listed following each data spreadsheet.
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APPENDIX C 

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS 

Campaign contributions data were obtained from the Federal Election Commission (FEC). 

The FEC must know specific PAG names in order to execute an Index ’D' computer run. 

The following dairy industry representatives were instrumental in identifying dairy industry 

PACs:

Jim Gruebele, GEO 
Dairyman’s Cooperative Creamery Association

Eugene Meyer, Editor 
Hoard’s Dairymen

Coline O’Day 
Common Cause

Robert Feenstra, Jr.
Milk Producers Council

Donald Hansen 
Dairy institute

Jay Gould 
Western United Dairymen

Donny Dare 
National Milk Producers Federation

Lori LaCava and Michael Dikerson 
Federal Election Commission

In addition, the following references listing PACs were helpful:

Weinberger, Marvin, and D.U. Greevy. The PAG Directory A Complete Guide to 
Political Action Committees. Cambridge, MA.: Ballinger Publishing Corrjany, 1982.

Congressional Record. Proceedings and Debates of the 100th Congress. First 
Session. Nov. 2, 1987.

Roeder, Edward. PACs Americana A Directory of Political Action Committees 
I PACs) and Their Interests. Washington, D.C.: Sunshine Services
Corporation, 1982.

Based upon information from the above sources, the following dairy industry PACs were

identified. PACs are listed by connected organization, i.e., corporate sponsor:
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Connected Organization: Dairymen Inc; Mid-American 
Political Action Committee:

Agricultural and Dairy Educational Political Trust (ADEPT)
Connected organization: Dairymen, inc.
Political Action Committees:

Georgia Committee for Political Action (Dl-GCFPA)
Kentucky Committee tor Political Action 
Louisiana Committee for Political Action (DI-LCFPA)
Mississippi Committee for Political Action (DI-MCFPA)
North Carolina Committee for Political Action (DI-NCCFPA)
Pennsylvania Committee for Political Action 
Tennessee Committee for Political Action (DI-TCFPA)
Virginia Committee for Political Action (DI-VCFPA)
Trust for Special Political Agricultural Community Education 
Dairymen Inc-Special Political Agricultural Community (DI-SPACE)

Connected Organization: Land O’Lakes, inc.
Political Action Committees:

Midwest Political Action Cooperative Trust (MPACT)
Land O’Lake, Ins., Political Action Committee

Connected Organization: Milk Producers, Inc.,
Associated Political Action Committee:

Committee for Thorough Agricultural Political Education of Associated Milk Producers, 
Inc.

Connected organization: Milk Producers Association,
Michigan Political Action Committee:

Michigan Milk Political Action Committee.

Connected organization: Milk Producers;
League of California Political Action Committee:

League of California Milk Producers Political Action Committee.

Connected organization: Milk Industry Foundation 
Political Action Committees:

Milk Industry Foundation and International Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers 
Political Action Committee; and
the International Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers Milk Industry Foundation 
Political Action Committee. (Note the name change of this PAG).

Connected organization: Dairy Farmers Inc.
Political Action Committee:

Dairymen's Limited Agricultural Association

Connected organization: Milk Marketing Inc.
Political Action Committee:

Milk Marketing Inc. Political Action Committee

Connected organization: Dairymen's Association; Western United 
Political Action Committee:

Western United Dairymen’s Association.

Connected organization: Western Dairymen’s Association 
Political Action Committee:

Western Dairymen’s Association Federal Political Action Committee.
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APPENDIX D

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY DAIRY POLICIES AND INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS 

BACKGROUND

The European Economic Community (EEC) was created by the Treaty of Roms in 1S57. 

The EEC is a component of the European Community (EC) which also includes the 

European Coal and Steel Community and the European Atomic Energy Community. 

The original member countries included Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Italy, West 

Germany and the Netherlands. The Treaty provided for the gradual development of a 

full customs union, removal of all trade barriers within the EEC and the establishment of 

a Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) among member countries. In 1973, Denmark, 

Ireland and the United Kingdom (UK) Joined the Community, followed by Greece in 1981 

and most recently, Spain and Portugal in January, 1986 (Figure 3.A). The EC Council 

of Ministers, consisting of representatives from each member country, are the decision 

making M y  which adopts regulations implemented by the EG Commission, the 

administrative body comparable to the US Department of Agriculture.

Figure 3.A~Tfae European Community

Ireland

Bsigiurr.

^  West Germa-y
U nited  K ingdom

France

Itaty

jKjj' Greece

Source: US Department of Agriculture. Western Europe Agriculture and Trade Report:
Situation and Outlook Series. Pg. 7. Washington, D.C.: June, 1988.
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Th© GAP, adopted in 1962, attempts t© encourage stable agricultural market ©omdifions, 

ensure a fair return to farmers, maintain reasonable prices for consumers and introduce 

policies designed to increase yield and labor productivity (Trostle, et. al» 1986). It 

established a common market for EG agricultural products, using a common currency 

called the European Currency Unit (ECU). (See the glossary for definitions and chapter 

B of The Food and Farm Policies of the Turooean Community by Harris, Swirtbank, and 

Wilkinson for a detailed description of the EG internal monetary system.)

The CAP is financed from the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund

(known as FEQGA, using the French translation), ft consists of two sections: (1) The 

Guidance section, which finances structural improvements and reforms in agricultural 

marketing; and (2) H ie  Guarantee section, which controls both agricultural import prices 

via the variable import levy and also supports internal markets using minimum price 

guarantees. A majority of CAP expenditures originate from the Guarantee section 

(Commission of the European Communities, November 1986).

Th© dairy support program has historically been the largest expenditure for both th© 

CAP budget (30% in 1985) and the EC’s overall budget (21% in 1985)1. Dairy 

expenditures have dramatically increased in the pas! decade. Government expenditures 

increased 18% per year between the years 1S7S and 1983, primarily due to the large 

dairy surplus storage costs and the cast of export subsidies corresponding to the 

expansion of export markets. The nominal cost ©f each of these two items increased 

50% in the mid-1970’s (Trostle, e t al., 1986). The EC Ministers have recently accepted 

this challenge by dramatically changing dairy policy to control supply using a milk 

marketing quota, freezing th© target price, and levying a costly ’superlevy’ penalty for 

excess production.

1 In general, statistics and data specified in this EG dairy chapter were obtained from the 
October 1986 USDA ERS publication entitled European Community Dairy Sector: Policies. Problems, 
and Prospects by Trostle, Lambert, Sposato, Lopes, and Cohen. Updated supply and utilization data, 
1984 through 1987, were obtained from USDA FAS by the Western Europe Section within USDA 
ERS. Updated trade data, 1982 through 1986, were obtained from unpublished United Nations trade 
data from the Western Europe Section of USDA ERS.



EUROPEAN COMMUNITY DOMESTIC DAIRY POLICIES AND PRICING SYSTEM

Two general domestic policies are used in the EC which affect the world market: (1) a 

minimum prise support and (2) an import policy consisting of an import quota and a 

variable import levy. The minimum price support policy is theoretically similar to the 

price support policy described in Figure 2.D. The guaranteed minimum price in the US 

is called the support price, while in th© EC it is called the intervention price and is 

related to the target price, described below. Government expenditures on surplus 

disposal differ between the two programs. In the US, taxpayers finance th© purchase 

and storage of surplus products (area abed in Figure 2.D). In the EC, taxpayers finance 

an export subsidy used to dispose of the surplus on th© world market and equalling the 

difference between th® intervention price and the world price (area abed in Figure 2.E).

Bats the US and the EC us© import quotas. White the US restricts solely the amount of 

imports, the EC supplements its import quota using a variable import levy, making 

domestic products relatively cheaper compared to imports and generating government 

revenues. The relationship among EC prises and the impact of EC domestic policies on 

the world market are presented below.

The CAP instituted a complex pricing structure of agricultural prices in order to provide a

fair standard of living for farmers (Figure 3.B). Agricultural prices within the EC are 

based on target prices for various commodities, including butter, nonfat dry milk, and 

certain Italian cheeses (grana-padano and parmigiano reggiano). Italian cheeses are 

included due to the small amount of butter and nonfat dry milk produced in Italy.



Figure S-B̂ Th© MafioiisMp Among European Community (EC) Prices
(Prise)

Target Prise

EC Interna! Market 
Priee Range

♦  Intervention Price fMMmnmirCs 
interna! Price)

Soure©: Based on Josling, I.E . Seminar presented at University of California, Davis on 
EC Domestic Policies, 1981; and Trostle, et. a l, pg. 4, 1986.

Butter and nonfat dry miik are joint products using all of the solids in whole milk-butter 

made from the fat content and nonfat dry milk made from nonfat solids. Through price 

regulation of butter and nonfat dry milk, the EC regulates the price of fluid milk, using an 

Intervention Miik Price Equivalent (IMRE) calculation, which relates intervention prices of 

processed products to fluid milk (Trostle, et. al., Appendix A, 1986).

The target price is the EC Commission’s desired price objective, whereas the 

intervention prise, which is related to and set below the target price, is the guaranteed 

minimum producer prise and is comparable to the US support price. Intervention 

agencies (similar to the Commodity Credit Corporation in the US) of the member 

countries ar© obliged to purchase all butter, nonfat dry milk, and supported cheeses 

offered to them by processors at intervention prices. The EC internal pries is the aetua!



EC market price and generally ranges between the target and intervention prie®, 

although the internal prise may riss above the target prise.

Th© import levy border instrument protects the EC internal market price from lower 

priced imports. The sum of the importer’s offer price (assumed to be the world price in 

Figure 3.B) plus the variable import levy equals the threshold price, which is the 

minimum price EC consumers pay for imports (Trostle, et. a!., 1986). This threshold 

price is set at a higher level than the EC intervention price to give EC producers a price 

advantage. If a shortage of EC dairy products develops and internal prices rise, imports 

would enter the EG market levy-free in an attempt to stabilize prices at about the 

intervention prise level. By supporting prices for major dairy products and by controlling 

prices of imports, the EG ensures that milk producers obtain approximateiy the target 

price for milk delivered to milk processing plants. In general, the prices actually paid to 

miik producers are dose to, but slightly below, the target price. In a market burdened 

by permanent overproduction, the intervention price strongly influences the market price 

and, consequently, the prices received by producers.

The GAP makes EC exports competitive on the world market through the use of export 

subsidies (export restitution payments) which equal the difference between the world 

price and the EC intervention price. All EC prices (target, intervention, threshold, and 

internal market prices) have increased significantly over the past decade (Trostle, ©t. a!., 

Appendix B-29 through B-34, 1986). As a result of its pricing policies, the EC has 

transformed itself from a net importer of dairy products to a net exporter, upon gaining 

self sufficiency in 1972. Since 1972, surpluses have accumulated and have been 

disposed of using a variety of methods including the following: exports, using export 

restitution payments; domestic and international donations; domestic and International 

consumption subsidies; and stockpiling.



EUROPEAN COMMUNITY-INTERNATIONAL MARKET LINKAGE

Use EC Is both an exporter and an importer of dairy products. Thus, even though it is 

a net exporter, the EC affects the world market in both the import and export markets. 

The world market impacts of the EC’s exporter and importer policies are described 

below, on a conceptual basis. Each impact is described separately, and since the EC is 

a net exporter, export impacts dominate.

Conceptual Model of International Impacts of a Guaranteed Minimum Producer Price

Policy

A§ an exporter, the impact of the EC’s guaranteed producer price policy on the world 

market is described in Figure 3.C., where the guaranteed producer price becomes the 

EC intervention price. Domestic impacts of a guaranteed minimum producer price 

policy, presented in Figure 2.D within the US dairy industry chapter, had the following 

domestic impacts: (1) increased domestic prices for both producers and consumers, (2) 

increased the amount produced, (3) decreased the amount consumed, and (4) generated 

a surplus. How does this domestic policy impact the world market when trade occurs?

Figure 3.G provides a general model which serves as a point of departure for domestic

policies using different surplus disposal methods: (1) Sell the surplus on the

international market using an export subsidy financed by taxpayers and (2) Store and/or 

donate the surplus, at taxpayers’ expense (This model assumes that the country which

imposes a guaranteed minimum producer price policy is a net exporter under a free

trade regime). The economic welfare implications of both policies are reviewed.

Figure 3.C illustrates the relationship' between domestic and international markets. The 

exporting country’s guaranteed minimum producer price policy has th© following impacts 

when an export subsidy is used to dispose of its domestic surplus:



Figure 3.0 -lm pact of Exporter's Price Support Policy on the International Market

World
Price

QuantityQuantity Trade

imports
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(1) tee© curves-dornestle supply, domestic demand, and the world excess supply- 

became perfectly Inelastic below the support pries; (2) producer and consumer prises 

rise and an associated surplus is generated in the exporting country; (8) world prise is 

lowered and trade increased; and (4) producer and consumer prices are both towsrsd in 

the importing country. Thus, the exporters’ policy has isolated its domestic market, 

benefiting domestic producers, and has transferred price instability from the intervening 

exporting country to the world market and particularly to the non-intervening importing 

country.

Economic welfare impacts of this domestic policy on the world market are shown in 

Figure 3.C. Prior t© the implementation of the price support policy, the world prise was 

Pw , and t ie  amount of trad© ©quailed TQ. The market cleared such that the amount 

exported, X,X2, equalled th© amount imported, l,l2, which equalled th© amount traded on 

th® world market, OT0. In the exporting country, domestic production equalled OXg, 

while domestic consumption equalled OX,. The difference, X ^ ,  was exported. Before 

the guaranteed producer price policy was implemented in the exporting country,

domestic consumer surplus equalled the area Pw eg, while producer surplus equalled the
o

area Pw fhO. On the world market, total consumer surplus equalled the area Pw ij, and 
© °  

producer surplus equalled area Pw ik. In the importing country, consumer surplus

equalled the area Pw Im, and producer surplus equalled the area Pw no.
© o

After imposition of the guaranteed minimum producer prise policy, world price fell to Pŵ , 

and world trade expanded to T,. In the exporting country, consumer surplus shrunk to 

area PMag, while producer surplus expanded to area P^bhO. Domestic taxpayers, who

finance the export subsidy, realized an economic welfare loss equalling the area abed.

The exporter’s market was isolated from the world market, since the price support level 

was the price signal relevant for domestic producers and consumers, not the new world 

prise, P,„. Given the support price, exporting producers supplied OX4, while domestic

consumers demanded OX3. The difference equalled a surplus, X3X4, which was



disposed of on the world market using an export subsidy, financed by domestic 

taxpayers. The world market cleared where exports, XsX4t equalled the amount traded, 

OT„ which equalled the amount imported, lal4. The change in economic welfare in the 

non-intervening importing county was most dramatic, with consumer surplus expanding 

to equal area P ^  urn and producer surplus shrinking to equal area P^tO. Net 

economic welfare decreased on a worldwide basis.

Surplus disposal, using either storage or donation methods, were examined below. The 

difference between this ease and the export subsidy case relates to taxpayers’ disposal 

costs and the amount of exports available to the world market. Using an export 

subsidy, taxpayers' costs equalled the difference between the domestic and world prices 

multiplied by th© surplus generated from the exporter’s domestic price support policy. In 

this ease, where the exporter disposes of the surplus using donations a id /or storage 

methods, taxpayers’ costs are greater, equalling the domestic prise multiplied by the 

surplus, area abvy. Thus, no money is recovered. In the export subsidy ease, export 

sales generated funds equalling the area cdvy. The second key difference is the 

amount of exports available for trade. When the exporting country chooses to dispose 

of all of its surplus using donations or storage methods, none of its surplus is exported. 

Alternatively, the exporting country may choose a mixed surplus disposal strategy by 

storing/donating a portion of the surplus, and allowing the remainder to be exported 

using export subsidies.

Conceptual Mode! of International Impacts of an Import Quota and Variable Lew

As an importer, the impact of th® EC’s import quota and variable import levy is 

described in Figure 3.D. Without intervention, the market clears at P , where exports,
w0

ab, equal imports, !m, which equal th©' amount traded, OT0 , on the world market. With 

intervention, imports are restricted to the amount ef and sel! at the threshold price, PEC. 

Theoretically, EC producers and consumers are assumed to face this price. The EC
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import quota has t ie  following impacts. (1) EC supply, demand, and excess demand 

curves become perfectly inelastic below the threshold price, PEC. (2) World prise and the 

amount traded has declined. (3) In t ie  EC, domestic producers increase their economic 

welfare by obtaining a higher price for their product while consumers realize an 

economic welfare loss by paying more for dairy products. The EC increases its 

government revenues (Govt. Rev.'s) by the amount equal to the variable import levy 

paid by importers multiplied by the quantity imported, thus increasing economic welfare. 

A dead weight loss (Deadwt. Loss), area Imef minus area efgh is realized in the EC. 

(4) In th© exporting country, the loss of economic welfare realized by ' Queers from the 

lower world price is greater than the benefit to consumers, resulting in a dead weight 

loss to society, area abdc. (5) The overall dead weight loss equals area abde plus area 

Imfe minus area efgh.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY DAIRY INDUSTRY 

Supply

Th© strustur© of the EC dairy industry differs significant1'/ from that of the US (Trostle, 

et. a l, 1986). In the US, dairy farms are rather large, averaging about 36 cows per 

farm. In contrast, the EC has a great number of dairy farms, most of which (76%) have 

fewer than 20 cows per farm (Trostle, et. al., 1986). Dairying is an important commodity 

for the EC since one third of ail farms are engaged in dairying. The structure of the EC 

dairy industry has recently changed with an increase in farm size, a decrease in the 

total number of farms, a decrease in the total number of productive cows, and a drastic 

increase in yield per cow, resulting in greater total production (Graphs 3.A, 3.B, 3.G, and 

3.D). Between 1973 and 1984, milk yield increased 1.9 percent per year. Milk 

production has increased one-third since 1964, while butter production has increased 

two-thirds, and nonfat dry milk over four fold in the same time period.
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Community Dairy Sector. Policies. Problems, and Prospects. Washington, D.C • (JSDA ERS 
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Community Dairy Sector Policies. Problems, and Prospects. Washington, D.C.: USDA ERS 
Staff Report No. AGES860316, Oct. 1986.
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Community Dairy Sector: Policies. Problems, and Prospects. Washington, D.C.: USDA ERS 
Staff Report No. AGES860316, Get. 1986.



The EC is the world’s largest producer of total dairy products and also produces the 

greatest amount of cheese and nonfat dry milk (also called powder or skim milk powder) 

(Trostle, ©t. al., 1988). In 1983, EC production of fluid milk was 76% greater than that 

of the US and 20% of world production. Major EC milk producers are France and West 

Germany, with each producing 25% of the EC’s total production, followed by the UK, 

which produces 15%, and the Netherlands which produces 12%. EC manufactured 

daisy product production is shown in Graph 3.D. The EC produces four times the 

amount of butter that the US produces and accounts for 33% of the world market. 

Major EC butter producers include France and West Germany. The EC produces 3.7 

times more nonfat dry milk than the US and holds 50% of the world market. Again, 

France and West Germany are major producers. The EC produces 66% more cheese 

than the US and has 45% of the world market share. France and Italy are the major 

producers.

After 13 consecutive annual increases, EC milk production dropped two percent in 1984 

due to the introduction of milk delivery quotas (USDA ERS, Western Europe Situation 

and Outlook Series, various issues). In 1985, production declined three percent, while 

the number of producing cows dropped 1.6 percent. In 1986, production edged up. 

Milk deliveries exceeded quotas in both 1985 and 1986 due to a low superlevy penalty 

for exceeding quota. The quota was reduced and the superlevy sharply increased 

beginning in 1987. Indications are that milk deliveries have declined by five percent in 

the 1987/88 season.

Demand

Although fluid milk consumption has varied drastically, domestic consumption of both 

fluid milk and manufactured dairy products has been increasing, as shown in Graphs 3.E
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and 3.F, with France, West Germany and the UK as major EG consumers (Trostle, ©t 

a!., 1386). T® promote internal consumption, tho EC provides consumer subsidies. 

Consumer subsidies began in World War IS with price controls used to counter inflation. 

Butter subsidies began in the 1970’s. Other forms of domestic consumer subsidies 

include Christmas butter sales, school milk program, the use of skim milk powder as 

animal feed, and aid to social service agencies.

Surplus Disposal

In addition f© its complex pricing system, the EG has used a variety of policies to curb 

dairy production and reduce stocks (Trostle, et. al., 1986). Between 1969 and 1979 the 

EG offered slaughter premiums, which diverted cows from the dairy sector to the cattle 

sector. Beginning in 1977, producers were charged with a co-responsibility levy, which 

ranged from 0.5 to 3.5% of the target price. Generated revenues were used for sales 

promotion and financed the school milk subsidy program. A beef conversion scheme 

was used from 1974 to 1980 along with a non-marketing and herd conversion program 

between the years 1977 and 1981. These two programs were similar to the US’s Dairy 

Termination Program within the Food Security Act of 1985. In addition, a sucker cow 

program was implemented between 1980 and 1982, in which cows produced milk for 

calves rather than the retail milk market. Each of the above EG programs had little 

effect. Production continued to increase, corresponding to increasing yields and high 

intervention prices. Between 1970 and 1983, surpluses had increased threefold, even 

with art expansion in exports. Graphs 3.G and 3.H show the increase in domestic 

surpluses for fluid and manufactured dairy products, equalling domestic production minus 

domestic consumption at market prices; i.e., subsidized consumption, trade, and stocks 

are not included since each is a surplus disposal method.
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In the early 1980’s, the EC Council of Ministers was faced with difficult decisions for 

future dairy policy. Previous policies had failed at controlling the ever growing surplus 

and ever increasing stocks. Production had dramatically outpaced consumption, even 

with expansion in the export market In the 1980’s, EG production increased 2.1% per 

year, while consumption increased only 0.2% per year (Trostle, et. al., 1986). In 1983, 

stocks reached a record peak, totalling 19% of EG milk production (Graph 3.I). The 

future looked rather bleak, with surpluses expected to continue growing. Storage costs, 

export subsidies and price supports were draining the CAP budget. As a result, in 1984 

the Ministers agreed upon new reforms using a five year milk marketing quota system 

which imposed a ’superlevy’ penalty for over-base production and froze the target price. 

Estimated projections of the quota program included a 4.7% reduction of milk deliveries; 

a 15% increase in cow slaughter, which would impact the cattle industry and decrease 

the use of feed. As discussed in the supply section above, production has declined as 

a result of the quota program.
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In regards to donations as a surplus disposal method, the EC regularly contributes dairy 

products, generally from intervention stocks, to developing countries and infernal relief 

organizations as part o f its food aid program. Domestic donations for butter and nonfat 

dry milk are shown in Graphs 3.J and 3.K. (Commission of the European Communities, 

The Agricultural Situation in the Community, annual issues). Two types of domestic 

donations exist: (1) subsidized consumption and (2) special measures or schemes

(Trostle, 1986). For nonfat dry milk, subsidized consumption refers to animal feed for 

calves, while subsidized butter consumption refers to a variety of programs, whereby EC 

consumers purchase butter at reduced prices, e.g., Christmas butter sales. Nonfat dry 

milk special measures include pig and poultry and deposit system programs. Butter 

special schemes include welfare schemes, armed forces and non-profit organization 

programs, butter concentrate programs and sales to food processors. International food 

aid contributions, discussed below, have accounted for five to ten percent of the EC’s 

net exports of milk and dairy products in recent years.

EC surplus disposal methods for butter and nonfat dry milk are shown in Graphs 3.L 

and 3.M, respectively (Commission of the European Communities, The Agricultural 

Situation in the Community, annual issues). These graphs itemize product surpluses 

and the amount of the surplus which is (1) exported at subsidized prices (the sum of 

international food aid and special schemes); (2) exported at the world market price, 

using export subsidies; (3) domestically consumed at subsidized prices (the sum of 

subsidized consumption at reduced prices plus special measures); and (4) added to 

government stocks. For butter, a majority of the surplus has historically been disposed 

of through the export market, using export subsidies, and through subsidized domestic 

consumption. Government stocks were virtually nonexistent until 1982, when butter 

stocks accumulated as surplus disposal via exports declined. During this period the cost 

of CAP was skyrocketing (Financial Report on the European Agricultural Guidance and 

Guarantee Fund, annual reports). Since export refunds comprise a large percentage of 

CAP expenditures, one means to cut CAP costs is to decrease the amount of exports.
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a Total Surplus

Portion of surplus which is disposed of using the following methods:

+ Subsidized exports (the sum of international food aid & special schemes): 

o Exports at the world price (using export subsidies):

a Subsidized domestic consumption (the sum of subsidized consumption at 
reduced prices plus special measures);

x Additions to government stockpiles.
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Q Tota! Surplus

Portion of surplus which is disposed of using the following methods:

+ Subsidized exports (the sum of international food aid & special schemes);

o Exports at the world price (using export subsidies);

& Subsidized domestic consumption (the sum of subsidized consumption at 
reduced prices plus special measures);

k Additions to government stockpiles



Subsidised exports have histories!!'/ not been a significant means of surplus butter 

disposal, although, since 1984, the amount o f subsidized exports at special prsess has 

increased. Thus, as exports declined, disposal ©f butter surpluses using al! other 

methods increased.

Surplus disposal methods for nonfat d r/ milk are itemized in Graph 3.M (Commission of 

ft© European Communities, The Agricultural Situation in the Community, annual Issues). 

Nonfat dry milk surpluses, ranging from litre© to five billion pounds, are much larger than 

butter surpluses, ranging from zero to about 2.3 billion pounds. Subsidized domestic 

consumption is the dominant means for surplus disposal, far outdistancing exports and 

stock accumulation methods. Within subsidized domestic consumption, the primary 

outlet is animal feed for calves. Special measures generally account for less than 30 

percent of total domestic subsidized consumption and were nonexistent in four out ©f the 

last thirteen years.

Government Expenditures

As stated in ths beginning of this section on EG dairy policy, dairy program expenditures 

have been the single most costly budget item for both the GAP budget, ranging from 25 

to 44 percent since 1975, and the EC’s overall budget, ranging from 16 to 33 percent 

(Trostle, et. al., 1986). In Just three years, EG expenditures for agricultural support have 

grown from $15.7 billion in 1985 to a proposed $38.1 billion in 19882. Figure 3.E shows 

itemized expenditures for the proposed 1988 GAP budget by type of support mechanism 

and by commodify. Graphs 3.N and 3 .0  show EG government expenditures on the 

dairy program in ECU’s and millions of dollars, respectively, in recent years, the fail in 

the value of the dollar has detrimentally affected the EG budget through exchange 's.

8 EC government expenditure data was obtained from the USDA ERS, (June 1988) Western 
Europe Agriculture and Trade Report Situation and Outlook Series fer the years 1975 through 1978, 
inclusive, and from the Commission of the European Communities, (Nov, 1986) European Agricultural 
Guidance And Guarantee Fund, for the years 1979 rough 1985, inclusive.
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Figure S.E-Proposed EC Agricultural Expenditures, 1988
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Sources: (1) US Department of Agriculture. Western Europe Agriculture and Trade Report 
Situation and Outlook Series. Washington, D.G.: ERS, RS-88-1, June 1988. (2)
Commission of the European Communities. European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund. Nov. 1986.
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Sources: (1) US Department ©f Agriculture. Western Europe Agriculture and Trade 
Report Situation and Outlook Series. Washington, D.C.: ERS, RS-88-1, June 1988. (2) 
Commission of the European Communities. European Agricultural Guidance and 
Guarantee Fund. Nov. 1986.

The Treaty ©f Rome which established the EC i.i 1957, does not permit budget deficits.3 

To meet the recent dramatic increase in expenditures, EC member nations have 

increased their contribution to the EC budget. With the fall in the value of the dollar, 

lower world commodity prices pushing up the cost of EC export restitution payments, 

and the enlargement o f the EC to include Spain and Portugal in 1986, budgetary 

pressure continued to grow.

On February 13, 1988, the EC Council of Ministers adopted a budget reform package 

that provides a majnr infusion of revenue for CAP coffers, while limiting future growth of

3 Newman, Mark D. and W.H. Gardiner. "Impacts ef 1988 EC Budget; Stabilizers, and Set- 
Aside Decisions on EC Wheat Surpluses," within Western Europe Agriculture and Trade Report 
Situation and Outlook Series, pgs. 13-22. USDA ERS, June 1988.
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CAP expenditures (Newman and Gardiner, 1988). On the revenue side, the basis for 

computing member country contributions to the EC budget shifted from 1.4 percent ©f 

the value-added tax (VAT) base to 1.2 percent of gross national product (QNP), 

equivalent to about 2.0 percent of the VAT base. This change will significantly increase 

revenues to pay for EC programs, of which the CAP makes up about 70 percent.

On t ie  outlay side, the Ministers limited spending on the "guarantee" (price support) 

portion of the CAP to $33.8 billion for 1988, with future annua! growth limited to 74 

percent of GNP growth (if GNP increases by one percent, guarantee spending can

increase by 0.74 percent). The proposed 1988 CAP budget of $38.1 billion includes 

$33.8 billion for price supports, $1.5 billion for stock depreciation, $1.2 billion as a 

reserve to  offset adverse exchange rate movements, and $1.6 billion for structural 

support measures. The total proposed 1988 EC budget is almost $55 billion (Newman 

and Gardiner, 1988).

Trade

The EC is the world’s largest producer and exporter of dairy products with a 50% 

market share for world dairy trade, where dairy exports equal 13% of total EC 

agricultural exports* (Trostle, e t  al., 1986). Prior to obtaining self sufficiency in 1972, 

the EC was a net importer of dairy products. Export subsidies make EC products 

competitive on the international market and have been a costly budget item of CAP. 

Proposed export refund expenditures for 1988 equal $13.8 b iio n  or 36.2 percent of the 

CAP budget. Despite the growth in the export market and the large amount spent on 

export subsidies, exports have bsem an unsuccessful means of disposing of surpluses.

* Unless otherwise stated, trade refers to extra-EG trade, I.©., trade between the EC arid non- 
member countries. Intra-EC trade is not included.
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Fifteen countries account for 50% of EC exports {Trostle, et. a!., 1988). Major importers 

©f EC dairy products Include the Middle East, Africa, the USSR and other European 

countries. The USSR has played an interesting role in regards to EC exports, in 1979, 

tiie USSR for tile first time imported a substantia! amount of dairy products from the EC. 

This unexpected event significantly reduced EC stocks which in turn saved the EC 

storage costs. Sines then, exports to the USSR have been sporadic. The EC also 

accounts for 40% of the US import quota.

EC imports from non-member countries are small relative to imports from member 

countries. The UK, Italy and West Germany are major importers, with the UK importing 

50% of total EC imports from New Zealand, primarily cheese (60%) and butter {40%). 

When the UK joined the EC in 1973, New Zealand’s import quota was reduced because 

other EC member countries would not tolerate preferential treatment to a non-member 

country white member countries accumulated surpluses. But New Zealand’s quota was 

reinstated by a 4 way GATT agreement in exchange for EC access to the US and 

Canadian cheese markets.

Graphs 3.P, 3.Q, and 3.R show extra-EC trade for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, 

respectively.5 Butter and nonfat dry milk exports are itemized identifying international 

food aid, exports at reduced prices or special schemes, exports at the world market 

price, and imports. Less detailed data were available for cheese, since it is not a major 

dairy product supported by the EG.

For butter, exports at the world market prise have historically dominated its export 

market, peaking in 1980. Food aid has been a minor, yet fairly constant outlet. Prior to 

1984, butter exports at reduced prices were nonexistent. Sines then, the EC has sold 

reduced priced butter to the Soviet Union. Butter imports have been fairly constant.

J Data for butter and nonfat dry milk were obtained from the Commission of the European 
Communities, Tha Agricultural ..Situation in the Community, annual reports. Cheese data were 
obtained from Trostle, of. a l, 1988.
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For nonfat dry milk, exports at the world price follow the same trend as that of butter- 

peaking in 1980 and historically dominating its export market. Nonfat dry milk special 

schemes, consisting ©f sales to developing countries a l reduced prices, only occurred 

prior to 1980. Sine© 1983, nonfat dry milk food aid has increased its share of the 

export market due to t ie  decline of exports at world prices. Unlike butter, which had a 

fairly constant flow of international food aid, nonfat dry milk food aid has increased since 

1974. Also, unlike butter, nonfat dry milk imports are virtually nonexistent. This may ba 

due t© the large surplus of nonfat dry milk, which, as shown in Graph 3.H, is three 

times as large as the butter surplus.

COMPARISON OF DAIRY POLICES AND INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS IN THE US

AND THE EC

In comparing dairy policies, one readily apparent conclusion is the similarity of domestic 

dairy policies in the US and the EC. Both use price support programs to directly 

support manufactured dairy products and indirectly support fluid milk. Both use import 

quotas as a border measure to reinforce domestic price support policies. While the US 

restricts the amount of imports only, the EC also imposes a variable import levy 

generating government revenues. Another policy difference is the management of 

exports. The EC uses export subsidies, making EC dairy products competitive on the 

world market. Although the US has no formal export subsidy program, the US has 

historically disposed of surplus products on the world market via international donations 

(P.L. 480 and Section 416); and this disposal method is basically an export subsidy. 

Both the US and the EC have domestic and international food aid and subsidized 

consumption programs. US dairy policy appears to track EC policy. The EC imposed a 

beef conversion program in 1974, and the US followed suit in 1985 with th j Dairy 

Termination Program within the Food Security A c t The most recent policy change in 

the EC occurred in 1984, when the EC Council of Ministers imposed milk marketing 

quotas as a stronger supply control method.
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Comparing daisy industries,, both ft© US ft© EC are plagued with overproduction ©f 

dairy produsts, where the Increase In domestic production lias ©utpaeed the increase in 

domestic consumption. As a result, large surpluses have developed. Surpluses in the 

EC far exceeded those In the US {Surpluses of processed dairy products are defined 

slightly differently in the US and the EC: in the EC they are defined as the difference 

between supply and demand, whereas In the US they are defined as l ie  amount of 

government purchases of processed products. The difference in definition, however, has 

lilt!© effect on the outcome). For example, th@ maximum US nonfat dry milk surplus 

©quailed about 1.4 billion pounds in 1S62, white the EC’s maximum nonfat dry milk 

surplus squalled nearly 5 b iio n  pounds in 1983. Untit recently, the US had not 

accumulated large domestic surpluses for butter and cheese. In the EC, domestic butter 

surpluses peaked near 2.3 billion pounds in 1083. Thus, the surplus dairy product 

problem Is more severe in the EC than in the US, in conjunction with stranger supply 

control policies in the EC and larger government expenditures. Maximum EC dairy 

program expenditures equalled 6 billion ECU’s, or about 4.6 billion dollars, in 1985, white 

maximum US expenditures equalled 2.7 billion dollars in 1983. (Due to changes in 

exchange rates, the maximum EC dairy expenditures in dollars, differing from maximum 

ECU expenditures, were about $6.S billion in 1980.)

This research has sought to determine why ISie EC and the US manage surpluses 

generated from domestic po'iciefc ?c differently, even though their domestic goals and 

domestic price support policies used to achieve these goals are similar. Surplus 

disposal methods must be compared. For butter, the primary historic surplus disposal 

mechanism in f ie  US has been domestic donations. When large surpluses accumulate, 

surplus disposal methods also included exports and stock accumulation. Dominant EG 

butter surplus disposal methods incSucl'e exports, using export subsidies, and subsidized 

domestic consumption, e.g., Christmas butter sates, in recent years, the EC increased 

both its butter stocks and subsidized international sates, particularly to the USSR. Thus,
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for butter, both the US and the EC use domestic donations and subsidized consumption 

for surplus disposal. In addition, the EC uses export subsidies to dispose of butter 

surpluses on the world market. For cheese, which is supported in the US, but to a 

much lesser extent in the EC, domestic donations and stockpiling have been the 

dominant US surplus disposal methods.

Nonfat dty milk is the leading surplus manufactured dairy product in both the US and 

the EC. In the US, nonfat dry milk disposal consists of stock accumulation, particularly 

between 1974 and 1984, and export disposal, primarily international food aid. In the 

EC, the dominant surplus disposal mechanism has been subsidized domestic 

consumption, with the majority used as animal feed. Also, due to the large amount of 

EC surplus nonfat dry milk, exports at market prices and international food aid were 

about equal to those of butter, even though these methods were relatively minor 

compared to subsidized domestic nonfat dry milk consumption.

In summary, the US disposes of surplus processed dairy products using domestic and 

international donations along with stockpiling, whereas the EC uses domestic 

consumption and export subsidies. Thus, both use some form of domestic disposal. 

The differences in surplus disposal methods, i.e., the US choosing to hold surpluses in 

stocks and the EC choosing to use export subsidies, have several possible explanations, 

including the timing of dairy policy formulation and the nature of the dairy industry.

US dairy policy was created during the 1930’s and 1940's when price stability, orderly 

marketing, adequate supply, and income enhancement to farmers were the primary 

goals. Exports and self sufficiency were not the primary focus of US dairy policy. Thus, 

export subsidies were not used to encourage production and exports. On the other 

hand, EC dairy policy was created much later, in 1962, upon adoption of the Common 

Agricultural Policy (CAP). At that time, the EC was a net importer of dairy products. 

CAP goals included a fair return to farmers, reasonable consumer prices, and
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introduction of policies designed to increase yield and labor productivity. Because the 

EC was a net importer, the creation and use of export subsidies to make EC products 

competitive on the world market was not a costly budget item. EC domestic policies 

resulted in the EC obtaining self sufficiency in 1972. Since then, exports have 

dramatically increased and become a dominant surplus disposal method, particularly 

between 1377 and 1983. As export subsidy expenditures and CAP costs have 

dramatically risen, the use of export subsidies has declined as a surplus disposal 

method. Thus, one explanation for the use of export subsidies by the EC is that the 

policy was created in a different economic setting. As the setting changed, with the EC 

transforming from a net importer to a net exporter, the policy remained the same. Since 

the EC dairy industry is so pervasive, with one third of ail EC farms engaged in dairying, 

it would be a difficult task to change the original CAP policy.
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GLOSSARY*

Automatic Stabilizers Price cuts when production of grains, oilseeds and other 

products exceed specified ceilings, called Maximum Guaranteed Quantities (MGQs).

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) The unified farm policy applied by EC members. 

The CAP deals with agricultural prices, structural improvements to agriculture, and 

internal and external agricultural trade.

Co-responsibility Levy EC tax on dairy farmers, initiated in 1977, generated revenues 

were used for sales promotion of dairy products.

Export Restitution Payment In the EC, an export subsidy equalling the difference 

between the intervention price and the world price makes EC products competitive on 

the world market.

European Community (EC) Also referred to as the Community. An economic customs 

union originally composed of six members-Belgium, Luxembourg, France, Italy, West 

Germany, and the Netherlands. Denmark, Ireland, and the United Kingdom (UK) joined 

the EC January 1, 1973; Greece joined January 1, 1981. EC-10 refers to the

Community of 10 members, before the accession of Spain and Portugal in 1986; EC-12 

refers to the present Community of 12.

Definitions in this glossary were based on those in the following publications: Trostle, et. al., 
European Community Dairy Sector: Policies. Problems, and Prospects. October, 1986 and USDA, 
Western Europe Agriculture and Trade Report: Situation and Outlook Series, various issues.
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EC Internal Market Price This is the actual price realized by producers and consumers 

within the EC. Although it has no upper bound, it generally ranges between the 

intervention price and the target price.

European Currency Unit (ECU) The core of the European Monetary System (EMS), 

the ECU serves as the monetary denominator for the exchange rate, credit, and 

intervention mechanisms of the EMS. On April 9, 1979, the ECU became the standard 

value for transactions within the CAP including the determination of support prices, 

import levies, and export subsidies.

European Monetary System (EMS) A common monetary arrangement for the 

Community, implemented in March 1979. It includes credit mechanisms and compulsory 

intervention to ensure greater stability of European exchange rates.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) An agreement negotiated in 1947 

among 23 countries, including the US, to increase international trade by reducing tariffs 

and other trade barriers. In 1987, 94 countries belonged to the GATT.

Green Rate of Exchange The exchange rate used to convert ECU’s into national 

currencies (and vice versa) in all financial and commercial transactions covered by the 

CAP.

Intervention Price The guaranteed minimum price at which EC intervention agencies 

are obligated to purchase butter, nonfat dry milk and, in Italy, certain cheeses from EC 

dairy farmers. The intervention price is set below the target price and it is comparable 

to the US support price.

Maximum Guarantee Quantity (MGQ) Production ceilings beyond which automatic 

price cuts (stabilizers) go into effect.
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Monetary Compensatory Amounts (MCAs) Border taxes or subsidies that offset the 

divergence between the green rate of exchange and the actual ms ket rate of exchange. 

For those countries in which currencies have depreciated, MCAs (negative MCAs) act as 

subsidies on imports and taxes on exports. For those countries in which currencies 

have appreciated, MCAs (positive MCAs) act as taxes on imports and subsidies on 

exports.

Quota A supply restriction limiting production (production or marketing delivery quota) 

and/or imports (import quota). The EC uses both types of quotas.

Target Priee In the EC, the target price for milk is the EC Commission’s desired price 

objective for dairy farmers selling to processing plants. The target price is an objective, 

not a guaranteed price.

Threshold Price A minimum import price set by the EC under the CAP for certain 

commodities. Certain imports from non-member countries are subject to a variable 

import levy equalling the difference between the threshold price and the minimum world 

price at EC ports.

Unit of Account (UA) Prior to April 9, 1979, the standard value used by the EC for 

transactions within the CAP. A different unit, called the European unit of account (EUA), 

was introduced in 1975. Its value in relation to the dollar is announced daily, and it is 

generally worth more than the agricultural unit of account.

Value-Added Tax (VAT) A tax levied by each EC member country on domestic 

consumption. Prior to the 1988 agreements by EC heads of state, EC member country 

contributions to the EC budget were 1.4 percent of the VAT base.
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Variable Import Levy Certain imports from non-member countries are subject to a 

variable import levy equalling the difference between the threshold price and the world 

price at EC ports.
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